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4GRESSIONAL RECORD-

SENALTE

February 1, 1996

Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. it is
leader will yield, his staff, mine. Sen- with a sense of relief and pride that we
ator LUnAR'S, and Senator DASCHLE'S bring to the Senate floor the conare meeting. I think we are going to ference report on the telecommunihave very soon a package on the farm cations bill. I wish to commend my colbill before us, at least the original league. Senator HOLLINOS. for his outpackage most of us can vote for and, standing leadership and bipartisan
obviously, subject to amendment after spirit throughout this debate. This
that. But the desire. I think, of the long debate has brought us to the point
princiDals--those of us on both sides of today where we have a conference rethe aisle who are handling this-is to port that is very positive. It is procomget something that we can compress in petitive and deregulatory. The Teletime, if at all possible, and protect the communications Act of 1996 will get evlegitimate interests reflected not only erybody into everybody else's business.
The purpose of this bill is to update
geographically but politically.
Mr. BUMPERS. My concern, Mr. the 1934 Communications Act. This is
I
the
first complete rewrite of the telePresident, to the majority leader was,
wish we could incorporate into the communications law in our country. It
1amous-consent request that the Is very much needed.
I predict that this will be succeeded
majority leader will have a right to
automatically set the telecommuni- someday as we get into the wireless
age
by another act. maybe in 10 or 1i
someaside.
I
do
not
want
cations
bill
farm bill.
But I commend those Senators again body to object to that and get us years. But this Telecommunications
on. both sides of the aisle who have bogged down here so that we cannot Act will provide us with a road map
into the wireless age and Into the next
been willing to work together on legis- get hack to the farm bill.
Mr. DOLE. I will assure the Senator century.
lation to protect the farmers of our
Mr. President. what has occurred in
country, to require the production of I am interested, too, just as the Senfood and fiber and allow family farms ator from Arkansas is. If we get bogged our country is that through court decito continue. but also to protect the n- down on this. we could set It aside. We sions and through the 1934 act we have
developed an economic apartheid revironment of this country and to feed have regular order to bring it back.
garding telecommunications, that is.
the people of this countr7 through.the
the regional Bell companies have the
nutrition programs. Those programs
TELECOMMUNICATIONS ACT OF
local telephone service, the long-diswork best when we come together to
1996-CONFERENCE REPORT
tance companies have the long-dispass it. I think we are coming very
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I now ask tance service, the cable companies
close*to that.
notwithstandconsent
that
unanimous
have their section, the broadcast comI thank the distinguished majority
ing the absence of the official papers- panies have their section.
leader for yielding to me.
they are somewhere else--the Senate
This bill attempts to gpt everybody
now turn to the consideration of the into everybody else's business and let
'nM TELEOOMMUNICATIONS BILL
conference report to accompany S. 652, in new entrants. For exaniple, at PresiMr. DOLE. Mr. President, I think the the telecommunications bill, and the dent Clinton's recent White House conference on small business many small
Senator from Iowa has a legitimnate re- conference report be considered read.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there business people wrote and said, we
quest here. We are trying to clarify
none,
and
it
The
Chair
hears
objection?
want the Telecommunications Act of
that now with the Senator from South
1996 to pass because it will allow Small
Dakota. If we can do"that, then we will Is so ordered.
be
stated.
The
report
will
business people to get into local telestart the debate on the telecommuniThe legislative clerk read as follows: phone service, it will allow small busications bill. I have read the colloquy. I
on
the
discommittee
of
conference
The
do-not see any problem with it. But I a reeing votes of the two Houses on the ness people to get into different segam not on the ommittee. I am not the amendments of the House to the bill S. 652. ments of telecommunications.
Mr. President, this conference report
oommittee chairman. So I hope we can to provide for a procomns t ve, deregulahere today is a vast bill. It
tory national policy framework designed to we bring
wqrk tiat out.
everything from the rules of
covers
accelerate rapid private sector deployment
of advanced telecommunications and Infor- entry into local telephone- service by
THE FARM BILL
mation technoiogies and services to all other competitors-it deals with long
Mr. BUMPERS. Mr. President, will Americans by opening all telecommuni- distance, it deals with cable, it deals
the nzqjority leader yield for a ques- cations markets to competition. and for with broadcast, it deals with the public
other purposes, having met. after full and utilities getting into telecommuntion?
conference. have agreed to recommend cations, it deals with burglar alarm isThe '-,aJority leader may have al- free
and do reoommend to their respective Houses
ready covered this. I am concerned this report, signed by a majority of the con. sues. it deals with the authority of
State and local governments over their
about this. I am vitally interested inI fere"s.
the f&rm.bill. I have no objection whatThe PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- rights of way. and it deals with the
of satellite communication.
rules
'ever goin to the telecommunications ate will proceed to the consideration of
It will result in many things for conbill. But if at some point this afternoon the conference report.
sQaso
jrt
of a compromise is reached.
(The conference report Is printed in sumers. For example. I believe it will
I,oqpe:. tt we will not have any dif- the House proceedings of the RECORD of accelerate an explosion of new devices.
an explosion of new investment. What
fioulty setting the telecommunications January 81, 1996.)
bill mde and then get back to the farm
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I"suggest has happened in our country is that we
have forced our regional Bell compa" •
bill and.. hopefully, dispose of- it, this the absence of a quorum.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The nies to invest overseas because we
evening.
limit what they can manufacture. We
-.Mr. DOLE. We would like to dispose clerk will call the roll.
of it this evening. We are hoping there
The legislative clerk proceeded to have limited many of our companies in
what they can do in our country. This
roll.
the
o,-be an agreement and that we have call
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I ask legislation unleashes them, makes
80 .vot0 on cloture-not 61 or 59, or
ulbatve .. I know some Members have unanimous consent that the order for them competitive and is deregulatory
in nature.
ti) depart fairly soon. We are -trying to the quorum call be rescinded.
It will do a great deal for consumers.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
a~Oqpmi5o(Lti everyone. It is difficult
•~ 4q. But I think they are meeting as THOMPSON). Without objection, It to so For example, and specifically. it will
prices on local telephone calls
lower
ordered.
in a bipartisn
we 5
In
the
haa
The
has

the 21 years that I have been here,
most successful farm legislation
been bipartisan farm legislation.
most successful farm legislation
beeir that where we have worked
ther. There are a lot of issues in
s, fcrm the normal crops to issues of
nutrition, conservation, reserve areas,
which are very important to me. I
know that the only kind of legislation
we are ever actually going to see go
into law is something we all work together on.
I commend Senator DOLE and Senator DASCELE and Senator LUGAR and
others for working so hard to bring us
together. I think we will shortly be in
a position to put before the body a
piece of legislation that we can at least
all vote cloture on and then go on: in
the normal course of things on the

Mr. LEAHY. Mr. President, if the

~group.
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through competition. It will lower
prices on long-distance calls through
competition. It will lower cable TV
rates through competition. It will provide an explosion of new devices, services and inventions.
Mr. LOT. Mr. President, will the
distinguished Senator from South Dakota yield? I hate to interrupt.
Mr. PRESSLER. I do yield.
UNANIMOUS-CONSENT AGREEMENT
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. we have a
unanimous-consent agreement I believe we are ready to enter. It is a very
important effort to complete this legislation.
After 'consultation with the Democratic leadership. Mr. President. I ask
unanimous consent that there now be
90 minutes on the conference report to
be equally divided in the usual form.
and following the conclusion or yielding back of the time, the Senate proceed to the adoption of the conference
report without any. Intervening action
or debate.
Mr. FORD. Reserving the right to obJect. Mr. President. I ask that my
friend allow the ranking Member to
have equal time for what the chairman
has had, say 5 minutes, and add that to
that.
Mr. LOTT. I amend my unanimousconsent request to that effect.
Mr. FORD.-I tbknk nly friend.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection? Without objection, it is so
ordered.
Mr. LO9'!. I thank the Senator for
yielding.
Mr. PRESSLER. I thank my colleagues and my colleague from Kentucky.
So, Mr. President, this bill is an industrial restructuring. It will be like
the Oklahoma land rush because many
investors have not had a road map as
to what to do. It will mean we will be
more competitive internationally, and
it will mean many of our companies
can form alliances internationally.
Some have said.well. will this just
allow one or two companies to take everything over? No, it will not. I think
it will prove to be the age of the small,
nimble business. I believe that we will
see small businesses emerging. We have
seen AT&T break up into three companies. I think that is going to happen
more and more.
This bill does not affect our antitrust
laws. The antitrust laws stay in place.
But this bill will encourage small, nimble companies and entrepreneurs to
enter the telecommunications area.
It will also bring us to a point where
many of our companies that have not
been able to get Into other areas can do
so. For example, the public utilities
will be able to get into telecommunications.
What does this mean to the average
consumer? I have already mentioned I
think it will mean lower prices through
competition. It also will mean many
new devices for senior citizens who

.SENATE
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might be living alone and want to sumWe ,have brought the White House
mon emergency help with some of the Into the conference discussions. I spoke
wireless technologies that will be with President Clinton and Vice Presiavailable. They can stay in their own dent GORE on a number of oocasions
homes longer with the security of mind throughout this process. I thank them
of being able to call for help by pushing for their participation. Mr. Simon of
a button.
Vice President GORE's staff was a guest
For the home. I believe we will see speaker at the conference stafis first
the computer and TV and telephone meeting. We Invited him.so we could
blended into one source of education, bring this together on a bipartisan
news, and entertainment. For the basis..
small town hospital. It will mean
This bill is not one that
be partelemedicine. new devices and invest- tisan. I think it is one of could
the,most biment, where a large hospital can part- Partisan pieces of legislation
in the
ner with a small hospital in research.
Congress.
For the small business located in a additional Mr. President, I shall: have
remarks
as
time
goes
on. I
smaller town, it will mean that a small yield the floor.
businessman there will be on an equal
Mr. HOLLINGS addressed the Chair.
footing with a bigger businessman In
The PRESIDING OFFICER The Senan urban center in terms of access to ator from South Carolina.
research and the ability to partner.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr.
As a member of the Finance Commit- the Senate considers President. today
the conference
tee. I have asked my staff to help find agreement
ways that when big universities get a cations Actto S. 652, the Telecommuniof
1996.
This
bill Is inresearch grant for cancer research, for tended
to promote competition in
example, that they use telecommuni- every sector
of
the
communications
incations to partner with a small univer- dustry.
Including the broadcast, cable,
sity. That will make themresearch more
wireless,
long
distance,
local
teleaccurate at lower cost.
So there are a number of benefits to phone, manufacturing, pay telephone,
consumers, farmers, small business electronic publishing, cable equipment,
people., and universities. There are and direct broadcast satellite -indusmany new devices that will come on- tries. This legislation has the support
line that we haVe not even heard of -of th Clinton administration and alyet. This bill will be like the Oklahoma .,Obt every .sector of the communicaland rush, in terms of-investment, in- tions industry. I urge my colleagues to
ventions and development. We have Pass this comprehensive legislation.
Mr. President, this conference agreejust begun imagining what the telecommunications revolution will be ment comes before the Senate for final
passage after years of debate. In 1991. I
like.
This will be the starting gun. We authored legislation to allow the ReBell Operating
have kept our companies in bondage. gional
Companies
Those companies will break free and [RBOC's] into manufacturing. That bill
there will be a whole group of new passed the Senate by almost 4 of the
small entrepreneurs coming forth to Senate. but the House could not pes
participate in the telecommunications it. Several other bills were offered, but
at each stage, one industry blocked the
revolution.
Another area that it will help our other. As a result, communications
country is jobs. This is the biggest jobs policy has been set by the courts, not
bill ever to pass this Congress. It will by Congress and not by the Federal
result in a creation of thousands of Communications Commission (FCC],
Jobs, good Jobs, good-paying Jobs across the expert agency.
our country.
In 1994.! Introduced S. 1822, the CoinWe read about layoffs every day, but munications Act of 194. which conthey are frequently In industries that tained the most comprehensive, revihave grown obsolete. This bill will sion of the communications law since
allow an unleashing of new high-tech- 1934. In that year, the committee held
nology jobs in the information age. 31 hours of testimony in 11 days of
And it is very important.
hearings from 88 witnesses. Though
This bill is a jobsbill without spend- that . bill was reported by the Coming any Federal money. It will go dowr merce Committee by a voteof 18 to 2,
in history as the largest jobs bill in there was not enough time in the 10d
American history.
Congress to complete our work.
So, Mr. President, I shall, to save
Senator PRSSLER and I decided eartime, because I know some of my col- lier this year to pick up where we left
leagues wish to speak-I want to pay. off in the last Congress. We jointly intribute -to both the Republicans and troduced S. 652 early in 196 and sucDemocrats who have worked on this bi- ceeded in passing the bill out of the
partisan bill, to my colleague, Senator Commerce Committee by a vote of 17HOLLINOS, to my colleague, Senator 2 on March 23 of last year. The bill
DASCHLE, who is on the floor, and many Passed the Senate In June by an overothers on both sides of the aisle,Re- whelming vote of 81-18. After the'House
publicans and Democrats.
passed its version of the legislation in
This is a bipartisan bill. It has been August, the two Houses entered into
all the way through the Senate. First the difficult task of reconciling the
of all, this bill has been simmering for two bills over several months through
many years. We have worked on it first the fall and winter.
in the Senate and then in the House.
I am pleased that the conferees have
There were bipartisan staff meetings.
succeeded in reconciling these bills. I
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believe that the conference repot that

must attempt to ensure

SENATE

the widest
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service will be an important part of the
public Interest determination to be
made by the Commission when deciding whether a broadcast renewal application shall be granted by the Commission. To prevent local television broadcast signals from being subject to
noncarriage or repositioning by cable
television systems and those providing
cable services, we must recognize and
reaffirm the importance of mandatory
carriage of local commercial television
stations, as implemented by Commissionrules and regulations.
CONCLUSION
This comprehensive bill strikes a balance between competition and regulation. New markets will be opened, competitors will begin to offer services,
and consumers will be better served by
having choices among providers of
services. I urge my colleagues to adopt
this bill. I myself would go further In
several areas covered by the legislation, and not as far in other areas. But
I have seen that, unless we adopt a
comprehensive approach to legislation.
any one sector of the telecommunications industry can stop this bill and
checkmate the others. Telecommunications reform Is too Important to let
this opportunity go by. This conference
agreement is an equitable approach to
most of the areas covered by the bill,
and I urge my colleagues to support it.
Mr. President. I ask unanimous consent that a "Resolved Issues" table be
printed in the RaCORD. %
There being no objection, the material was ordered to be printed in the
RECORD, as follows:
ISSUES
T&LEcoMmuUucTioNs BILLRESOLVED

availability of telephone service.
The conference agreement retains
the provision in the Senate bill that requires all telecommunications carriers
to contribute to universal service. A
Federal-State joint board will define
universal service, and this definition
will evolve over time as technologies
change So that consumers have access
to the best possible services. Special
provisions in the legislation address
universal service in rural areas to
guarantee that harm to universal service is avoided there.
11500 ENTRYINTOLNO DISTANCE
'One of the most contentious Issues in
this whole discussion has been when, or
if, the RBOC's should be allowed to
enter the long-distance market. I share
the concern of many consumers that
the RBOC's should not be permitted to
enter the long-distance market while
they retain a monopoly over local teleFor this reason, I
service.
phone
strongly opposed the idea that the
RBOC's shouW be permitted to enter
the long-distance market on a date certain, whether they face competition or
not. I am pleased that the conference
agreement recognizes that the RBOC's
must open their networks to competition prior to their entry Into long distance.
come competitive.
DEREOGULATION
CAsLE aT
Competition is spurred by the bill's
The 1992 Cable Act was a great sucprovisions specifying the criteria for
provisions of
regulation
rate
cess. The
entry Into various markets. For exam- that legislation have saved consumers
ple. on a broad scale, cable companies about $3 billion a year. The 1992 law
soon will provide telephone service, also stimulated competition for cable
and telephone companies will offer service by wireless cable providers and
video services. Consumers will soon be
direct broadcast satellite IDBS]. For
able to purchase local .telephone serv- these reason. I have agreed to go along
1. Long Distance.
ice from several competitors, and vice with the provisions in the final cona. FCC decides whether to allow a Regional
,versa. Electric utility companies will
ference agreement what would dereguOperating Company to provide long disBell
offer telecommunications services. The* late the upper tiers of cable service on tance
conditions:
under the following
RBOC's -,will engage in manufacturing
1.FCC gives substantial weight to the DO;
March 31, 1999. By that time, we expect
activities. All these participants will
that competition from DBS and wirei. RBOC application must be In the public
foster'competition to each other and less cable, and perhaps from the tele- interest;
create jobs along the way.
ill. RBOC must facea factlitles-beasd comphone companies, will provide enough
t
attempt
not
should
We
petitor or must have received approval from
restraint on further cable rate Inthe Stats that it has met the unbundling rethe marketplace; rather, creases. I believe that this is a fair
miromnage
f quiremente;
we must set the rules in a way that
compromise that serves the interests of
iv.RBOC must have opened and unbundled
neutralizes any party's inherent mar. consumers and the cable industry.
Itsnetwork using a specific checklist;
ket power, so that robust and fair coim
BROADCASTISSUS
v. RBOC must apply on a state-by-state
petition can ensue. This is Congress
The conference agreement changes basis;
.responsibility, and so the bill transfear
vi. RaOC must use a separate subsidiary
f some of the current rules and statutory
Jurisdiction over the modification 0
con-- for long distance;
media
concerning
provisions
final Judgment [MFJ] from the courft
I b. RBOCs can provide long distance outside
the
of
concerns
to the FCC. Judge Greene; who'ba a centration. I share the
their region immediately upon enactment;
administration and others that
bi- overt"Ing- the MFJ. has beei Clinton
c. RilOCs can provide Incidental long diSexcpselve media concentration could
long distance related to cellular.
tance (i.e.
doing yeoman's work in attempting V
harm the diversity of voices in the Information services cable services, cable
"bus
not
do
monopolies
-that,
bnsure
the services) Immediately after enactment;
their-market power. But it is time fo:r communications marketplace. At
same time, that marketplace has un
d. the RtEOCcan jointly market local and
Congress to reassert its responsibilitle
dergone several changes since many o
longdistance service immediately after enin this area, and this conference agree
these rules were first adopted in thi actment:
just that.
• ent dm
2.Media Ownership:
f 1970's. As a result. I have agreed t(
'Mr. President. let me address some a
a. nationwide rach raised from 25% to
some changes in the ownership rules t(
the specific areas of important In th
allow the broadcast and cable Indus - 35%-no waivers
bill.
b. duopoly rul--CC will study whether to
tries to compete on more equal footing
UIVE'RAL SZRVIC
Current rule prohibits
change duopoly rule.
IMPORTANCEOF MUST-CARRY
I
t ownership of two TV stations in the same
The need to protect and advance uni
I would like to add one more poin
market. If it changes the rule. there should
versal- service is one of the fondamen
concerning the importance of must " be a higher standard on V-V combinations
•tal concerns of the conferees in draft
carry. Broadcaht stations are impor - than l-U or U-V combinations
:Wg this conference agreement. Unives
c. Local Radio-raise the limits on the
e
tant sources of local news, public ai
th
guaranteed;
be.
sal service must
.- number of stations one person can own as
world's best telephone system musit fairs programming and other loce f follows:
c
category
This
services.
broadcast
-e
continue to'grow and develop, and w

is brought before the Senate today is a
fair and balanced compromise between
the bills pnsed by the two Houses. It
retains many of the concepts contained
in my legislation from the 103d Congrew. For Instance, it promotes competition, it retains strong protections
for universal service and rural telepromotes
it
companies,
phone
consumer privacy, and It allows the
RBOC's into long distance and menufacturing under certain safeguards.
- At the same time, this legislation
contains many more deregulatory provisions than were contained in my legislation from last year. It allows greater media concentration than I Would
have preferred: It deregulates cable on ,
a date certain, rather than upon a deitermination that there is actual competition. Nevertheless. I believe that
this legislation on the whole presents a
balanced package that deserves the
support of every Member of this body.
' The basic thrust of the bill is clear:
competition is the best regulator of the
marketplace. Until that competition
exists, monopoly providers of services
-must not be able to exploit their monopoly power to the consumer's dis:advantage. Timing is everything. Telecommunications services should be deregulated after, not before, markets be-
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in any one Stats In their cumvent the prohibition by purchasing
irento long distance must
use a separate affli- the underlying customer acopunts and
,gion. The RSOC
te.
assets of an alarm company, but not
17. Privacy Information: All telecomMuni- the company itself. It was my underI
I Ations companies must protest the privacy standing that the conferees Intended to
I customer Information.
i. Anti-redilining: amends Section I of the prohibit for 5 yearn the acquisition of
ommunications Act to prohibit discrimina- other alarm companies in any form, int
49%
lon based upon race, national origin, rell- cluding the purchases of customer acThis also Includes raising the current
counts and assets. I would ask both the
limit on small markets (1-14 stations) to , ion. sex; applies to broadcasters, common
c arriers and cable.
chairman and ranking member whether
10%.
19.Disabilitiees: ensures access by disabled my understanding is correct?
d. Cable-Broadcast: remove statutory ban.
persons to telecommunications equipment
direct the FCC to review its rule that has the
Mr. PRESSLER. Yes; the understandsame effect without preludlce.
ndservices, If readily achievable.
ing of the Senator is correct. The lanprovisions taken guage in the bill designed to prevent
20. Pricing Flexibility:
e. Dual Network: allow someone to own a
second network if it is starting a new netUt. The provisions in both bills would have
work
told the States to adopt price cap regulation further acquisitions by a Bell engaged
with consumer safeguards. Companies and in Alarm monitoring services as of Nof. One-to-a-market: allow someone to own
one TV. one AM radio, and one FM radio In
consumers are better off leaving these Issues vember 30,1995. is intended to include a
the top 50 markets (current rule allows comprohibition on the acquisition of the,
to'the States.
mon ownership in top 25 markets). Allow exSpecturm Flexibility: allows broadcastere underlying customer accounts and asisting waiver process to continue.
to provide ancillary and supplementary serv- sets by a Bell during the 5-year waiting
g. Network-cable: allow networks to buy
ces once they deploy IDTV.
period.
cable systems subject to FCC safeguard,.
22. Preemption of state and local entry
This would not prohibit, as is stated
h. Cable-MMDS: allow cable operator that
barriers: allows competition for local tele- in the bill,
the so-called swap of acface effective competition to buy an MMDS phone service.
system In the same market; but a cable eye23. Infroatructure Sharing: allows small counts on a comparable basis, whereby
tem that retains Its monopoly cannot buy an telephone companies to shar the infraatruc- a Bell which was engaged in alarm
MMDS system in the same market.
tore provided by the RBOCS; parties may ne- monitoring as of November 30, 1995.
3. Cable-telophono: allow telephone compa- gotiate the rates for such sharing.
.would be allowed to swap, or exchange.
nies to provide cable service In their regions.
24. payphones: prohibit the BOCs from existing customer accounts for a simiteisallow
a
4. Cable-telephone buyoute:
cross-subsidizing their payphone business.
lar number and value of customer acphone company and cahie company to buy
25. Broadcast License Renewal: extends
with a non-Bell alarm company..
each other In markets below 10,000 and out- radio license terms from 7 years to 8 years; counts
I thank the Senator for helping the
side an urbanized aea.
extends television license terms from 5 years committee to further clarify the mean5. Cable rates: deregulate small cable com- to a years.
paties Of ity thousand or less immediately:
26. Anti-slamming: requires long dlstance Lug of the legislation in the area of
deregslaauppoer tier rates as of March 21, companies to be liable for chase if they *alarm monitoring services. "'
19e9; no chwbsk tdothe regulation of the basic switch a customer tO its long diatance serv-Mr. HOLLINGS. I would agree with
:
tier.
:
1 $hsl#xpanation given.by the chairman
,
ice unlawfully.
6. Universal Service: univemal telephone
27. Regulatory Forbearance:'alows tbta and am pleased to have this opporservice shall evolve over time, and the rates FCC to forbear from applying any provision
tunity to further clarify our intent in
should be affordable. An FCC-State Joint
of the Actin the public interest.
the alarm industry provisions.
Board will recommend changes to the curTechnology Corporution Mr. President. I am trying to save
8. Educational
rent eystem to insure that all providers con- Sen. Moseley-Braun sponsored this provisioc
time and yield to our distinguished coltribute.
to allow this corporation to receive fodera
7. iuraTelephone Company Protections: funds to provide technologies to schools.
league from North Dakota. While he is
.
States may protect rural.telephone compacoming to the floor, let me first anDevelopmeni
29. Telecommunications
nies from competition; only essential car- Fund: makes funds available for small tle
knowledge the leadership and the unriers will be eligible to receive universal communications- buslnesses; sponsored b3
derstanding and, more than anything
service support.
Rep. Towns.
else, the persistence of -our distin8. Snows-Rockefeller: give schools and hoasINDUgrY
MONrmR[iO
ALARM
guished chairman.
pitals discounted rates for telephone servSenator PRESSLER has been a dogged
Mr. HARKINS. Mr. President, I wan t
Ices.
9. V-chip: require TV setsto Include a chip to begin by making a comment to thoe fighter all last year. He set history,
to screen out programs; encourage broad- Senator from South Dakota, the distin - there is no question in my mind, in
casters to develop rating codes for violent guished chairman of the Commerci 5 this particular measure. I have been
programs.
Committee, and .chairman of the Sen - here 28 years. now in my 29th year.. I
10. Foreign Ownership: provisions taken
labore( I have been chairman of the Budget
out. No agreement was reached on how to sn- ate-House conference which
long and hard to produce this bill. I Committee, and on the Budget Comforce the reciprocity approach.
the at - mittee for over 20 years. and this measfor
Senator
the
to
thank
11. Cyberporn: require operators of com- want
more complex than any anputer networks to screen out indecent mate- tention he has personally given to th, ure is far.
inforindecent
of
I Inov w nual budget or any nonsensical 7-year
carriers
children;
industry.
rial for
small business alarm
mation will not be liable for the content of that on several occasions we haywe budget plan. It is totally ludicrous to
Information generated by others; expedited talked about the impact of this bill 01n think that we could bind Congresses
ludiclal review.
industry, and when the bil I into the next century. That is games12. Set-top Box: allows consumer$ to pur- the alarm
last year w, e manrhp that has been going on.
chase the cable set-top box on a retail basis was on the Senate floor
On the contrary, here is a bipartisan
from stores; cable companies will no longer worked out an agreement on the wait I
ing period prior to Bell entry in, D measurs that was reported out overhave a monopoly over set-top boxes.
whelmingly from our Commerce Com13. DBS Taxation: Cities are preempted alarm monitoring.
from taxing the services provided by Direct
I also want to express my gratitud a mittee. not only 2 years ago under S.
Broadcast Satellite.
to the distinguished ranking member .. 1822, but again this year under S. 662. I
14. Polo Attachmeta: Cable companies the Seiator from South Carolina, wh o will acknowledge and then get back to.
may continue to pay the same rate as long
the ecc - two leaders in this particular cause, In
as they provide only cable service; once has taken a special interest in
t addition to our distinguished chair.
cable companies start to provide telephone comic vitality of small businesses tha
The former chairman of our Commuindustry.
alarm
the
comprise
service, a higher rate will phase in over 10
There is one issue that deserves sor a nications Subcommittee and now rankyears.
15.ElectronicPublishing:The RBBOCs must additional clarification. The bill an d ing member, Senator DANIEL INOUYE Of
use a eparate subsidiary when they provide the report language clearly proibi t Hawaii, has been in the trenches all the
electronic publishing in their regions. Elec- any Bell compamy already in the indusi- time giving his leadership, and also.
tronic publishing includes generating stock try from purchasing another alartn most particularly to Judge Harold
information. sports scores, newspaper stoGreene. I do not see how, having
company for 5 years from date of en
rise,and other databases of Information.
y worked intimately on this particular
16. Manufacturing: The RBOCs are allowed actment. However. it is not entirel
measure, one Federal judge could do
into manufacturing after they are permitted clear whether such a Bell could cii
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the remarkable job that has been done
by Judge Greene.
Now we move from" the judiciary
back over to the jurisdiction of the
Federal Communloations Commission.
let it be noted, not on account of any
inadequacy of the court In the person
of Judge Harold Greene, but rather because no single entity could possibly
enuniate and pursue the policy of
oommunloations of the national Congros
'Mr. President. I reserve the remainder of my time and yield 10 minutes,
under our agreement, to the distinguished Senator from North Dakota.
Mr. DORGAN addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from North Dakota.
"Mr.
DORGAN. Mr. President, the con.
ference report on the telecommunications reform legislation embodies a
.pnique oharaoterization. While this re.
port Is. in many respects, a subetantial
improvement rom either the Senate or
House versions, It also -invites one of
the moat serious policy errors of this
Congress.,
This dramatic overhaul of our Nation's communications laws will, in my
JudGment, lead to many significant
advancements for American consumers
and help spur an already explosive industry. Indeed, consumers will. In
Many areas. have more choices and
lower prices. Also. there will, without a
doubt, be thousands of new Jobs created
by the accelerated expansion of the
telecommunications industry.
The legislation that came out of the
conference report is better than the
bill that left the Senate and better
than'the bill that left the House. That
is pretty unusual. We seldom ever see
that n the Congress, but this is better.
' Last June. I voted against the talecommunications bill when It left the
Senate for a number of reasons. One
reaaon being the lack of the role of the
Justice Department in determining
whep there is competition in the local*
exchange before the baby Bells will be
allowed to go out and compete In the
longr distance service areas.
'As some may recall, a couple of us
stood on the Senate floor and led the
fight for a role of the Justioe Depart-,
ment. We lost that vote, and I made
the case. then that this bill is Supposed
to be a bill about competition, a bill to
promote expand and foster competition when, in fact, if we donot have a
Justice Department role, It Is and can
be-incresingly a bill about monopolies
and concentration.
: In the conference, they did address a
Justice Department role. There will
now be a strong role for the Justice Department in evaluating. competition In
local exchanges before allowing the
Bell Companies to go*out and compete
In long distance service. The role provided for the. Department of Justice
will -ensure that competition and antitrust" issues will be *reviewed 'adequately. This. is an Important guarantee that competition, and the innova-tion that results from healthy market
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forces. will be the centerpiece of our
telecommunications policy.
The conference report contains a
bulk of the key rural provisions that
are designed to protect rural areas. One
provision will maintain the universal
service system which ensures that
rural and high cost areas will continue
to receive affordable phone services.
This issue is of enormous importance
to those of us from small States.
We have always felt that way about
telephone service. A telephone in the
smallest city in North Dakota or the
smallest town In North Dakota is as
important as a telephone in lower Manhattan in New York because one makes
the other more valuable. The lack of
universal opportunity and universal
communications services is very troublesome. That is why we have a universal service fund. This conference report
protects that and does so in a meaningful way.
The conference report contains important provisions that will help link
our schools, libraries, and rural hospitals with advanced telecommuninations services.
I do not want to oversell this piece of
legislation either. There are deficiencies in it. There is one which gives
me enormous pause and almost persuaded me to continue voting against
It. This report makes some serious
steps toward roncentration In broadcasting by eliminating the television
ownership cap.
We now Bay you can own no more
than 12 television stations covering no
more than 25 percent of the population
of the country. This report says. "By
the way, we've changed that; you can
own as many television stations as you
want covering up to 35 percent of the
population of this country." I guarantee you, if that stands, a dozen years
from now we will have six, maybe eight
major companies owning most of the
television stations in America. That Is
not a march toward competition; that
is a march backwards towards concentration. It makes no sense. I almost
voted against this bill because of that
defect.
Today, Senators HOLLINOS, DASCKLE.
KERREY. and I are introducing a piece
of legislation that will call for the restoration of those ownership limits. I
believe very strongly that we ought
not remove the ownership cape.
Upon enactment of the conference report cable rates for 20 percent of Americans will go up. While the bill maintains controls on cable rates for the
next 3 years, the fine print immediately lifts all controls for so-called
small systems. Under this definition,
over 60 percent of all North Dakota
cable subscribers will likely see their
rates increased.
Again, I want to say we have seen a
virtual explosion 'in the telecommunications area of this country. It has
changed everything. I grew up in a
town of 300 people. Every day that I
went to school I understood, and everybody in our town understood. our
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major disadvantage was that we lived
too far from everybody. We could not
have a manufacturing plant because we
were too remote, we were too far.
Mr. President, do you know what
telecommunication
has done? Telecommunications makes Regent, ND. as
close to Manhattan as is the Hudson
River. The telecommnications revolution has eliminated a whole range of
products and services., and the disadvantage of geography.
We see telecommunications firms
springing up all over the country in
rural areas. Why? Because geography is
no longer a disadvantage. We see
breathtaking changes occurring all
over this country with firms that have
innovative approaches to transmitting
information, to new telephone services.
We are going to see cable companies
compete with new telephone services
and new transmission of data. We are
going to see broadcast signals change
dramatically to be able to transmit information
services. Everything is
changing. There will be -circumstances
in our future In which you will have access to every corner of this country
and probably every corner of the globe
with the latest information and with
the most breathtaking technology that
any of us can tImagne. All of this is occurring despite the fact that our communications laws are 61 years old and
in desperate need of revision.
Again. let me say that it is unusual
to come to the floor and say this is a
better bill than the bll that left the
Senate, or the House last year. and this
advances the Interests of telecommunications in this country. The people who
worked on this bill did awfully good
work. and I commend them.
I yield the floor.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I
thank the distinguished Senator from
North Dakota for his leadership and
participation within the committee.
Throughout the entire debate, It was
his influence, and he almost won a vote
on the floor. At one time, It seemed
down in the well here he had prevailed.
That kind of pressure I welcome, because I happen to have agreed with
him. But you have to get together in a
bipartisan fashion in order to get
things done. I emphasize that. I will
also join as a cosponsor on the bill of
the distinguished Senator. I think the
Senator from Vermont momentarily is
proceeding to the floor.
Mr. DORGAN. If I might ask a question, Mr. President. the Senator is correct. I did prevail on a vote on the Senate floor, and dinner intervened, and
about eight people came back with
arms in slings and we had another vote
and it turns out that some people
changed their minds over dinner, and I
lost. Some of that was remedied later.
One additional comment. The reason
competition is so important-and the
Senator has talked about It-is that we
have seen the result in long distance.
We have 500companies in long distance
competing aggressively in this country. and prices have dropped 60 percent.
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That is-good for this country. We want
to make sure the companies competing
in those circumstances do not face unfair competition. That Is why we were
so concerned about the Justice role. I
appreciate the work the Senator did to
restore the role of the Justice Department in conference.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I ask
that the chairman yield me 10minutes.
Mr. PRESSLER. I yield the Senator
10minutes.
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President, I think
this is among one of the most significant days I have been here on the floor
of the Senate. The 1934 Communications Act has served this Nation well.
It brought us from a country with a
fledgling communications system to
the age of telecommunications. And
now with the advent of digital communications becoming universal, this bill
is absolutely necessary to assure the
expansion of these industries that depend upon telecommunications.
This is not a total deregulation bill.
It is not time yet for a total deregulation bill. We are dealing with a bill
that lessens regulation. But it is not a
re-regulation bill! It begins to bring
into, our- present, system the total
power., of- competition., with. the approval ofi he!National' Govemment.
L think. one; needs- only;to look. at. the:

definitions, to see. the- scope! of. this bill
astcnmpared, ow the; 1934iact:.Look: at:it:
Dialing parity, exchange acam information service,. interLATA services;.
local exchange carriers, network elemente. number portability, rural telephone companies, telecommunications.
telecommanications carrier. If you
look at the scope of the definitions
alone, it signifies the changes in our
system that are driven by telecommunications.
I am particularly pleased to be here
with the two leaders of our committee,
who have worked so hard-Senator
PRESSLER, as chairman and Senator
HOLLINGS. the ranking member and
former chairman. We have worked
many years now to bring us to this
day, where we could literally say that
we are ready now to take the tele-

communications industry of the United
States into the 21st century.
In doing so. we have been careful to
recognize that there are places in the
country that have not been totally
served by the existing telephone and
information communications system.

This bill has extensive universal service concepts. It has specific provisions
regarding telecommunications services
for health care providers, education
providers, education and secondary
schools. It is a bill. the scope of which
I think every American is going to
have, at some time. reason to understand.
I am going to present here. soon, a
unanimous-consent request to assure
that there will be sufficient copies

printed so that we can immediately
send a copy of this conference report to
those people in our individual States
that must have this law available as
soon as it is signed.
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I believe you could literally say,
without being thought of as improper
at all,that this is going to be the telecommunications "bible." This is a bill
that sets new parameters. It sets new
requirements. It changes the authority
of the Federal Communications Commission. It deals with the scope of the
authority of the State commissioners.
as well as with the regulation of utilities. In some places, it preempts State
and local authorities, which is something I am very. very slow to do. but in
this instance. I agree that it is necessary.
The real reason. I think, for the application of this now relates back to
the suggestion I made to the Congress
many years ago that we ought to stop
having lotteries for the excess capacity
on the broadcast spectrum. In days
gone by, Mr. President. for $20, you
would file an application without having any interest at all in the broadcast
system or the telecommunications system, and if there was a spectrum available. there would be a lottery. If you
were lucky, you then got the spectrum
license, and immediately the world
beat a path to your door to get the certificate, that you had Just won in a lottery.
We thought., and I thought, that we
ought to. auctlni that available, speotrum:. which is. after all, something
that belongs-to the public.
I felt it had
,
a aubstintibl chance to bring In revenue. Mr. President -the!first. estinate
we got from the Congressibna Budget;
Office.
if memory serves me, was that,
it would bring in about $250 million if'
we auctioned these licenses rather than
having lotteries. I remember a conversation very well with the Chairman
of the FCC, Reed Hunt, where he told
me they had taken in $12 billion last
year from the auction of spectrum licenses.
We now are in the budget process of
planning additional amounts to come
in from spectrum. As we do so-and
there has been discussions here on the
floor-we have to keep in mind the equities of the situation and the fact that
the telecommunications system Is not
all going to transition to digital concepts immediately. It is going to take
time, and it is going to take the formationof a substantial amount of capital
to be able to utilize the powers and
privileges that are available to the
American business and American public under this bill.
I hope everyone realizes it is not
going to happen overnight. There may
be some substantial challenges in court
to some of these provisions. We are not
unanimous here. and certainly the industry is not unanimous in terms of
every provision in the bill. But I view
this bill as an interim measure, Mr.
President, I hope that our successors in
the Senate. within 10 or 15 years, will
move forward and take us into an era
where there is even greater impact of
competition and of the marketplace,
and a reduced need for any Government
involvement in this system. I described
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once to a friend of mine that I believe
the current system ie a series of playing fields, but they are on different levels. It is like they are on different levels of a very tall building. We have
been talking, In the past, about trying
to level the playing field. But you
could not do it because some were on
one floor and some on another, and
now we have tried to find a way to literally level the playing field .and set
down the rules for competition. I do believe that we have succeeded. Even
though I still have some reservation as
to portions of this bill, as I know others do. We have succeeded.
There was a reluctance on the part of
many people to present this bill to the
Congress. I am glad it has come because I think its time has come. We
have spent, those of us on the Commerce Committee now, I think, the last
4 years working on a version of this
bill. This means, now, that we have the
chance to send to the President an advanced telecommunications and information bill that is generally accepted.
There is a general consensus that this
is timely and that the provisions are
right. Those who have reservations. I
hope they will be careful, because I
think to force this country back to relying once agaln on the 1934 Act would
be wrong.
SThe Members of the, House who
worked on~this bilL particularly Chairman. BLILYr, I think deserve substantial credit..And we oughtto have credit
here for., the. staff, r hope. my staff assistant j ainst me soon, but Earl Con'stoclt who has worked with. the Commerce Committee as one of the
draftsmen on this bill, joins the ranks
of a few members of the staff who lit
erally deserve credit for what they
have done to bring us together by getting the language that meets our needs
and eliminates the controversy among
us over particular provisions ...
I am very pleased to be able to
present this bill and be part of the
group that presents this bill to the
Senate. I have signed the conference
report. Not all of us did. I do think it
Is imperative we act, and I congratulate the leader for being willing to
bring this bill forward under these circumstances today.
Let me once again thank -Senator
PRESSLER for his leadership on our
side, for the hard work that he has
done. As he pointed out to others, he
has been on call and so have the rest of
us, literally daily and through the
weekends and on holidays as our staff
people labor to carry out the instructions that we had given them and to refiect the decisions we made accurately
in the text of this bill.
I have followed drafting of legislative
bills now for a substantial portion of
my life. Mr. President. I think this is
the finest drafted bill I have been able
to participate in. I congratulate the
staff members who worked so hard and
so long.
Let me say to my good friend, the
former chairman of the committee.
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is concerned. I could not be more happy
that the bill is here. I could not be
more proud of those who have worked
on It and to be able to be part of the
group that presents it to the Senate. I
urge its early approval.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The' time
of the Senator has expired.
Mr. PRESSLER. I pay tribute to Senator STEVENS of Alaska. He Is the father of spectrum auctions. In my opinion. he is a real U.S. Senator. Everybody seems to be leaving the Senate,
and they get a 21-gun salute when they
leave. Some stay and do the hard work
on difficult bills. TED STEVENS is such
a man. He and Senator HOLLINGS are
examples of people who stay and do
public service--honest, hard-working
experts on this technical legislation.
Some day I will be a professor in a
university. I hope. out In western
South Dakota. One of my lectures will
be on real U.S. Senators--those who
are not necessarily media stars, but
who do the hard, honest work on the
technical things, the real U.S. Senators. Certainly TED STEVENS is one of
those, along with Senator HOLLINOS.I
believe both are in about their fifth
term, and If they announced they were
retiring, they would get a 21-gun salute.
I thank TED STEVENS, the father of
spectrum auctions and one of the originators of this legislation.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, let
me join In the comments of my chairman. There is not any question that we
would not have this bill if we did not
have TED STEVENS and his wonderful
leadership and work. He took over the
so-called farm team.
We have been working for 4 years. as
the Senator from South Dakota knows.
The farm team, the rural areas-we
wanted to protect those. We learned in
airline deregulation that we did not
State..
1eY State, When I first came here, had protect the rural areas, sparsely setno &Witano whatever for people in tled areas. So we made, under the leadsmall villages. They had to find their ership of Senator STEVENS, requireway - to Indian hospitals in regional mente that any competition, any comareas. We created a system of clinics. petitor coming in must serve the entire
Those choice are, by and large, oper- area, and the States had the authority
ated by young women from the villages to say how that competition would dewho have a high school education and velop in the rural areas.
We provided infrastructure sharing
some technical training now. This bill
means telecommunications will bring with the RBOC's, and on down the list.
telemedicino In. They will be able to That is all attributed to the wisdom of
have"a direct exposure of patients to our distinguished Senator and coldoctors miles and miles away. They league from Alaska. I join In the comwill be able to get assistance in dealing plimentary remarks made by my diswith mothers who have complications tingulshed chairman.
In prgacies.
The Senator from Vermont has given
above all the things I have
hibll,
leadership to this from the very begindealt with-in particular universal ning and has had various provisions in
service, eligible telecommunicatlns I the bill while we' debated it on the
carriers, and rate integration; opens s floor, and I want to thank him publicly
the whole horizon of telecommuni- for his leadership. I yield now 10 mincations to the people of this country, utes under our time agreement.
Mr. LEANY. Mr. President. I thank
and it does so on a fair basis. It hasI
been criticized by some, but the univer-- my good friend from South Carolina, a
sWl service provisions that I mentionedI man whom I have been privileged to
when I f st started my comments here serve with in my whole Senate career.
I think are the most important to me He was already a senior Member of the
They mean that rural America wll I Senate when I came here. I appreciate
come into the 21st century with every.- all the help he has given me. I appreone else as far as telecommuunicatiom I ciate the fact that he and the chairman

Senator HOLLINGS, I know how hard he
worked in the last essaon. and Senator
PRESLE and I joined and worked hard
with him, trying to get the bill during
the period that he was chairman. This
is a bipartlsan bill. I think, by passing
this bill, we may send a signal to the
Congress. It is time we stop the fightIng among us and start getting down to
P ssing the laws that the Nation needs
to provide the new Job opportunities
for the next century.
As Chairman PRESSLER has said, this
is the largest jobs bill that has ever
been before the Senate. This has more
to do with developing new technologies, implementing new technologies, and stimulating the growth of
new business than any bill I have ever
been involved with.
I am"delighted to be able to be here.
As a matter of fact-again, I will yield
In & moment, but I want to-reserve a
Portion of the time to be able to ask
later for agreement to the.unaimous
Consent agreements bing framed that
will make available immediately an
additional 5.000 copies of this as a Senatedocument so we can distribute this
as Soon as it is available.
I Come from a State., Mr. President.
One-fifth the size of the United States.
It is rural in nature. We have a small
Population. We have people in our
State who are just now getting telePhone service as known to the rest of
the country for the whole century. almost.'Now, what we have assured here,
as this pogram goes forward, is -that
universal service will be available to
rural areas. It will be the state-of-theart telecommunications system. It will
.mean 'that the small schools in rural
America will have access to modern
can
participate
and
technology,
through telecommunications. It means
that telemedicine will now come to my
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were able to protect the Breaux-Leahy
amendment on I-ple dialing parity as
part of the conference report to permit
intraLATA toll dialing parity requirements to stand in States that already
ordered it by December 19, 1996, and in
single-LATA States like Vermont. Preserving this amendment, which Senator BREAUX and I worked put on this
floor, has helped my State.
There are so many things I like
about this bill. For example, the conference agreement places restrictions
on buyouta between phone companies
and cable. The conference agreement
also includes a very strong savings
clause to make clear that mergers between companies in the media and
communications markets are subject
to a thorough antitrust review.
Competition, not concentration, is
the surest way to assure lower prices
and greater choices for consumers. So,
while there are some improvements in
this legislation that I support, I will
not be voting In favor.
I have expressed my concern on the
lack of a stronger Department of Justice role in evaluating the anticompetitive effect of a Bell operating
company's entry into the long-distance
market. as well as my concern that
this legislation is placing censorship
restrictions on the Internet. As a user
of the Internet and as one who communicates electronically with constituents and others around the country, I
am concerned this legislation places
restrictions on the Intaret that will
come back to haunt us. 6
I know these provisl ns were done
with the best of intentlons. Ail of us.
100 Members of the U.S. Senate, oppose
the idea of child pornography. All of us
abhor child pornographers and child
abusers. I am one person who ha prosecuted, convicted, and sent to prison
child abusers. We do not have to demonstrate our adherence to that principle. But I am concerned we have not
upheld our adherence to the first
amendment with the proposed restrictions on the Internet. That creates an
overwhelming barrier for me.
I am also concerned that after passlng the 1992 Cable Act over a Presidential veto, that we are now taking
the lid off all cable rates in 3 years.
whether or not there is competition in
cable service. Before the 1992 Cable Act
was passed, cable rates were rising
three times faster than Inflation rates.
I do not think you can name a
consumer in this country who did not
feel that he or she was being gouged.
But the law worked. Since passage of
the law. consumers have saved an estimated $3.5 billion in their monthly
bills. And, an the rates have gone down,
more people have signed up. In 1994
alone, nearly 2.5 million new customers
have signed up for cable service.
I do not want to see a repeat of the
skyrocketing cable rates that prompted passage of that law. It is too easy to
see what might happen if the cable
companies are not restrained, either by
competition or by laws.
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I do n9t have cable in my home in
Vermont. I live out in the country
where we get 1% channels. I think
sometimes I am blessed by that because I actually get to read. which is a
good way of obtaining the news. You
can make up your own mind. You can
read in detail or not, and not be limited by the photographs selected by
multimtillion-dollar news media.
But I digress.
With the cable company I subscribe
to here. you get these S2 remote controls but they charge you 33 a month.
or something like that. They can give
you antiquated equipment and charge
as though you were getting good equipment and even make it impossible to
watch one show and tape another one.
All the things that sound great are not
available because there is no competition. We are about to make that even
worse. We had some restrictions in the
cable bill. but I am afraid we are going
to let them go before we have the protections provided by effective competition.
I must admit, having said all that. I
do not envy the managers of this bill.
This is probably the most complex
piece of legislation I think I have seen
in 21 years. It has probably had more
conflicting Interests that had to be reconciled than I have seen in 21 years.
I commend the Senators who had the
ability to stick it out and bring it this
far. Senators still have to determine
whether they will 'vote for it or not,
but whether you like or dislike different parts, we can all appreciate the
hard work and long hours It took.
The telebommunications legislation
that has emerged from the conference
will have an enormous impact on
multibillion dollar cable, phone and
broadcast industries and. most importantly. on the American consumer.
This legislation will affect how much
we pay and from whom we can obtain
cable. TV, phone, fax. and information
services. It will also, unfortunately, affect what we can say online.
We have heard a lot about the support for this legislation by the Bell
phone companies, AT&T and other
long-distance phone companies, the
giant cable companies and other media
interests. But while they have been arguing over business advantages, who
have been advocates for American consumers and fundamental American values, like first amendment free speech
rights?
Most of us have no choice who gives
0s cable TV service or our local phone
service. Whether or not the service is
good, we are stuck with our local
phone or cable company. And, if the
price is too high, our only choice is to
drop the service altogether. The goal of
this telecommunications
legislation
must be to foster competition, not just
for the short term, but over the long
haul. Competition will give consumers
lower prices and more choices than
simply dropping a service.
I raised a number of questions about
the Senate-passed bill. and fought for
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several amendments that in my view sion requiring preferential rates for
would have made the bill more telecommunications services provided
consumer-friendly,
pro-competitive to schools. libraried and hospitals in
and constitutional. I commend the con- rural areas, whioh I supported. This referees for the progress they made in quirement provides an important buildseveral of these areas, which I detail ing block to ensure universal access to
below,
advanced telecommunications services.
First, the bill proposed by the Coin- Students whose fanilies cannot afford
merce Committee would have per- sophisticated hi-technology services at
mitted our local phone monopoly to home will be able to use those services
buy out our local cable monopoly so at school or at their neighborhood pubthat consumers have even less choice liclibrary. Rural hospitals will be able
rather than more. Senator THUiFOND. to use advanced technology to provide
the distinguished chairman of the Judi- better treatment at lower costs to
ciary
Committee's Antitrust Sub- their patients. This provision assures
committee, ard I raised concerns that the broadest possible access to adallowing such unlimited buyouts be- vanced telecommunications services.
tween monopoly phone companies and
I am also pleased to see that: the concable companies could result in giant ference report includes the addition of
monopolies providing both phone and a State-appointed consumer 'advocate
video programming services,
to the newly created Federal-State
The conference agreement makes a joint board. This board will have the
significant improvement in these pro- critical task of preserving and expandvisions by limiting buy-outs between ing universal service, and I agree with
cable and phone companies to rural the conference that a cohsumer advoareas where fewer than 35.0D0 people cate will bring a necessary and Imporlive. The conference agreement also tent perspective to that teak.
.
limits a phone company's purchase of
The
conference agreement' also
cable systems to less than 10 percent of adopts' a provision designed to make
the households in its service area. This cable equipment cheaper and easier to
will insure that a single large phone use for all consumers, who are tired of
company cannot simply buy up all the paying rent for cable converter boxes
small cable systems serving the small and struggling with multiple clickers
towns in its service area. This pert of for the TV set-top box and their video
the conference agreemnt helps fulfill machines. This provision is- one that
the promise of the billto mami e. Sena~to THUsOND and I urged to be
competition between local phone com-. Illuded h part of the telecommunipanies and cable companies.
•
ciitions legislation in the last Congress.
The conference agreement also con- Under the conference agreement, the
tains a very strong "savings clause" to FCC is directed to assure the competimake clear that mergers between cable tive availability to consumers of conand telephone companies, or between verter boxes and other electronic
independent telephone companies or equipment used to access cable video
between any companies in the media programning services.
and communications markets are subAs a member of the Judiciary Comject to a thorough antitrust review mittee. I remain ready to address the
under the normal Hart-Scott-Rodino copyright issues that will arise as a reprocess. Nothing in this conference suit of this legislation. There was no
agreement even impliedly preempts consideration of copyright matters
our Federal antitrust laws. Mega-merg- during the debate over this legislation
era between telecommunications gi- and I commend the conferees for not
ants, such as the rumored merger be- prejudging these matters.
tween NYNEX and Bell Atlantic. or the
The*bill proposed by the Commerce
gigantic network mergers now under- Conmittee would have unnecessarily
way, raise obvious concerns about con- preempted State efforts to promote the
centrating control in a few gigantic development of competition in local
companies of both the content and phone service. Richard Cowart. the
means of distributing the information chairman of the Vermont-Public Servand entertainment American consum- Ice Board, provided invaluable testiers receive. Competition, not con- mony to the Antitrust Suboommittee
centration, Is the surest way to assure last year about the detrimental prelower prices and greater choices for emption provisions in the bill.
consumers. Rigorous oversight and enFor example, this bill rolled-back
forcement by our antitrust agencies is State requirements to implement "1+"
more important than ever to insure dialing parity for short-haul toll calls.
that such megamergers do not harm A number of States already require diconsumers.
aling parity. Without "1+'! dialing parI have been particularly concerned ity. consumers must dial lengthy soabout how well the telecommuni- cess codes to use carriers other than
cations legislation protects universal the local phone company for in-State
service. Vermont is among the most toll calls. IntrSLATA "1+" dialing parrural States in the country, but those ity encourages competition In the inof us who live there do not want to be State toll market and helpa consumers.
denied access to the advanced teleAs I noted before. I am pleased that
communications services our urban the Breaux-Leahy amendment on "I+"
neighbors enjoy. 1. therefore, commend dialing parity is part of the conference
the conference report for including the report. The report permits dialing parSnowe-Rockefeller-Exon-Kerry
provi- ity requirements to etand in the States
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that already ordered It by December 19. nesses at the hearing defended the con- content providers who post indecent
1806, and in single-LATA States, in- stitutionality of the indecency stand- material for online display without
cluding Vermont. The prohibition ard in the telecommunications bill. taking precautions that shield that
"1+" dialing pXrity for Nor did any witness testifying in sup- material from minors."
aganast
What precautions are the conferees
intaLATA calls in nongrandfathered port of S. 892examine in detail whether
States expires at a date certain 3 years the indecency standard as applied to talking about? What precautions will
online communications complies with Internet users have to take to avoid
alter enactment. .
In addition, the Commerce Commit- the least restrictive means test. On the criminal liability? These users, after
tee bill would have prohibited. State contrary, several witnesses questioned all, are the ones who provide the conregulators from using rate-of-return whether any indecency standard could tent read in news groups and on elecregulation for large phone companies, be constitutional as applied to online tronic bulletin boards. The legislation
AS Chairman Cowart of the Vermont communications. Thus, Congress has gives the FCC authority to describe the
Public Service Board made clear when opted to appear tough on pornography precautions that can be taken to avoid
he testified, 'this prohibition would without examining the constitutional criminal liability. All Internet users
have tied the hands of State regulators implications of this unprecedented re- will have to wait and look to the FCC
for what they must do to protect themtrying to adopt different forms of pric- striction on freedom of expression,
Let us make no mistake about what selves from criminal liability.
Ingregulation to stimulate local phone
We have already seen the chilling efservice competition. The. conference these provisions in the conference
agreement took a constructive step by agreement will do and how it could af- fect that even the prospect of this legIslation has had on online service profect you.
dropping the prohibition on rste-of-reThe bill will make it a felony crime viders. A few weeks ago, America Onturn regulation.
Despite this significant progress, the to send a private e-mal1 message with line deleted the profile of a Vermonter
conference agreement still suffers from an indecent or filthy word that you who communicated with fellow breast
such arious flaws that I cannot sup- hope will annoy another person, even if cancer survivors online, Why? Because.
port it.
I
you were responding in kind to an e- according to AOL,. she used the vulgar
.First, and foremost, the conference mail message you received. Who knows word "breast". AOL later apologized
permit the use
person and indicated itwewould
agreement contins unconstitutionai when you might annoy anotheravoid
aprite
ater
li' of t
provisions that would Impose far- with your e-mail message? To
approprato.
where
word
othat
of
users
legislation,
this
under
ability
sfor
crimes
by German prosecutors
reaching new Federal
illhav toComplaints
o seec.e-ail
nt
Ido idecnt
Calld
Otlied Indecent speech. I do not often e-mal will have to ban curse words and prompted another online service prosgree with Speaker GINGcs. but I other expressions that might be char- vider to cut off subscriber access to
share his view that this legislation vio acterized as offensive from their online over 200 Internet news groups with the
latesfree speech rights.
vocabulary.
punish
with
words
or "erotica" in the
The bill
Apparently, the conferees also. hav
terms
any will
Internet
user
who2-year
uses jail
o
nme. "sex".
They "gay"
censored
such groups as
serious doubts about its constitutional- of the even dirty words in a mesage
clarinet.newsgsys," which is an onli
line newspaper focused on gay issues.
ity. They added a sction to speed up to a mino You will risk cri
and "gay-net.coming-out", which Is a
judicial review to see if the leoilation
.... .
..
abili y by usfng a computer to share a
aise constitutional muster In m
men and women
containing support group for gaypublic
view, th..legislation will not pas tht with a child any material
with their
with going
dealing
of
the
areas
indecent passages In some
test.
Ine
tpsae
nsm
e ftesexual orientation.
What is next? The Washington Post
You..would think the telecommuni- country, a copy of Seventeen magazine,
reports today that one software procatt s conference would have their could be viewed as indecent because it
ohands full with Just the task of *hang-. contains information on sex and sexu- ramors toprtet cne fre
tog our communications laws to allow ality. Indeed, this magazine is among gram used to protect children from ofnew competition among phone copa' the 10 most frequently challenged fensive material blocked the White
House home page because it showed
rar
so
library materials in the coun- pictures of two couples together. Those
nies. broadcaster, cable operator, and school
try.twcopehapndtbetePei
wireless systems while also protecting
This legislation
sweeps more broadly
dly t couples hapnto
be the Vieuniversal service and other appropriate
e-mail messages dent and Mrs. Clinton and the Vicecq*ouer protections. Yet, they' also than just regulating
Mrs. Gore.
President and censors
to children. It will impose felony Government
1dec.etoadd new Federal crime$, de- sent
sntesfruignidentordo Will
any Federal
better
de"u4no

for using an Indecent four-Gvrm tcessdoaybtr
spite the absence. of sny, hearings on penalties
word, or discussing material when they dictate blocking

on- letter
thee provisions, or any Senate Judicideemed to be indecent, on electronic
say Committee members on the con- bulletin boards or Internet chat areas
ference. I called for an in-depth. fast- accessible to children.
Once this bill becomes law, no longer
trac. study of these issues before we
took precipitous action. in legislation, will Internet users be able to engage in
That study was included in the House- free-wheeling discussions in news
passed bill but dropped by, the. con- groups and other areas on the Internet
ferenco, in favor of provisions that will accessible to minors. They will have to
ban constitutionally protected speech limit all language used and topics discussed to that appropriate for kinderon the Internet.
.
I note that the explanatory state- gartners, just in case a minor clicks
ment accompanying the conference re- onto the discussion. No literary quotes
port refers to a July 24,1995 hearing, at from racy parts of Catcher in the Rye
which I participated. before the Senate . or Ulysses will be allowed. Certainly
Judiciary Committee on "online lnde- online discussions of safe sex practices,
cncy, obscenity, and child endanger- of birth control methods, and of AIDS
mant." This hearing did not address prevention methods will be suspect.
the const4tutionallty of the indecency Any user who crosses the vague and unstandard adopted by the conference re- defined line of indecency will be subport, nor the least restrictive meansby ject to two years in jail and fines.
Imagine if the Whitney Museum,
which to implement such a standard,
particularly in an electronic environ- which currently operates a Web page,
ment like the Internet The hearing re- were dragged into court for permitting
of
Michelangelo's
ferred to In the statement of the non- representations
ference-committee dealt with stalking, David to be looked at by kids.
The conferees call this a display proobscenity and indecency with regard to
an entirely different bill. S.892. No wit- hibition and explain that it "applies to

technologies?
The Communications Decency Act is
the U.S. Government's answer to the
problem that China is dealing with by
creating an intranet. According to
news reports, this censored version of
the Internet allows Chinese users online access to each other, but an offlcial censor controls all outside access
to the world-wide Internet.
We already have crimes on the books
that apply to the Internet, by banning
obscenity, child pornography, and
threats from being distributed overcomputers. In fact. just before Christmas. the President signed a new law we
passed last year sharply increasing
penalties for child pornography and
sexual exploitation crimes.
Unlike these current laws, which do
not regulate constitutionally protected
speech, this legislation would censor
indecent speech. While the proponents
of the proposals claim that they do not
ban indecency-only prohibit making
It available to minors-the practical
result of such a restriction on the
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Internet is the criminalization of all Absent a facilities-based competitor in
those 10 months, I fear that the lanindecent speech.
Because indecency means very dif- guage of this bill could be interpreted
ferent things to different people, an un- broadly to allow the Bell operating,.
imaginable amount of valuable politi- company to seek approval to enter
cal, artistic, scientific and other long-distance service, and authorize
speech will disappear In this new me- the FCC to.grant that approval, even
dium. What about, for example, the without any actual competition in
university health service that posts In- local phone service. The short timeformation online about birth control frame provided in the bill to establish
competitor.
facilities-based
and protections against the spread of a
AIDS? With many students in college compounded by the lack of a disposiunder 18. this information would likely tive Justice Department role in the apdisappear under threat of prosecution. proval process, could provide the inIn bookstores and on library shelves cumbent Bell company with the ability
the protection of indecent speech is to use its stranglehold monopoly on
clear, and the courts are unwavering. local service to leverage its new longAltering the protections of the first distance service, to the detriment of
amendment for online communications consumers. Regulators will have to be
could cripple this new mode of commu- vigilant to this potential consequence.
As I noted, the conference agreement
nication.
The Internet is a great new commu- takes the lid off all cable rates in 3
nications medium. We should not un- years, whether or not there is any comdereetimate the effect that the heavy- petition in cable service.
We passed the 1992 Cable Act over a
hand of Government regulation will
have on its futurd' growth both here Presidential veto because consumers
and abroad. With the passage of this were being gouged by cable company
bill the U.S. Oovernment is paving the monopolists. Cable rates were rising
way for the censorship of Internet three times faster than the inflation
speech. Apparently. China already cen- rate. Consumers demanded action to
sors weather predictions from foreign- stop the rising cable rates. This law
ers. What do we think the Iranian Gov- worked. Since passage of that law, conernment will make illegal? What could sumers have saved an estimated S3.5
billion in their monthly rates. As rates
Libya ban and criminalize?
Also. as I alluded earlier, I continue have gone down, more people have
to have grave concerns about letting signmed up.
Congress has already responded once
the Bell operating companies, with
their monopoly control over the phone to complaints of cable subscribers in
wires going into our homes, enter the the 1992 Cable Act. I, for one, do not
long-distance market even when the want to see a repeat of the sky-rocketDepartment of Justice finds an anti- ing cable rates that prompted passage
competitiye impact. I supported efforts of that law. The conferees must be proto amendthe bill and give the Justice dicting that, in 3 years, cable compaDepartment the authority to review nies will face plenty of competition
long-distance from satellite systems and phone comthe Bell companies'
entry in advance. These efforts were panies offering video services. But if
unsuccessful.
their prediction Is accurate. and the
The conference report requires the cable companies faced effective comFCC to consult with the Justice De- petition, they would be deregulated
partment and give substantial weight under the 1992 Cable Act anyway. This
to the Justice Department's opinion. In is a precipitous action to sunset a law
determining whether to permit entry that worked to reduce cable rates on
of a Bell company into long-distance the hope that effective competition
this
provision will grow over the next 3 years.
Although
service.
Finally, the conference report restrengthens the Senate-passed bill, it
does not go far enough. It fails to quires the FCC to preempt State or
achieve the balance proposed by the local rules that may have the effect of
Commerce Committee In 1994. In the barring any entity from providing teleend, the FCC is the final decision communications services. Although the
maker and can decide to disregard the report says this is not supposed to afJustice Department's evaluation of the fect local management of public rightsanticompetitive effect of letting the of-way or local safeguards for the
Bell companies offer long-distance rights of consumers, in Vermont. citizens are rightly concerned that rules
service.
The conference agreement would per- designed to protect our environment
mit a Bell company to offer long dis- and health may be preempted by butance service in its own region, upon reaucrats at the FCC who are focused
approval by the FCC and after satisfy- on helping entrants in the teleing an in-region checklist. This check- communications business.
I recognize the need for an over-haul
list could be satisfied by the presence
own of our communications laws. We have
with
its
of
a competitor
networking facilities. Despite recogni- not kept up with the dramatic technotion 'by the conferees that building logical changes that are fueling the Inlocal telephone network facilities will formation Age. But I cannot support
require a significant investment in this bill, which threatens fundamental
time and money, the bill allows only 10 constitutional rights of free speech
months after enactment for facilities- over the Internet and provides Insufflbased competitors to get established cient consumer protection from moand apply for interconnection and ac- nopolistic pricing for cable and telecess to the Bell company's network. phone service.
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The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Dakota.
00MMWoDo lrrr
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. I
should pay tribute to the staff on both
eides who have worked so hard on this.
On our side of the aisle there has
been Paddy Link. Katie King, Donald
McClellan and"Earl Comstock. On the
Democratic side. Kevin Curtin. John
Windhausen. Kevin Joseph and Chris
McClean. The committee's legislative
counsel. Lloyd Ator. All this staff has
done a magnificent Job.
Let me also mention the diUigent ef-'
forts of David Wilson, Mark Buss,
Brett Scott, Jeanne Bumpus. Dave
Hoppe, Kevin Pritchett. Margaret
Cummisky, Tom Zoeller and Cheryl
Bruner.
I do not know if people know it, but
the only days the staff got off were
Thanksgiving Day, Christmas Day and
barely Christmas" Eve, in drafting this
technical legislation and in all the negotiations. This piece of legislation
was drafted entirely by Senators and
staff. Many times there have been ancusations that legislation was drafted
by outsiders, but this technical piece of
legislation was drafted line by line by
Senators and staff. Many times we
would have to call a Senator on the
weekends and ask about a line or word
change.
I- do not ,know if people realize how
hard these staff people work. I just
wanted to pay tribute to them because,
to me this technical document is a remarkable achievement. They did it as
public servants.
One day I went in on a Sunday and
bought them some pizza. I said. "Someday a judge may look down upon you
from his bench and say, 'Obviously,
counsel does not know what he or she
is talking about.' And you can look up
at the judge and say, 'Oh. yes, I do. I
wrote that.,"
That is not their motive. But.those
e
hee
That iot
thir m
young people should be heralded.
Again. I pay tribute to the staff on
both sides of the aisle.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from South Carolina.
coMMZNo SRTA"
President.
Mr:
Mr. *OLLINGS.
awaiting the attendance hers, to deliver his comments, of the distinguished Senator from Nebraska, Senator muisbY, let me Join with my diethe
tinglsthed chnsarn In thnkine
hardest-working staff I have ever been
associated with during my years,
The truth is. as the Senator from
South Dakota has said, they only had
that 1 day off at Thanksgiving. We
worked all weekends and everything
else. But this started, really. In October 1993. We had worked very hard, gotten a three-fourths vote of the U.S.
Senate on a manufacturing bill. We
learned the hard way that these entities, the various disciplines In. telecommunications, had the power to obviate or cancel out the enactment or
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passage of any measure. once they got
determined to do so. 'With a threefourths vote, we still could not pas the
simple manufacturing bill, the text of
Which Is already in this measure here
a5 a minor item compared to being a
.Single hill.
So we agreed to work in a bipartisan
fashion and bring in every week the
various interests Involved--very Fri'day the regional Bell companies, the
prinoipals Involved, and thereupon on
every Monday. the various long distance carriers. They have been doing
this now for the past almost 3 years.
8e. I thank, as I pointed out, Paddy
Link, Don McClellan over on the minority side--as well as Katie King and
Earl Comstock. I particularly want to
thank for their g"idance and counseling Kevin Curtin, John Windhausen.
and Kevin Joseph on our Commerce
Committee Democratic aide--because I
never really would be able to imbibe
this entire measure without their help.
They have really been In the trenches
*over the many years. They have given
expert advice. They have listened to all
the parties. They know all the lawyers.
This town has 60,000 lawyers registered to practice before the District
of Columbia bar. I think 69.000 of them
are in the communications discipline.
And I tddnk we met all 59.000. I am convinoed. in the last 3 years.
I also want to thank Jim Drewry.
Yvonne Portee. Sylvia Cikins, Pierre
Golpira. Lloyd Ator, and Joyce Ken,nedy of our Commerce Committee
staff, Jim Weber of Senator DASchB's
leadership staff; Greg Simon for Vice
President GORE; Steve ,Rihetti for the
White'House; Carol Ann Bischoff for
Senator. KfBlRRs; and the staff mem.br
-of our Commerce Committee
members. These include Margaret
Ommisky for Senator INoUyz. Tom
Zoeller and the late Martha Moloney
Tor Senator FORD. Chris McLean for
Senator EXON, Cheryl Bruner for Senator ROCOKFKLAHR Scott Bunton and
Carole Grunberg for Senator KmY,
Mark Ashby and Thomas Moore for
Senator BRBAUX. Andy Vermilye for
nator BRYAN. and Greg, Rohde for
nator DORGAl:.
•"
Let me also thank. Mr. President,
talking about the bipartisan nature,
the leadersbp over on the House side
that. we have the -privilege to work
with. Because Chairman DRIM on the
House.aide was a tiger on this measure.
He was determined that we get this bill
passed, In fact, we were ready really
before Christmas. And working with
him. Mr. MaCY, Mr. DINoLL. Mr.
Fms-all
on that Communications
Committee, a major committee over on
the Judiciary Committee--Mr. HYDR,
and Mr. CONYEs. they all worked hand
in glove to make sure that the public
-interest was protected.
Particularly, since I mentioned the
Judiciary Committee feature of this
measure; the Department of Justice
was protected in the sense that what
we did ws have the savings clause for
all antitrust laws included, positive
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language, and the substantial weight of
the Department of Justice be given by
the Federal Communications Commisslon in their decision.
I yield now to our distinguished colleague from Nebraska, Senator BOB
KERREY, who has worked intimately
with us. He was not on our Communications Committee, but I thought he
was by the way he attended the meetligs, and his staff was in there making
suggestions and making sure that the
public interest was protected.
So it is a particular pleasure for me
at this time to yield to the distinguished Senator from Nebraska, Senator KERRtY.
The , PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
GREGO). The Senator from Nebraska.
Mr. KERREY. Mr. President, I thank
the Senator from South Carolina and
the Senator from South Dakota.
I believe this conference report is
substantially improved from both the
House and the Senate bill. I voted
against the bill 'When it left here. and I
intend to support the conference report
in its current form.
I appreciate In particular the language that provides a more meaningful
role for the Department of Justice. I,
frankly, would have preferred the language which the Commerce Committee
produced last: year. I think that would
have been better than the 14-part interconnection competitive checklist requirement that is in there. But I think
that a meaningful role. including the
substantial weight requirement for the
Department of Justice, will make it
more likely that we will see competition at the local level.
I appreciate very much the concern
of both the chairman and the ranking
member, concern about including some
good consumer protection provisions as
well as the inclusion of interconnectivity language, incidental InterLATA relief for the RBOC's to provide Internet
.and interactive distance learning services to K through 12 schools, and the
so-called
Snowe-Rockefeller-ExonKerrey. et al. language that will allow
the K through 12 schools to be able to
go either to the Public Service Commission or the FCC. They will now
have the force of law to be able to
argue for subsidized rates.
I particularly appreciate as well, finally, the inclusion of the so-called
farm team provisions in the conference
report.
Mr. President, when the request
came for a unanimous consent on a
time agreement. I asked for 15 minutes.
I do not know if it will take that long
given where I am right now In my comments.
I will observe, as I did on a number of
occasions during the debate earlier on
the bill, that this is a very unusual
piece of legislation in that the demand
for it Is not coming from the citizens:
it Is really coming from corporations,
the whole range of corporations--I do
not mean the RBOC's; I mean RBOC'e.
long-distance, cable, broadcast; all of
them are in this business--that feel the
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current law. which does not allow them
to do a variety of things. Is too restrictive. And they say, if you change the
law and allow us to do these things,
you are going to generate a lot of new
economic activity and create new jobs.
We have heard all kinds of representations about all the good things that are
going to happen.
I am an advocate for embracing the
future and changing the current law.
So there is no question in my mind
that the Communications Act needs to
be changed. But I am very mindful and
very aware that the demand for this
change does not come from at least the
citizens of Nebraska. whom I represent.
I did not hear any question in my reelection campaign in 1994 coming from
citizens saying, "Well. Senator, how do
you feel about the regulation of local
telephone, long distance, and so forth.
because I do not like the structure? I
am unhappy with my phone, I am unhappy with my cable, or I am unhappy
with my network service, whatever it
is I am buying." Yes. They might complain sometimes about the rates and
have concerns about that sort of thing.
and a lot of concern about the content,
pornography, violence, and so forth.
But nobody was really coming to me
asking for this change. This is Congress initiating change and saying It is
going to be good for the people.
It must be said. Mr. President. that
that requires a substantial amount of
courage at the beginning. It is not my
intention to come herg and say that
Members who are ent uslastlc about
this change are under the influence of
special interest money. That is not my
point at all. I am not trying to say that
any Member has been bought out or
anything like that. The problem.
though, when you once cross the line.
Is saying. OK, we are going to try to do
something that is good for the people.
It seems to me that you have to do. in
an irrationally cold-blooded way, an
analysis of what the Impact Is going to
be.
There are about 100 million households in the United States of America.
and we have achieved, over the 60 years
of this Communications Act, a remarkable degree of not just penetration, but
of universal service. Ninety-four percent of all households today have a
telephone. It may be significantly
lower than that when the Communications Act was passed In 1934. But we did
not do it by saying let us let the market run wild. We did it by monopoly.
by creating a monopoly and giving monopoly rights in 1934. We changed it
substantially by divestiture. But even
with divestiture, we retained monopoly
rights for local telephone service. We
have accomplished a remarkable thing.
Yes, there are market forces. There
Is lots of private capital. Most of these
companies are private shareowner companies. But we have achieved not just
universal service, but by all accounts
the best telephone and telecommunications system in the world, an active.
vibrant industry, competitive Industry.
and it is a great success story.
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So when we radically alter the lanuscape, as we are with this legislation.
it seems to me appropriate to sort of
ask ourselves: What is the consumer
going to get out of it? I know the one
thing that is going to happen is that
the subsidy that has been in place for
all these years at the local level in
order to achieve universal service is
going to begin to come off. Say I have
a market. If I am going to be out there
trying to compete with a long distance
company, to compete with a cable company. whoever, at the local level, that
subsidy Is going to come off.
Indeed, the regional Bell operating
company in our region has already indicated they would like to increase the
residential rate by a $2 State subscriber-line charge in order to provide
lower costs for long distance. For those
of ue whose incomes are over 1100.000,
that sounds like a pretty good deal. We
have a lot of long distance charges. But
there are. I would surmise, a majority
of Americans for whom long distance is
still a bit of a luxury. They budget it.
They watch it. They are careful about
it. They do not have unlimited long
distance service. They may not come
out so good in that transaction.
In fact, one of the things that is very
often not understood in this whole debate about -universal service is there
still Is a substantial means test on it.

Ninety-nine percent of the households

in America with incomes over 1100,000,

which includes all of us in Congress.
have telephones. Only 75 percent with
incomes under $5,000 have telephones,
largely because of cost. They probably
would say "I cannot afford it. I cannot
afford to buy it. So I am not going to
have a telephone connected to my
house."
There is a means test on these services. There is a means test as these dollar figures go up for the cost of local
service. I think you are going to see
people say, "I cannot afford it any
longer. I cannot afford to pay the
price." Though we have some protection in the farm team universal service
provisions, I think that we are going to
have to be alert in the first instance
that there are going to be households
out there currently able to afford the
fare who are going to find themselves
as Ing, "I cannot afford it any longer."
think, on the basis of policy, if the
market does not get the Job done. we as
Members of Congress are going to have
to ask ourselves a question: Well, what
is it like if you are in a household
without a telephone? How essential is
it? How important, how valuable is it?
One measure is going to be: Can I get
out and talk to the people who may
need to come to my household and haul
me to the hospital if I have a heart attack.or some other sort of health problem?
But increasingly the question is
going to be not only if I do not have
the dial tone, but if I do not have the
volume, the enhanced services, I may
not be able to get as good an education
as my neighbor, I may not be able to

get as good a break with the economy,
I may not be able to have a home-based
company. One out of seven jobs in the
State of Nebraska are self-employed
today: We are seeing an increasing
number of households that, in fact, are.
taking advantage of enhanced telecommunications services. I think we
are going to have to be alert to that in
the second instance. Many Americans
are not going to be able to buy enhanced services.
I think there is general agreement
among Republicans and Democrats, before you ever get to the point of are we
going to spend money, that this land of
opportunity ought to be a land of opportunity for everybody. That opportunity does not necessarily fall equally
as a consequence of your birth.
The next thing, Mr. President, that I
think we are going to have to be alert
to is this question of the control of
content. I have heard the concentration debate. I appreciate very much the
language changes made in the legislation on media concentration. I think
that we do have to worry about this
even though there are all kinds of
other choices out there.
All of us know it is the networks that
dominate this deal. If the networks decide they want to raise. a stink about
something, they will raise a stink
about sorethling and they will drive it
into the household. If they decide they
are not going to. as the distinguished
majority leader said earlier about the
sale of digital spectrum, they are not
going to say anything about it. They
are not going to talk about that ripoff.
They are not going to talk about something that might have an impact upon
them.
This concentration issue is a very
important issue, and we, it seems to
me. are going to have to be alert to it
and watch it very carefully in the
aftermath of passing this conference
report, and watch what happens to universal service. Is there change in rural
America? Are there people who are
genuinely not going to get service? We
have accomplished a great thing in the
United States of America with universal service.
Second. we are going to have to
watch very carefully as to whether or
not people can afford to buy enhanced
services. The laws of this land ought to
provide equal opportunity for all Americans who are willing to make the effort. It ought to reward. people who
work hard and are determined through
self-discipline to be a success. We need
to be careful over this legislation and
watch in the aftermath and see what
the impact is going to be.
Finally. whether it is in education or
whether it is in health care.or whether
it is merely trying to findout what Is
going on in your country with the
budget and other sorts of things, we are
going to have to pay a great deal of attention to conten . Content determines
what an individual receives in their
household. We do not want to follow
this legislation sort of blindly in pre-
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.suming it is going to In all cases do
good.
Again. I intend to vote for the cdnference report. I appreciate very much
the efforts made by the distinguished
chairman., the Senator from South Dakota. and the 4stingulshed ranking
member, the Senator from South Caroline. I think this conference report is
substantially better than the bill that
we earlier passed. I believe it will in
the main be good for the economy, but
there is a great deal of scrutiny that is
going to have to occur in the aftermath
of this legislation being enacted and
signed by the President.
Mr. President, the conference report
before us is substantially better than
the billthat this body considered last
summer. for competition and oonsumere, for a number of reasons.
First, the House and Senate bills did
not contain a meaningful role for the
Department of Justice [DOJ] in safeguarding competition before local telephone companies are allowed to enter
new markets. Under the conference report, the DOJs opinion on regional
Bell operating company (RDOCI entry
will be accorded substantial weight by
the Federal Communications Commision (FCC] in its proceeding and will be
included-in the official record of decision.
Neither bill had sufficient provisions
to ensure that the local telephone market was open to competition before the
RBOC's entered long distance. The conference report provides that before
RBOC's can enter long distance, they,
must. complete 'an interconnection
checklist, have a facilities-bsaed competitor and satisfy a public interest
analysis at the FCC. They are required
to offer long distance through a sep
rate subsidiary for 3 years, which the
FCC can extend for a longer period.
The underlying legislation also would
have preempted the States from using
rate-of-return. regulation and. forced
them to use price cape or alternative
rate regulation. Under the conference
report, States continue to regulate
local phone rates as they choose.
I strongly supported retention in the
final bill of the Snowe-RockefellerExon-Kerrey [SREK] provision--which
was not included in the House billthat will ensure that K-12 schools, libraries; and rural hospitals havre access
to advanced telecommunications services. SREK was retained in the, conference report, and there are important
provisions to help rural areas, health
care providers. libraries, and citizens
with disabilities.
Both House and Senate bills permitted waiver of the cable-telco
buyout provision. These were overly
broad, and-would have permitted an excessive number of in-region buyouts between telephone companies and cable
operators. The conference report limits
cable-telco mergers to communities
with fewer than 35,000 inhabitants that
are outside of urban areas according to
the Census Bureau.
Both bills also deregulated cable monopolies before there was effective
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competition. The conference report
deregulates small c4ble systems only
immediately, and does not deregulate
enhanced basic programming for all
cable systems until March 31,1999.
And. both hills permitted excessive
concentration in ownership of local TV
and radio stations. The conference report retains the cross-ownership ban on
.newspaper/broadcast and cable/broadcast; retains limits prohibiting one person from owning two stations in 'one
market; expands the limits on local
radio stations but retains numeric limitson the number of stations in a market;dropped the provision allowing a
loophole in the ownership attribution
rulesfor TV stations; and expands the
national limit on TV ownership to 35
percent national market reach, but
dropa the provision allowing walvers.
"M NflOltJLsOL3" Iva DOJ
Mr President, I would like to elaborate further on the role afforded the
Department 'of Justice in, the conference report. The final bill appropriately includes a strong role for the
Justice Department in evaluating applications by regional bell operating
companies to provide InteiLATA talecommunications.
.-

The Azt rusipivsO64 Rise unrOvaled

expertise in assessing mrcetplae effects, particularly so in telecommunications. where it has been deeply involved continuously for more than 20
year.
During floor debate on S. 652. we
worked hard to secure an independence
role for the Antitrust Division in determining when and to what extent to remove the consent decres's core re-striation, the long
distance
or
InterLATA restriction.
Independent DOJ role oarrowly lost'
in the.:Senate. but conferees were persuaded to give DOJ
special, strong
advisory role within FCC proedure. al.most equivalent protection for cornp titivofreedom. Thirty-six Senators
cosigned a letter supporting this mean.ingfll role.
. As I earlier Indicated, the FCC Is required by the conference report to consult with the Attorney General and
.give the Attorney General's evaluation
substantial weight.
In conjunction with this evaluation.
the Attorney. General may subruIt any
comments and supporting materials
under any standard she, believes appropriate. Through ite work in investigating the telecommunications industry
and enforcing the MFJ. DOJ has Important knowledge, evidence, and experience that will be.of critical importance
in evaluating proposed long-distance
entry-which, as I indicated earlier. requires an FCC finding that-such entry
is in the public interest, ,and that a faclities-based competitor is present. On
both. of these issues, the DOJ's expertis in telecommunications and competitive issues generally should be of
great value to the FCC.
While the substantial-weight requirement does not preclude FCC departure
from the Attorney General's rec-

ommendation if sufficiently indicated
by other evidence on the record, this
additional legal requirement means
that the FCC's decision must be appropriately mindful of the Antitrust Division's special expertise in competition
matters generally and in making predictive judgments regarding marketplace effects in particular.
This requirement will ensure that
DOJ's position is given serious substantive consideration on the merits-by the courts on appeal as well as by
the FCC. DOJ also retains its full statutory authority to represent the interests of the United States before the
courts on appeal.
Moreover, even after entry occurs,
there are important separate affiliate
requirements--section 271-that will
apply for at least 3 years.
The conference report further contains an absolute savings clause for
antitrust laws. No authority that Is
given to the FCC, and no authorization
that is given to any private entity, will
diminish In any way the full applicability of the antitrust laws. This is an Important guarantee that competition,
and the innovation that results from
healthy market forces, will be the centerpiece, of our telecommunications
policy,'In addition, telco-cable, broadcast and other media mergers are subject
to
full
antitrust
scrutiny.
regardliess of how they are treated by
the FCC.
REPEAL
OFANTITRUST
EXEMPTION
Finally. the conference report repeals a provision (47 U.S.C. Sec. 221(a))
that exempts mergers between telephone companies from antitrust review--a provision left over from the
1920's, a bygone era when Federal telecommunications policy was actually to
promote monopoly over competition.
If not repealed, this provision could
have taken on 'a new meaning under
the bill, since the provision did not define telephone company. And, as a result of the walls brought down and the
forces unleashed by the bill, it is not
clear what will constitute a telephone
company in the future-perhape every
firm that transmits information by
any electronic means. Absent repeal of
this provision, the entire communications industry might have merged into
one vast monopoly without ever being
subject to antitrust review.
Mr. President. I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Who
seeks recognition?
Who yields time?
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President, on behalf
of the distinguished chairman, I yield
myself 5 minutes.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Senator from Mississippi has 21 minutes.
Mr. LOTT. We have 21 minutes remalining. I will take then 5.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, It is so ordered.
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. I would
like to begin by sincerely thanking and
congratulating the members of the
Commerce Committee in the Senate
and also our House colleagues for the
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outstanding work that has been put
into this legislation. But I particularly
have to recognize the dogged, determined, tenacious, informed effort by
the chairman of the Senate Commerce.
Science and Transportation Committee. We would not be here without
question if he had not continued to
work on this legislation to try to find
ways to keep informed all'the Members
on both sides of the Capitol on both
sides of the aisle. He has been willing
to accept some compromises, and. after
all. that is the art of legislating. He
has done a fantastic job. He has made
history with this legislation.
I believe we will pass this conference
report overwhelmingly in a few minutes. and I venture to say right now
there will not be a bigger, more important piece of legislation that passes the
Congress this year and probably not
one In the last decade in terms of the
impact this is going to have in the creation of jobs and bringing legislation
out of the EdAsel era of the 1934 Communications Act Into a modern Explorer
because that is what this legislation is
going to do-open up tremendous horizons for our people.
6o I Just have to say I take my hat
off to the chairman, Senator PRESSLER.
from the great State of South Dakota.
He has done a fantastic job.
I also have to say we would not be
here without the leadership and effort
of the ranking member on the committee. Senator HOLLINOS. He has been
good to his word. He, has worked hard.
He has been tough. He even thought I
was trying to garn
him one time.
which I might have been trying to do.
But he was always open. He was always
willing to talk with us. When he has
made commitments, he has kept those
commitments. He has continued to
work with the chairman to move this
thing forward. He has worked to keep
his Members informed, and we have
been informed on this side.
I just think they have done a fantastic Job. I think we will look back in
years ahead and call this truly a historic activity and piece of legislation. I
also have to say that Chairman BLILEY
in the House took some real risks with
his leadership, and the ranking member there. Congressman DINOELL. who
is obviously a very experienced, longtime. tough negotiator. But they have
all done a great job.
I wish to also commend the staff.
There have been times, I am sure, when
our staffs on both sides of the aisle
were ready to throw in the towel or did
not want to see us come in again. They
worked hard. long hours, weekends,
and they produced outstanding legislation.
Let me take a minute to talk just a
bit about the process. There were those
who thought we could not get this bill
through the Senate. There were those
who thought we could not get it
through the House. There were those
who thought we could not get it
through the conference. There were
those who did not want a conference
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Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President. may
But most of all, the beneficiaries of
agreemet. But we moved it forward,
and we reached a point where some de- this bill will be the people. They are I say to the Senator from Mississippi
this legislation would not have
that
cisions had to be made. and the leaders going to be staggered by the choices,

Mr. President. that they are going to happened without him. He has been a
have to choose between on their tele- valued member of the committee and a
phones and on their television sets. valuable friend. He has taken great
There is going to be an absolute revolu- personal risks. I have seen him in
tion occurring in the next 10 years in meetings really perform as a leader. I
am very proud to have him as a friend.
the telecommunications industry.
It was a question, frankly, of would This legislation would not have hapthe Congress step up and acknowledge pened without him. I pay tribute' to
what was happening. Would the Con- Senator Lo= of Mississippi who made
you look at the entire package, this is gress take off the shackles and allow this happen. I thank him- very,, very
good legislation. It took a little extra the telecommunications industry to much.
The PRESIDING OFFICER..The Seneffort during the past couple days to move forward aggressively, or would
push It to where it could be completed we retard and restrain and regulate ator from South Dakota has' U minutes. The Senator from South Carolina
today. And so while it is not perfect. it that potential?
We have decided in this legislation to has 14 minutes.
certainly is very good legislation that
Mr. PRESSLER. I yield 4 minutes to
is going to be good for our country and open it up. The people will be the beneThere are adequate safe- the Senator from Montana.
ficiaries.
good for the economy.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The SenThis legislation Is deregulatory. Just guards in this legislation for consumtake a look at what it does in terms of ere. Some people might say too much. ator from Montana is recognized.
Mr. BURNS. Mr. President. I thank
opening up markets; the local markets. But I think that they are there. I think
the cable industry. We are going to they are important. We are going to my chairman and the Chair. ' '
First of all. I rise today to Join my
have competition. Local telephone get jobs creation from this legislation.
companies will be able to get into long- The people will get choice in how they colleague in pledging my support for
distance business and long distance get their services. They can choose to this piece of legislation, the Telewill be able to get into local telephone have one company in the future to give communications Act of 1995. Let me
service. They will be able to get into them their local service, their long-dis- first start out talking about the leadership that Senator PRESSLER has shown
the cable area. Cable will be able to tance service, their television.
There is no end to the ideas that will on this particular piece of legislation.
provide phone service. What it is going
As you know, we have gotten the reto mean is great competition and come as a result of this legislation. It
choices for the people. It is so fun- is going to provide opprtunities for form of telecommunloations further
ahd
lower
development
growth
and
than
It has onoe sinceI have'been in
damental to what America is all about.
It Is amazing to me it has been so hard prices. Competition will give us more .this body. In 19, we started working
and
in the reform,
developments
telecomnunications
choices,
tremendous
on
to make this happen. But it is a bill
the' deregulation of it,to do one thing,
that opens up markets. It is about activities at lower prioe.
how
briefly
to
say
I
just
wanted
So
and that was to push new technologies
more competition. It is deregulatory: I
think that we should say that over and important I think this legislation is. into areas where we desperately needed
over again and recognize that is what We are changing 60 years of law with those new technologies, because all one
it. It is going to have a tremendous Im- has to do is to look around and say we
we have here.
There are 'all kinds of people who are pact.
are going to do things differently when
I have been honored to be a part of it comes to educating our kids, we are
supporting this legislation now.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The Sen- the process through the committee, on going to do things differently when we
the floor of the Senate, in conference. I talk about telemedicine.
ator's time has expired.
Mr. LOTT. Mr. President. I ask the thank the distinguished majority leadI can remember almost S years ago I
Chairman. could I have an additional 5 er for allowing us to get this legislawith then-Senator Gore to introtion up this afternoon. Without his joined
minutes?
duce a series of telecommunications inMr. PRESSLER. Yes.
being willing to step up and say we frastructure bills. I remember that
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without should go forward with this, it would
day. I think the ranking member of the
objection, it is so ordered.
not be happening.
Mr. LATr. The telephone companies
He raises legitimate questions about Commerce Committee was chairman at
are supporting this legislation. The the spectrum question. But the chair- that time. I can remember that situalong-distance companies are support- man and the ranking Member have tion. We both strongly believed st that
ing this legislation-both of them made a commitment we are going to time in"the need to unleash the digital
would like to have a little more in have hearings on this. We are going to revolution through the substitution of
their sections. but basically they know see what can be done there. We are competition for excessive regulation.
this is good legislation-the cable in- going to make sure we do it right. The The bill basically achieves that basic
dustry. the broadcasters. The utility FCC is not going to go forward with goal, and because of this, it will acoelindustry is going to be able to be In- giving away spectrum until we have erate by decades the deployment of advolved and provide another option, taken an additional look at it. But I vanced telecommunications infrastrucmore competition. We made sure that have to say it is a very complicated ture.
This is not to say, Mr. President,
the public utilities law on the books area, and one- we need to be careful
that the conference report is perfect or
did not keep the utilities from offering about.
We should not break our word, and the best'it could possibly be. In some
the services they could offer. We made t
sure that it was a fair bill even for the we should not say we can get more places I would like to change it. But.
money than we can get. And we should you know, you do not get everything
burglar alarm industry.
There is going to be a tremendous ex- not take 'actions that slow down or you want, but at least you want everyplosion in technology. It will help edu- stop the move to digital, the next step* thing that you got. I think basically
cation. It will help health care. We will 1 in the very pure picture that we can that is the position we are in. We canhave manufacturing. I hope we are get. So we are going to get this legisla- not let the best become the enemy of
going o have manufacturing of tele- tion, and we are going to get additional the good. It is time that we take what
phone equipment in America. But there action on spectrum. We are going to do we can get now and move forward with
•
will be more of it. At least now ow * it. and we are going to do it properly. this piece of legislation.
Under this bill, the nature of regulaMr. President, I thank the Chair for
companies that have been prohibitec I
over the past 15 or 20 years will be able! recognizing me at this time. I thank tion will change. Instead of regulating
to get in there, get into manufacturinEr the chairman for yielding it to me. I the profits of telephone companies.
and offer additional equipment and cre am anxiously awaiting the final vote t regulation will now focus on ensuring
that competition can take root In all
on this historic legislation.
ate some jobs.

of the committees in the House and

Senate stepped up and made a decision.
It has been suggested that maybe
some Senators or some Congressmen or
some of us got rolled. In some respects.
all of us got rolled a little bit. I have
some things I would like to change in
this conference report that are important to me and my State. But when
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aspects of the telecommunications
markets. Once fulA and effective competition can take root. it will protect
the consumer interests and the need
for regulation will end. This process of
using regulation to embrace and advance the cause of competition toward
an ultimate goal of. deregulation will
require the conscience and, the constant vigilance of this Congress and
Congresses to come. Cooperation between the FCC and the States will also
be mandatory
We all must be vigilant to ensure
that oompetition can take root and
that it grow and it prosper. If it does
.not, then this bill will be a failure. I
believe this bill will not be a.failure. I
am proud of most of the agreements
that were made and reached. in this
conference.
I believe that a good deal-was struck
where both rural and urban interests
are well served. My home State of Montana Will benefit greatly from the Giverse services provisions and lower
telephone rates, better cable services,
and increased competition in all segments. of telecommunications across

urban,

RECORD-

suburban, rural,

SENALTE

and remote

Network

areaa--ain access to the most ad- flexibility

vanced telecommunications capability
as quickly as market forces will allow.
Finally, I also support the radio ownership deregulation provision included
in the report. The provision is a good
compromise between those who wanted
complete deregulation and those who
were concerned about concentration in
radio Ownership in local markets. By
deregulating radio ownership rules, we
are setting the groundwork for our Nation's radio operators to compete and
survive in this new telecommunuications environment.
For these reasons, I support the conference report and hope that my colleagues will as well in the confidence
that Its enactment will ensure the
rapid deployment of advanced telecommunications capability to the benefit to all Americans.
The PIRESIDINO OFFICER. The Senator from Montana's time has expired.
Mr. BURNS. Again, I want to congratulate the leadership of Senator
PRMsLER and the many people that it
took to put this together, because we
the board.
know that it was frustrating at times.
'What dubs it do? It removes almost
was frustrating to all of us at times.
all State and local government restric- It
But, nonetheless, I think
is a good
tiona on competition and local ex- piece of legislation. I yield it
the floor.
change telephone, video services, wireCOMMCIAL Ava.AMILrrY OF NAVIGATION
less, nd other communications marDsviCas
kets. It also reforms the broadcast liMr. FAIACLOTH. The competitive
cense renewal process to forestall
availability
of
navigation
devices proStrike units or other abusive practices
vision, section 304, instructs the, FCC
by self-styled consumer groupe and to consult
with appropriate voluntary
oommunity activists, removing netindustry standards setting organizawork cable owner limits and raising
current .radio and talevision 'station tions for the purpose of promulgating a
ownership cae. It restructures the re- regulation. Given that the FCC isnot a
standards
organization, do you
rmaning FCC procedures and requires agree that setting
this legislation does not aupeedy action o complaints, petitions
thorize
the
FCC
to
set a standard for
for forbearame, applications and other
video equipment?
requests. and establishes a permanent interactive
Mr.
BURNS.
I
agree.
Moreover, FCC
biennial regulatory review of the procinvolvement In the emerging digital
em.
market
could
have
the
effect of freezIt also removes and relaxes the restrictions on the ability of public util- ing or chilling the development of that
market.
If
private
industry
groups are
'ity holding companies to engage in
competitive telecommunications ac- able to develop sufficient standards on
their
own,
there
is
no
need
for
the FCC
tivities..
. Furthermore, the report's rules on to intervene. One such example of this
interconnection will empower competi- policy approach is the so-called Eshoo
tors by ensuring that they can gain ao- amendment which leaves the developese on fair and reasonable termS' to ex- ment of "features, functions, protocols.
isjtng loc
telephone- bhoiiies -with- and other product and service Options"
out impoeing unreaaeble burdens on for analog cable equipment to the private sector.
rural telephone oomilsse'
Mr. FAIRCLOTH. Do you also agree
The reportalso protects the continuation of universal service, an essential that the intent of this provision is that
the
use of rate regulated services to
feature, especially -for rural areas
'where competition will be slow to subsidize equipment might unfairly penalize
the general rate-payer?
evolve.
Mr. BURNS. I agree. However, when
And, a backup provision,- the sothose
services
are no longer rate regucalled advanced telecommunications
provision, was included in the report to lated such subsidy cannot be sustained
and
the
prohibition
on bundling is no
ensure that competition and, hence, infrastructure deployment evolve in a longer necessary. The bill's prohibition
on
bundling
and
subsidization no
reasonable and timely manner. If competition is stalled, the report gives the longer applies when cable rates are deregulated.
Consumers
should have the
FCC authority to 4uicken the pace of
competition and deregulation to accel- option of obtaining digital devices
erate the deployment of advaxced tele- through commercial outlets, but this
does not mean that network operators
communications Infratructure.
These provisions,. taken together. must make each type of equipment
will ensure that all Americans-in available through commercial outlets.
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operators

to

should

package

have

and

the

bundle

equipment and services.

Mr. WFLLSTONE. Mr. President, I

speak today in opposition to the conference report on S. 652. the Telecommunications Deregulation Act of
1995. I regret that I cannot support this
legislation, because it qontains important protections for parents to be able
to monitor what their children are
viewing. I support the language in the
conference report that requires manufacturers to include V-chipe In new
televisions. I also hope that the television industry will voluntarily develop ratings for video programming.
Parents need this rating system so
that they can more fully monitor what
their kids are viewing.
This bill also represents so much for
our country. I can imagine workers in
rural Minnesota telecommuting to and
from work as far away as New York or
Washington without ever having to
leave their homes or families. As a
teacher the possibilities really excite

me-schoolchildren

in

Minneapolis

reading the latest publications at the
Library of Congress via thin glowing
fiber cables or rural health care providers on the iron range consulting with
the top medical researchers at the
Mayo Clinic in Rochester to better
treat their patients. All of this is before us.

When the Senate debated this bill in

June, I felt then and still feel now that
this bill presents jo each Senator a
daunting respons11i ity. The concern
that I still have now that we are voting
on the conference report, has to. do
with whether or not we can make sure
that there will be true competition.
and that this technology and information will truly be available to everyone
in the Nation. not just the most privileged or the most wealthy.
The conferees maintained some very
important Senate provisions, including

language to keep telecommunication
rates low for schoois and hospitals.
This will help to ensure that our commuication technologies are affordable
for future generations. I was proud to
support this provision when opponents
tried to strip this provision in the Senate.
The conferees also kept language requiring V-chips in new televisions. I
am proud to say that I supported this
provision that will help keep adult-oriented video programs away from children. I believe that this will give those
who know best, parents, the ability to
control the flow of new services into
their homes.
What disappoints me the most is that
this bill did not go far enough to assure
competition and therefor does not go
far enough to protect consumers. I am
not just concerned about the alphabet
soup corporations. I am concerned
about the people that live in Eveleth or

Fergus Falls of Virginia or St. Paul or
Northfield or Pipestone. I was hoping
that at least we could build in more
protection

for consumers

and

more
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guarantees that there would in fact be
the competition that we all talk about.
I ask my colleagues, after you remove the protections against huge rate
increases, against monopoly, against
service just for the privileged, what
would you replace them with? Words,
Mr. President. Promises, guarantees,
reassurances that this time, although
many of these companies have misbehaved in the past, and have been
fined repeatedly for violating promises
to protect consumers, that this time
the corporations promise to behave
themselves and to conduct themselves
in the consumer's best interest.
Mr. President, I have said it before,
and I will say it again. I do not buy it.
I would rather put my trust in solid
protections, written in law, to make
sure that rates remain affordable, services are available for everyone, and no
one is left behind In the stampede for
corporate profits. Protections that ensure affordability, fairness, and access
in local and long distance phone service and cable TV.
Mr. President, the need for the continuation of consumer protections and
antitrust circuit breakers is clear.
With every passing day. we see more
integration in the telecommunications
and information marketplace. Over the
summer, we saw the Lotus Corp. agree
to a friendly takeover by IBM. AT&T
and McCaw Cellular will be Joining
forces, as will other companies, in preparing for this newly deregulated tele
communications environment. I am
concerned that this integration will
mean a broseast concentration where
consumers will get their news and information
from fewer and fewer
sources.
This integration at the top corporate
level and the market position of many
of these companies demands that consumers be given a voice-s trusted
voice--to speak for them in the coming
years. No more trusted voice could be
found on this subject than that of the
Department of Justice. It was through
that Department's courageous leadership that the old AT&T Ma Bell monopoly was broken apart--it was a
long, tough fight, but this experience
gained by the DOJ has been invaluable
in guiding the breakup of the Bell system, and the development of competition In long distance and other services. It only makes sense that we allow
the DOJ to put this experience to use
again as we move into an exciting, but
potentially risky, new market. I believe that DOJ oversight is essential to
ensure competition and consumer protection to keep telephone monopolies
from reassembling themselves.
While I fully appreciate the potential
of this legislation. I am really worried
about where we are heading because I
think there is going to be entirely too
much concentration of power. The New
York Times reported in a December 19,
1995, article:
For wall Street. a frenzy of deals would be
a honanna. For many consumers though, the
activity is unlikely to make much difference
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in the price of quality of their phone service.
Only In large metropolitan areas,where the
lure of lucrative markets might Intensify
competition, could the average phone customer expect to see much benefit.
The article goes on to report from
one Investment analyst that "What
you need to have is a large footprint to
reach more customers with one network." He went on to say "There's no
reason on God's Earth why you have to
have seven bell companies."
Well this may be true if the only bottom line is to make money. But my
bottom line Is to ensure that consumers all over America have access to affordable, quality telecommunications
services.
I believe that this legislation will
lead to too much concentration of
power In a very. very important and
decisive area of public life in the United States of America. I think we are
making a mistake if we pass this piece
of legislation. I will therefore, vote
against it.
Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President. there is
language within S. 652 which requires
all must carry challenges filed with the
FCC to be resolved within 120 days. Let
me further state that broadcast stations are important sources of local
news, public affairs programming, and
other local broadcast services. This
category of service will be an. Important part of the public Interest. deter-.
mination to be made by the Commisslon when deciding whether a broadcast renewal application shall be granted by the Commission. To prevent local
television broadcast signals from being
subject to noncarriage or repositioning
by cable television systems and those
providing cable services, we must recognize and reaffirm the importance of
mandatory carriage of local commercial television stations, as implemented by Commission rules and regulations.
Mr. GLENN. Mr. President, I rise to
discuss the telecom conference report
and Its adherence to procedures we set
up with passage of S. 1, the Unfunded
Mandates Reform Act of 1995.
. We passed S. 1 one year ago with
overwhelming bipartisan support. It
was one of the two major items In the
Contract with America that has actually been enacted. I am proud to be Its
coauthor along with. my colleague.
Senator KEMPTroRNE.
S. 1 sets up a process where, first, we
would understand the cost of future
Federal mandates on State and local
governments before we voted to enact
them. We would get this cost Information from.CBO and, to do so. we secured an additional 91.4 million in fiscal year 1996 funds for CBO to hire the
needed analysts. Second, S. 1 ensures
that we would pay for those mandates
or otherwise face a possible point of
order on the floor. We set a date of
January 1. 1996 for the act's cost estimating and funding requirements to
take effect.
This telecom conference report violates S. I's spirit, intent and require-
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ments. Section 424(d) of the act stipulates that "the conference committee
shall ensure, to the greatest eiftnt
practicable" that CBO shall perform
cost estimates on conference reports
containing Federal mandates. This provision was an amendment to S. I by
Senator GRAMh from Texas that was
unanimously adopted by the Senate. It
is meant to address the possibility of
Federal mandates all of a sudden showing up in conference reports.
State and local government groups
alerted Members to three sections of
the report, section 302. 3W, and 602 that
restricted or limited their authority to
raise revenues through licensing and
franchising fees. Section 421(3) of the
act defines direct costs to mean "the
aggregate estimated amounts that all
State, local, and tribal governments
would be prohibited from raising in
revenues in order to comply with the
Federal intergovernmental mandate."
So the State and local groups were
right to raise these concerns and ask
that CBO do a scoring of the conference
report as required under S. 1.
Unfortunately, CBO did not receive
the conference report until this mornlng. Earlier efforts by the CBO analysts
to get copies of earlier versions of the
conference report were also unsuccessful. Apparently, they were ignored by
the conference committee staff. That's
mot the propess we envisioned under S.
I understand that the rights of way
provisions in section 303 were altered
to address State and local concerns.
Those were the provisions that were of
the greatest concern to them. However,
that still leaves sections 302 and 602.
Those sections are being looked at
right now by CBO for their cost on
State and local governments, but rm
afraid it's too late. We are going to
Pan this conference report shortly
without having any estimate of .what
those costs might be.
When we passed S. 1, I talked on the
floor about how Congress and Its committees would have to change the way
they do business in order for the act to
work. That change didn't happen on
this conference report. I hope there is a
better effort at compliance next time.
I support this conference report because it makes long-needed and important reforms in the telecom industry.
But in terms of following S. l's rifles
and procedures, it falls far short:
Mr. CONRAD. Mr. President, I 'am
very pleased that the Senate will vote
today on final passage of S. 652, the
Telecommunications Competition, and
Deregulation Act of 1999-one of the
most important bills to be considered
by the 104th Congress. While there are
many issues that have been addressed
in this legislation, most notably to ensure that there is competition among,
the telecommunications technologies
of the 21st century, I have been particularly concerned about one important issue associated
with telecommunications reform-the impact of
television programming on our children, and the importance of ensuring
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that parents have information and the
technology necessary to make an informed decision about television programming for their children.
In this repard. I am very pleased that
conferees have agreed to accept the Parental Choice in Television ProgramrMing provisions-the V-chip--that was
adopted by both the House of Rep-'
resentatives and Senate by overwhelming margins during consideration of S.
652 eand H.R. 155 .last summer. The importance of this parental choice technology for parents was underscored by
President Clinton last week in his
State of the Union Message to the NaIn that message, the President called
on Congress to pas the V-chip requirement In S. 652 that would ,permlt paranto to screen out television programMing inappropriate for children. The
President also called on the entertainment media to create movies. CD's. and
television programming. that members
of the entertainment community would
want their children to view. He further
challenged the broadcast industry "to
help parents protect their children by
providing families with more information about TV programming through
improved advisories or rating system.
To accomplish this goal, the President
invited leaders of the major entertainment media to the White House later
this month to discuss and work on
ways to improve what children view in
*entertainment programming.
Mr. President, I commend President
Clinton for strongly endorsing the Vchip in his State of the Union Message,
as well as for his leadership on behalf
of Parental choice chip technology during consideration of telecommunications reform legislation in the Senate and House. President Clinton remarked that the V-chp represents a
reasonable solution-not censorshipto the concerns of parents who have
Uttle control over the television progra'ning that is available to their
children, and want more information
on the content of this programming.
The President said, "when parents control what their children, see, that's not
censorship. That's enabling parents to
assume more responsibility for their
children's upbringing". I agree with
President Clinton.
• Regrettably, the reaction of the
'broadcast, media to President Clinton's
support for the V-chip technology and
appeal to the media to work together
to make the V-chip technology effective, has not been encouraging. Despite
broad public support. among parents,
the medical community, educators and
other children advocates for this technology, and successful tests of this
technology in Canada, broadcasters say
the V-chip proposal is unworkable, and
unconstitutonal
on
free-speech
grounds. According to pres reports,
the broadcasters intend to oppose the
V-chip in court. I believe this decision
is unfortunate--children will be the
losers If this technology does not become available to parents. Unfortu-
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nately, many in the television broadcast industry continue to misrepresent
the provisions adopted in the conference agreement to S. 652.
As adopted in the conference report
(Section 51-Parental Choice in Television Programming). manufacturers
of television sets (13 inches or larger),
both domestic and foreign, would be required to install technology-the Vchip-that would allow parents to
block the display of programming with
a common rating. The Federal Communications Commission, following consultation with the electronics industry,
would determine a date for the implementation of this provision. There is
also a provision under section 551 that
would prohibit the shipping of television sets in interstate commerce that
do not meet the requirements for the
manufacture of television sets with
blocking technology. These are the
only mandates under section 551.
To make the parental choice chip
technology an effective tool for parents, section 551 calls on television
broadcasters, cable operators, and
other video programmers to work with
concerned interest groups, including
parents, over a 12-month period-before
any of the provisions of section 551 become effective-to voluntarily develop
rules for rating television programruing with violent, sexual, or other indecent content. Broadcasters and cable
operators dbring this same period
would also be encouraged to voluntarily develop rules for the transmission of signals encoding the ratings
that would block certain television
programming.
Effective voluntary rating systems
have already been developed for television programming in Canada. In addition, as I noted during the telecomnmunications debate last summer.
the Recreational Software Advisory
Council and the Interactive Digital
Software Association on behalf of video
game manufacturers have voluntarily
adopted a rating system that is Included with most video games sold in
the United States. A voluntary rating
system is workable.
Mr. President, following the 12month period from the date of enactment of S. 652, if the television broadcasters, cable operators have not taken
the opportunity to voluntarily develop
a rating system to guide parents, the
Federal Communications Commission
(FCC) would be authorized to establish
an advisory committee to develop recommendations and guidelines for the
Identification and rating of television
programming. The advisory committee
would include industry representatives.
parents, and public interest groups.
Any guidelines or recommendations established by the advisory committee
could serve as a model for the television broadcast industry in the development of a rating system.
Section 551 does not mandate a government rating system, or that a program be rated if a broadcaster refuses
to rate programming. Nor does this
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legislation establish a government entity to rate television programming,
There is also no authority or suggestion to rate or identify In any way religious or political programming. No
penalties are established by this provision if a television broadcaster's cable
operator refuses to develop ratings, or
apply whatever ratings or Identification system is established-voluntarily,
or by the advisory committee under
the FCC. The development of any rating or other television program identification is entirely voluntary-the effectiveness of the V-chip technology as
an aid for parents rests with television
broadcasters and cable operators, not
the Federal Government.
Mr. President, 90 percent of the public supports the installation of the Vchip on television set-parents want
more information on the contents of
television programming, and to be able
to block that programming if they consider it inappropriate for children.
They should have that right. In Canada, recent trials of V-chip technology
that were conducted in Toronto and
other communities have shown that
the V-chip is popular, and workable.
More than 80 percent of the families
that participated in the demonstration
felt positively toward the V-chip, and
more than 70 percent thought the system effective and should be maintained.
I urge television broadcasters, cable
operators, and other video programmers to take advantage of the 12month period providhd under section
551 to voluntarily develop an Identification or rating system that will help
parents to make informed decisions
about television programming that Is
appropriate for children. I hope that
media executives will view the upcoming White House meeting on violence
and children's programming as an opportunity for constructive dialog on
this important Issue for children, and
to make this new parental choice technology an effective tool for parents and
families. The time has come to work
tooether.
applaud House and Senate conferees
on S. 652 for including the V-chip provisions in the final conference agreement. I also want to express my appreciation to Senator HOLLINoS for his
leadership on behalf of children's television programming, and for his strong
support of the V-chip provision in conference. I urge my colleagues to lend
their strong support for passage of this
important telecommunications reform
conference report.
Mr. DOMENICI. Mr. President, as we
approach the end of the 20th century, it
becomes increasingly clear that our
telecommunications industry has outgrown the Communications Act of 1934.
Changes in technology and In consumer
demands since then mean that it is
now time to pass the Telecommunications Competition and Deregulation
Act of 1995. This legislation will foster
technological growth,
bring more
choices and lower prices to consumers.
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As with any effort at serious, large- these two divergent interests to come
increase productivity. jobs. and interscale reform, this legislation leaves a to terms in regards to the Baby Bell's
national competitiveness.
The Telecommunications Competi- few important policy questions unre- entry into the long distance market is
tion and Deregulation Act of 1995 will solved. I am pleased that we have one of the reasons I plan to support the
provide consumers with more choices agreed to separate those issues out bill.
In addition, I am pleased that the bill
and lower prices in long distance phone from this bill so that we can give them
service and television programming. the full attention they deserve in the will provide independent, rural cable
systems
with the option to merge or be
And it will do so in a way that protects future.
rural customers: This legislation exI wish to commend the managers of bought out by their local exchange carrier
if
the
cable system in question deplicitly preserves the universal service this bill, and their staffs for their tirefund which subsidizes telephone serv- less work to craft this legislation. In cides it can not compete head-to-head.
want to thank Senator
I
specifically
particular, I appreciate the legislative
ices to rural areas.
Right now. consumers have a choice skill of Chairman PRESSLER, Majority HOLLINOS for his help on this section of
the
bill.
among long distance phone companies. Leader DOLE, Senator STEVENS, and
One other issue worth mentioning in
After this legislation takes effect, con- ranking member Senator HOLLINGS, as
sumers will also be able to choose well as their commitment to real re- regards to the telecommunications bill
among companies that offer them local form of obsolete and burdensome regu- is the spectrum flexibility issue. All
television stations will soon be making
phone service.
lations.
the transition from an analog signal to
This legislation will also give conThe public ought to be proud that by a digital signal. This will provide the
sumers more choices in how they re- working together, Democrats and Receive television programming. Cur- publicans have succeeded in crafting consumer with a better signal and'will
rently. if a consumer's area is served legislation that will enhance the ca- give television stations new sources of
by cable, a consumer may choose be- pacity of our economy to respond to revenue, such as digital paging and
tween the cable company and Direct the new. and rapidly growing chal- data transmission. In that broadcasters
provide their services to the viewing
Broadcast Satellite [DBS) service. This lenges of the information age.
legislation will allow the phone comMr. HEFLIN, Mr. President, tele- public for free, I think it would be a
pany to offer television over phone communications technology has under- mistake to require them to pay for
lines, so consumers will be able to gone a major evolution In the six dec- spectrum on which to start digital
choose television services from among ades since Congress passed the land- broadcasts, particularly since they will
cable companies, phone companies, and mark "Communications Act" in 1934. turn their analog spectrum back to the
Government once the transition to digDBS.
Enacted during the Great Depression,
The Telecommunications Competi- the "Communications Act" alleviated ital is complete. This bill would not action and Deregulation Act of 1995 will the turf disputes which emerged when tually give spectrum to broadcasters,
also encourage Investment in domestic AT&T entered the, broadcasting arena but it would leave the decision on how
telecommunications industries. By re- to compete with the well-established best to handle.the transition to digital
quiring that local telephone service be radio networks. The New Deal ap- In the hands of the FCC, where it
provided solely through regulated mo- proach to this problem was to erect should be.
Mr. President. in closing this bill is
nopolies, the Communications Act of strict walls between public utility
1934 has forced U.S. companies wanting communication providers and broad- good for the consumer because it will
open
the floodgates of competition
to invest in local phone markets to in- casters. Amazingly, though, the reguamong commualcations providers. As
vest overseas.
The President's Council of Economic latory approach established 62 years we all know, increased cofimpetition
ago is still the law of the land.
means lower prices and new services in
Advisors estimates that as a result of
Mr. President, it is my belief that
deregulation, by 2003, 1.4 million serv- cellular telephones, fax machines, the marketplace. In addition, the bill
is supported by the regional Bell comice sector. U.S.-based jobs will be cre
cable television, direct broadcast sat- panies, the long distance Industry, the
ated.
Over the next 10 years. a total of 3.4 ellites, and computers have rendered cable industry, and broadcasters.
million jobs will be created, and, ac- obsolete the Nation's aging tele- Therefore. I intend to vote in favor of
frame- this bill. and I urge my colleagues to
regulatory
cording to telecommunications analyst communications
George Gilder, the gross domestic prod- work. Therefore, I believe the time has do the same.
framework
as
overhaul
that
come
to
Mr. FORD. Mr. President, today, I
uct will increase by as much as S2 trilwe prepare to enter the 21st century. am pleased to join the distinguished
lion.
the
Commerce
my
friends
on
But
as
Senator from South Dakota, Senator
teleinvestment
in
Increased
communications products and services Committee can attest, the task of re- PRESSLER, and the Senator from South
will bring a better quality of life to writing the antiquated Communica- Carolina. Senator HOLLINOS, in suprural New Mexico. With fiber Optic tions Act of 1934 is much easier said porting the conference report to S. 652.
the telecommunications reform bill. As
cable connections, doctors in Shiprock, than done.
I suspect that we all agree that the a conferee on this historic piece of legNM. can consult with specialists at the
University of New Mexico Medical Cen- present regulatory structure needs re- islation, I firmly believe that this bill
ter or any medical center across the vision, but forming a consensus on just is a balanced approach to the overhaul
how to create a new regulatory envi- of our telecommunications laws and
country.
These new technologies will enable ronment that acknowledges and fosters regulations and towards a de-regulated
competition while at the same time and competitive telecommunications
NM.
in
Hidalgo
County.
students In
towns like Lordsburg and Animas, to protects the public interest .has proven industry.
In the last several months, the Conshare teachers through a video and to be elusive. After reviewing the confiber optic link. This legislation will ference report on the Telecommuni- gress has been highly criticized for the
I
feel
that
the
cations
Act,
though,
partisan
nature of our debates. And it
remove the regulations that currently
prevent local phone companies from conferees have done a commendable job is true that a significant number of
equitable
balance
bein
finding
an
legislative initiatives are caught in inmaking the investments necessary to
tween these two competing goals.
tense partisan differences. But at the
provide such technologies.
witmonths
have
been
legislaThe
past
few
Mr. President, I support this
same time, there have been a number
tion because it will help improve rural ness to some historic agreements. For of developments where both sides of
education and rural health care, en- instance, those who negotiated the the asile have come together, where
hance local and long distance phone Dayton Peace Accord deserve credit for both sides have been able to reach an
services, and speed up the development a job well done. but the conferees who accommodation of differing views and
of new technology and new jobs for were able to broker an agreement be- opinions. I believe that this conference
Americans. I believe this legislation tween the long distance industry and report is just one example of how this
in legislation.
a bi-partisan
worksolid
represents a key step forward toward the Bell operating companies deserve Congress
produce
manner to can
the Nobel Peace Price. The ability of
achieving these valuable objectives.
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That Is not to say that it is easy.
This conference has • been working
throughout the tall and early winter to
produce this conference report. Our negotiations were long and difficult ones.
But, Mr. President, I am by nature a
compromiser. I guess that is because I
am from Kentucky. And Kentucky produoed many fine legislators and states.men. Including the great compromiser,
Henry Clay. And Henry Clay once said
that compromise is "a mutual sacrifloe." Well, let me tell you Mr. President, that we conferee have made
many sacrifices In order to reach a bipartisan conference report.
When the House passed its version of
telecommunications reform last August. I was asked what the significance
of that event meant. I stated then that
I was fairly confident that we could
produce a final bill--but that it was
not going to be easy. There were sig-.
niflotnt differences between the Senate
and House bills. In particular. I know I
and many of my colleagues on this side
of the aisle were concerned about the
scope of the deregulation contained in
the House bill. But something slgnflcant happened In this conference. We
sat down and we listened to each other.
Throughout numerous discussions and
informal meetings of conferees, we
were able to state our concerns and
have those concerns understood and appreciated. And more importantly, we
were able to have those concerns addressed In'a satisfactory manner. I do
not* think that any one side prevailed
over the other. This conference was one
of significant negotiattons and compromises. But the result is that today
we have. a hi-partisan bill. *I believe
that this conference report is a fair,
logical, and balanced approach towards
reforming our Nation's telecommunications law and policies.
There is no question that we need to
pass a reform bill. Not since the passage of the 1934 Communicatlons Act
has the Congress taken a step towards
a major overhaul of that law. The 1934
Act has served Its purpose in guiding
our telecommunications policy for the
last 60 years. But we are at a crossroads 'in terms of policy and technology. Our telecommunications industry has been in a state of complex
transormation that began in 1984 with
the divestiture of AT&T. Since that
time, the seven regional telephone
companies have actively sought permission to enter into other areas of
business. And as the regional Bell companies have sought to expand, other
companies and industries have sought
to enter into the local telephone market. Clearly, these changes cannot be
made through court rulings and petitions to the Federal Communications
Commission.
.The slow and haphazard de-regulation that has been on-going since 1984
has frustrated the ability for real and
effective competition. In turn. I think
.that has also frustrated the ability for
the telecommunications industry to
develop and improve technology. In
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fact. Mr. President. I would argue that classrooms are going to be able to link
an initial and almost immediate effect with other institutions and other proof this legislation will be rapid ad- grams to enhance education. This is
vances in telecommunications tech- .most important for a state like Kennology.
tucky with a large rural population.
Our telecommunications industry is Students and teachers in rural areas
on the cutting edge of technology. Re- will gain access to sources of informasearch and development and existing tion and libraries in other locations
technologies are inhibited by rules cre- across Kentucky and the Nation. The
ated several years ago, if not several reforms contained In this bill will hasdecades ago. The reforms contained in ten the pace by which schools in rural
this conference report will help ensure areas will receive comparable access to
the Internet, just like those schools in
America remains competitive.
Throughout my experience in this more urban areas. Access to advanced
legislation, I always hear people talk- services can lead to Improvements and
ing about the sc-called "information efficienctes in the administration of
superhighway". If we want to make education. In fact, this is already octhat "Information superhighway" a re- curring in Kentucky. Our State governality for all Americans, then I think we ment has contracted for the establishneed to spur competition which will en- ment of the Kentucky Information
Highway. Schools and school district
courage investments.
Mr. President, competition and in- offices are linked together on the netvestments can only mean one thingwork and advanced services are made
lobe. This conference report Is not just available at preferential rates.
a regulatory reform bill. It is a job creMr. President, as I have mentioned.
ation bill as well. Today, the tele- this conference report includes imporcommunications industry is 15 percent tant changes to our telecommuniof the GDP. And it is also a sector with cations laws which enable the develophigh-growth potential which will cre- ment of new technologies. I am pleased
ate high-skill and high-paying jobs.
to say that the conference report inIn fact, in a recent study conducted cludes a provision which will limit the
by the Wharton School of Business, the role of the Federal Communications
Wharton Econometrics Forecasting As- Commission in setting standards that
sociation ("The WEFA Group") found may affect the computer and home authat full competition In telecommuni- tomation technologies. Section 301(f) of
cations has the potential to create 3.4 the bill provides that the FCC may
million jobs by the year 2005. And the only set minimal standards for cable
potential to cause a S298 billion In- equipment compatibility, to maximize
crease in the gross domestic product marketplace competition for all features and protocols : unrelated
to
within 10 years.
In Kentucky, it Is estimated that descrambling of cable programming.
over 32,000 new jobs will be created dur- and to ensure that the FCC's cable
ing this same period. Telecommuni- compatibility regulations do not affect
cations reform in Kentucky could computer network services, home automean the distribution of 1.000 new jobs mation, or other types of telecommuntin the mining industry; 2,900 jobs in the cations equipment. In short, this secconstruction industry; 7.300 new jobs in tion keeps the government out of setmanufacturing; 1,200 new jobs in the ting high technological standards and
transportation and utilities sector; prevents the FCC from setting stand11,200 new jobe in the wholesale and re- ards for the computer and communicatail trade sector; 1,300 new jobs to the tions services of the future.
I believe that this section is a small
financial services industry: and. 7.500
but important aspect of this historic
new jobs to other services in general.
Mr. President, this telecommuni- bill: to embrace the future by allowing
cations reform bill Is also a pro- new technologies to flourish with miniconsumer bill because it will create mal government interference. Just as
more competition, and in turn, lower this bill will help open markets by
prices. It is estimated that tele- eliminating the barriers to long-discommunications reform will lower tance and equipment manufacturing
rates by 2 percent, saving consumers competition, Section 301(f) ensures
nearly M90 billion over the next 10 that our vital computer and high-tech
years. Lower long distance rates alone markets remain open and competitive
will yield 333 billion in consumer sav- by ensuring that the FCC's technical
ings. With lower local telephone rates. standards are kept to a minimum.
consumers can expect to save another Since almost all standards in the com$32 billion. Lower cellular rates could munications and computer industries
generate another $107 billion and lower are voluntary, private standards, this
cable television rates will yield an- section of the bill maintains that this
practice shall continue. This is very
other 378 billion in consumer savings.
But this bill is not simply about Jobs important as we see the accelerating
and money. This bill also contains im- pace of the convergence of the comportant provisions which will enhance puter and the communications indusaccess to advanced services in our pub- tries.
lic schools. I am pleased that this conSection 301(f) modifies the FCC's auference report retains the provisions of thority in order to reign in the Comthe Senate bill known as the Snowe- mission's ongoing rulemaking on cable
Rockefeller Amendment. Because of equipment compatibility. This is a
this provision in the legislation, our problem that arises out of the 1992
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The duopoly rule was last revised by
the FCC in 1964. And it prevents the
ownership of more than one television
station in a local market. This regulation served a useful purpose by ensring there would be competition and a
diversity of media voices In a television market.
However, in the last 32 years. the
local media have gained so many new
competitors that I have begun to question whether the duopoly rule still promotes good policy. That is why I endorse the provisions of the conference
report which direct the FCC to conduct
a rule-making to determine whether to
retain, modify, or eliminate this rule.
Today. consumers have access to
many more broadcast stations than a
generation ago, let alone, a decade ago.
More significantly, consumers today
have access to a host of non-broadcast
station video providers, all of which
offer dozens or even hundreds of channels. Competition to broadcasters is
coming from the cable industry, wireless cable systems, satellite systems.
and video dialtone networks. With such
competition. I believe that we may
have reached the point where the viability of free over-the-air programming.
provided
by single-channel
broadcasters, may be threatened by the
new multi-channel competitors.
Too many local broadcasters, particularly In smaller markets, are already losing money. This is a concern
to me. and should be a concern to other
Members. because I believe that local
television broadcasters are just as important as local radio stations and
local newspapers. Together, these local
broadcasters help to develop a sense of
community through the coverage of
local events. It is my hope that the
FCC will examine this matter thoroughly and revise the duopoly rule appropriately.
In addition to the duopoly rule, I am
also pleased to see that this conference
report grandfathers local marketing
agreements, or LMA's. Many local
broadcasters have stayed competitive
by entering into these LMA's with one
another. These innovative Joint ventures allow separately owned stations
to function cooperatively, achieving
economies of scale through combined
sales and advertising efforts, and
shared technical facilities. These local
marketing agreements have served
their communities In a number of
ways: some have increased coverage of
local news; others have increased coverage of local sports, particularly college sports; and, many LMA's have provided outlets for Innovative local programming and children's programming.
Together, a review of the duopoly
rule and the grandfatherlng of LMA's.
these provisions will help ensure that
consumers always have access to free
local television programming.
Mr. President. it is clear that the reform of our communications laws is
long overdue. This conference report is
a comprehensive and balanced ap-

proach to rewrite our National telecommunications policy for the 21st
Century and beyond. After years of debate, negotiations and compromise, we
have finally reached the point where
we can make the promises of the ad-
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Cable Act, which directed the FCC to
compatibilitybetween
teleassure
visions, VCR's and cable systems. But,
I believe that the FCC has gone beyond
the directions contained in that 1992
law. This section of the conference report prevents the FCC from standardizing any feature or protocols that are
not necessary for descrambling. by preventing the selection of an other home
automation protocol as part of the
FCC's cable compatibility regulations.
It further prevents the FCC from affecting products in the computer or
home automation industry in any way.
Simply put. Section 301(f) leaves these
standards to be set, as they should be,
by competition in the marketplace.
I understand that some have questioned whether the term "affect" is too
broad. Indeed It Is a broad term in
order to effectively implement the
principle that the FCC regulations
should not interfere in competitive
markets. Because there is no reason to
affect computers or home automation
products, and because even inadvertent
or relatively small effects on emerging
and rapidly changing markets can easily displace technological innovation,
this section 3011f) is weighted toward
protecting competition and open markets. The accompanying Statement of
Managers states that any material influence on unrelated markets is prohibited. Because it is impossible for agencies or courts to judge whether the impact of technical standards in emerging
markets would be harmful or substantila. Section 301(f) draws a bright line
to avoid any regulatory impact whatsoever.
I think this is an important policy.
The risk associated with wide regulatory powers over technological issues
in a time when we are seeing rapid
technical change is that premature or
overbroad FCC standards may interfere
in the market-driven process of standardization or impede technological innovation itself.
It is interesting to note that the Industry itself has been able to solve
compatibility problems, and create
workable standards in the VCR. personal computer, compact discs and
other products without any government involvement. I believe that the
inclusion of Section 3011f) continues
that tradition and will permit the industry to set the standards, not the
FCC. That is in keeping with the nature of this legislation as a whole.
Mr. President. in addition to reforms
of the local and long distance telephone companies, this conference report includes a number of overdue revisions to the laws regulating the broadcasters. I believe that these changes
are necessary to respond to the changing competitive nature of the broadcast industry, in the same manner as
the changes this conference report
foresees for the telephone industry.
One of the changes in this legislation
includes directions to the Federal Communications Commission to conduct a
rule-making on the so-called duopoly
rule.

vanced telecommunications Into reali-

ties.
I applaud the efforts of the Chairman
and Ranking Member for their determination and persistence in bringing
together a comprehensive and bl-partisan bill to the floor. We would not be
here today without their combined
leadership. We would not have bi-partisan support on the conference. As a
result, It has earned the support of
many on both sides of the aisle and the
support of the President. S. 652 deserves to become law and I urge my
colleagues to join in supporting final
passage.
CLARIFCATIONOF LOCALSrAT[ON OWERSHIP
PROVISIONS
Mr. INOUYE. Will the gentleman
from
South Carolina, the ranking
member of the Commerce Committee,
yield for a colloquy?
Mr. HOLLINGS. Id be delighted to
yield to the gentleman from Hawaii.
Mr. INOUYE. The conference report
directs the FCC to conduct a rulemaking
proceeding
to
determine
whether to retain, modify or eliminate
its duopoly rule, which prevents ownership of more than one television station in a market. Is it the intent of
Congress that in reviewing the duopoly
rule the FCC should consider whether
broadcasters are able to compete fairly
with other media prdviders while ensuring that the public receives information from a diversity of media
voices?
Mr. HOLLINGS. The gentleman's Interpretation is my interpretation as
well.
Mr. INOUYE. I'd appreciate my colleague's help in clarifying thb conference report's effect on the Hawaiian
television market. No one needs a geography lesson to learn that my state
is located in the middle of the Pacific
Ocean. As such, interference with adjacent television markets is not a concer and, unlike every other market in
the United States, every VHF channel
is utilized somewhere in Hawaii's mar-

ket.
I'd ask of the gentleman, when the
FCC considers the duopoly rule, does
he agree that the FCC should strongly
consider that Hawaii's unique situation
represents an example of compelling
circumstances that could permit the
combination between two VHF stations
in that market?
Mr. HOLLINGS. The gentleman from
Hawaii is correct. His state's local television market developed differently
from continental markets because of
its unique geography and terrain, and
thus is characterized by many VHF
stations. Many of our concerns about
combinations involving two VHF stations in local markets in the continental United States do not apply to Hawall. The FCC should recognize this
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distinction when considering the duop- before* us today are going to have a
very hard time to challenge it in court.
oly rule.
Mr. INOUYE. I thank my colleague Just a few weeks ago, in the Act III
for his clarifications and for his exper- case, the Supreme Court was asked to
tise.
and leadership on this historic re- review the constitutionality of the invision of our telecommunlcations law.
decency standard. But the Supreme
Today's local marketplace is charac- Court declined to do so. Indicating to
terised by an abundance of media out- many constitutional lawyers that the
lets that were not present or con- indecency standard is on firmer footing
templated when the rule was last re- than ever.
vised, and the FCC,should take this deI predict that the left-wing freevelopment into consideration.
speech absolutists who have promised
This nsw competition . such as from to challenge the cyberporn provisions
clustered cable systems offering adver- will have no more success with their
tisers the same buY as local broad- antifamily eff6rts than they have had
casters (but on multiple channels), in the past.
This summer. I had the opportunity
threatens the very viability of free,
Broad- to chair the first-ever congressional
programming.
'over-the-air
casters have searched for creative solu- hearings on cyberpom. During that
tions to these marketplace changes, hearing, I had the opportunity to hear
and one proven solution has been Local from parents who had discovered that
Marketing Agreements. These LMAs their children had been sent pornogSreinnovative joint ventures which en- raphy or solicited by adults. One teenable separately owned stations in the ager girl was even stalked on-line by
Same market to find economies of scale someone who was later arrested-but
had to be released because his conduct
through combined operations.
The need to relax the duopoly rule is was not illegal.
That's why, with the assistance of
Illustrated by broadcasters' experience
with LMAs. These jointventures have the distinguished chairman of the Comgenerated substantial rewards for both merce Committee, Senator PRESSLER. I
'competition and diversity, and im- worked to include a cyberstalking proproved the quality and quantity of.free vision in the conference committee relocal programming. In Hawaii, an LMA port. That section makes it a crime to
has made possible a signiflcant In- use computers to seduce or lure chilcrease in local programming, including dren. I believe that this is an imporinin-depth local news program at 9 tant step. As with indecency on comp.m., extensive coverage of the Univer- puters. America's children should be
aity of Hawaii's sporting events, week- given the Same protections in the only.programs on Hawaiian culture and line world that they have in the real
local Issues, and a doubling of chil- world.
In my hearing this summer. I asked
dren's programming.
It is my understanding that Sec. each parent that appeared before the
20() allows LMAs currently in exist- Judiciary Committee-do you believe
ence to continue as long as they are that a technical solution alone, withconsistent with FCC rules. These LMAs out Federal legislation, is enough to
give stations the flexibility to meet protect their children. Without excepthe challenge of the multi-channel tion these parents said no. that the
.technology is part of the Answer, but
marketplace.
Again, I thank the ranking member not the whole answer. So for those who
of the Commerce Committee for olari- claim that Congress has no role at all
tying the Intent of the conference re- to play in protecting America's children from on-line pornography and
port regarding the duopoly rule.
Mr. ORASSLEY. Mr. President, I rise child stalking. I say ask America's partoday in strong support of one portion ents about that. The parents of Amerof the telecommunications legislation ica, who have to try to use cumwe are currently considering. In par- bersome and highly technical computer
ticular. I wish to speak on the programs to block out cyberporn and
cyberporn provisions of the bill. I be- on-line child stalkers believe that conlieve that 't is high tibia that Congress gressional assistance Is crucial and
apply the same rules to protect chil- that there simply is no other way to
America's children safe.
dren on the Internet that have laws ap- keep
Finally, let me say that me of the
plied to other communications media.
Since 1934, indecency has been 'regu- most perplexing misrepresentations
lated in broadcast. And when it became during the conference deliberations on
clear that children were vulnerable to this matter involved the so-called
sexually explicit material. over the harmful to minors standard as opposed
telephone, Congress prohibited provid- to the indecency standard. The harming indecency to children via the tele- ful-to-minors standard is a creature of
phone. Today. we are taking the next Stats law, and there has never, during
step in protecting children from child the entire history of our Nation. been a
molesters and unscrupulous porn mer- Federal harmful-to-minors law. On the
other hand. Congress has had indechants.
It is important to note that despite cency regulations on the books since
the best efforts of the liberal establish- 1934, the beginning of the mass communications era. So, despite statements
ment, the Supreme Court has nevernot even once--ruled that the Inde- to the contrary, the harmful-to-minors
cency standard is unconstitutional. So standard, which has never been the
the vocal opponents of the legislation subject to congressional action, is too
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uncertain, too new to be applied to th.
dynamic medium of computer communications. I believe that the harmfulto-minors standards would unduly chill
the kind of freewheeling discussions we
have become used to on the Internet.
The tired-and-true indecency standard
is much better, in the opinion of this
and
noted
constitutional
Senator
scholars like Bruce Fein.
I would like to take my hat off ts
Senator ExoN, Senator COATS, and Senator HELMS for their work and leadership on this issue. I yield the floor.
Mr. HELMS. Mr. President, I am
pleased that the Senate finally is going
to pass this important telecommunications bill (S. 652). There have been
many attempts down through the years
to reform the telecommunications law,
and I am happy that the Republicans
have been able to get the job done this
year.
This bill will remove barriers to coipetition and lead to lower prices for
consumers. It can create as many as
100.000 jobs In North Carolina. help spur
the economy, lead to innovative developments In technology, and provide
children with greater access to edunational opportunities. In addition, in
the near future, millions of consumers
will be able to shop and bank from
their homes through the use of their
computers or television sets.
Mr. President. one study conducted
by the WEFA group projected that
open competition could very well lead
to 3.4 million new JIbs in 10 years. It
that
donsumers
further
concluded
could pay $550 billldn less in communications rateS.
There have been many hard fought
battles on this bill. But in the end this
legislation is a very carefully crafted
balance. For example, earlier versions
of this bill would have allowed for an
of media
concentration
unhealthy
power. These proposals could hav.
made local community broadcasting a
thing of the past; but this concern has
been resolved.
Perhpas most Importantly, this bill
will help protect children from computer pornography, which today is
readily accessible on the Internet and
elsewhere. I have been notified of numerous Instances in which unscrupulous, sleazy individuals have used the
Internet as a tool to distribute pornography to minors. This legislation provides tough prison terms for any smut
peddler who uses a computer to send or
display child pornography. This bill upholds standards of morality and decency as well as protects children and
families from the peddlers of sleaze.
This is a victory for families and children.
the TelecommuniMr. President.
cations Competition and Deregulation
Act of 1995 provides the American
consumer with less expensive prices.
more competitive opportunities, and
better service. Chairman LARRY PRESSLER and all of his colleagues on the
Senate Commerce Committee deserve
the gratitude and respect of all Americans for a job well done.
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Mr. COATS. Mr. President. I stand
before you today to urge my colleagues
to support final passage of this telecommunications reform legislation. It
is truly a monumental piece of work.
The competitive forces that this legislation will unleash will create an explosion of new jobs, new technology. It
will secure for this Nation, well into
the future. its rightful place in the
forefront of industry and technological
development and utilization.
I am pleased that the conference report contains strong protections for
America's children. This provision reflects the concern of our Nation to ensure that, as we establish the framework for the rising tide of the technology society, we take care to establish an environment safe for our children. I am speaking about the provision, sponsored by myself and Senator
EXON, that deals with the issue of pornographic material on the internet.
Mr. President, sometimes our technology races beyond our reflection, and
we are left with a dangerous gap-a period when society is unprepared to deal
with the far-reaching results of rapid
change. This is the situation we have
on the internet. This is the situation
which this legislation will address.
The type of pornography currently
available on the Internet includes images and text dealing with the sexual
abuse of children, the torture of women
and images of perversion and brutality
beyond normal imagination, and beyond the boundaries of human civilization.
Childhood must be defended by parents and society as a safe harbor of innocence. It is a privileged time to develop values in an environment that is
not hostile to them. But this foul material on the internet invades that
place and destroys that innocence. It
takes the worst excesses of that redlight district and places it directly into
a child's bedroom, on the computer
their parents bought them to help
them with their homework.
Let me take a moment to outline exactly what this legislation will do:
Those who utilize a computer to persuade, include entice, or coerce a
minor to engage in prostitution or any
sexual act will be prosecuted, fined.
and imprisoned up to 10 years.
If you use your computer to contact
and harass another individual, you will
be prosecuted under this bill.
This legislation would prosecute
those who utilize an interactive computer service to send indecent material
directly to a minor or use an Interactive computer service to display indecent material in a manner easily
available to a minor.
On-line services and access software
providers are liable where they are conspirators with. advertise for. are involved in the creation of or knowing
distribution of obscene material or indecent material to minors.
This legislation leaves unchanged Email privacy laws.
Simply put. this legislation extends
the same protections for children that

exist everywhere else in our society to
the internet.
The bottom line is simple: we are reindecency from areas of
moving
cyberspace easily accessible to children. if individuals want to provide
that material, it must be in areas with
barriers to minors, if adults want to
access that material, they must make
a positive effort to get it.
Our warning Is equally clear: if you
post indecent material on the internet
in areas accessible to children, you will
be held to account.
Mr. President, one of the most urgent
questions in any modern society is how
we humanize our technology-how we
make it serve us. America is at the
frontier of human knowledge, but It is
incomplete without applying human
values. And one of our most important
values is the protection of our children-not only the protection of their
bodies from violence, but the protection of their minds and souls from
abuse.
We can not, and should not, resist
change. But our brave new world must
not be hostile to the innocence of our
children.
Mr. President I am proud that we
have taken this very important step. I
am proud that as we usher in this information age. America has placed the
protection of our children as a central
issue in this landmark legislation.
Mr. HATCH. Mr. President, telecommunications technology is evolving at a speed that is unprecedented,
and it has been and will continue to be
difficult to keep up with these revolutionary developments. However, without a vehicle that allows us to at least
attempt to keep pace with these
changes, we cannot even hope to take
full advantage of the benefits that today's technology potentially affords us.
That is why I am pleased to support
the telecommunications conference report that we are considering today. It
has been a very long and difficult process over a number of.years in order to
get to this point today. There have
been many hearings held in several
committees, long debates in both
houses of Congress, and extensive
hours spent in conference meetings.
And, as is always the case with legislation that is as important and far-reaching, the conference report we will vote
on shortly is not perfect.
As we have already heard on the floor
today during this final debate, there
are still a number of issues upon which
total consensus has not been reached.
In fact,-we can expect to be revisiting
a number of issues in the not too distant future, and I look forward to that.
Nevertheless, I believe we can all
agree that this legislation establishes
some basic principles that will provide
a gateway to the future of communications in our country. I am convinced
that the basic policy changes contained
in this conference report will not only
positively impact our Nation's economy be enhancing competition within
a number of communications markets
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but will also result in noticeable benefits for individual consumers throughout the United States.
I do not wish to take up too much
time, but I want to commend the distinguished chairman of the Senate
Commerce Committee for his leadership over the past year in bringing this
historic legislation to the floor of the
Senate. I especially want to thank him
and his committee colleagues for effectively keeping the conference focused
on the communications issues under its
jurisdiction. Implementation of the
legislation will raise issues in the area
of intellectual property, which will
need to be addressed in the future.
These issues are best left to the appropriate committees of jurisdiction and
expertise. As the chairman of the Senate Judiciary Committee, which is the
committee of Jurisdiction over Intellectual property issues in the Senate, I
look forward to working on these mattrs. We can support the efforts of the
conference and to increase the opportunities the legislation makes available
to creators and users of intellectual
property.
Again, let me commend the conferees
for their work in the communications
arena and thank them for not
prejudicing the Judiciary Committee's
work on any relevant Intellectual property issues.
I am pleased to support this bill. It is
a major step forward.
Ms. SNOWE. Mr. President, I rise
today to speak in favor of the conference report to S. 662, the Telecommunications Competition and Deregulation Act. This legislation will
revolutionize our telecommunications
industry as broadly as telecommunications have revolutionized our society.
And I am pleased that it contains the
Snowe-Rockefeller provision that was
included in the original Senate bill-a
provision of significant importance to
rural regions and rural Americans.
I would first like to thank my friend
and colleague, the distinguished chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee who also served as chairman of the
House-Senate conference committee on
this legislation, Senator PR. sLER.
For over a year now, he las worked
tirelessly to shepherd this legislation
through the Commerce Committee, the
full Senate. and the House-Senate conference committee. In the process, he
has worked to ensure that telecommunications reform remains a priority for our Nation as we enter the
next century--a century that is certain
to bring even greater advancements in
technology and telecommunications.
I also want to congratulate the distinguished Senate majority leader,
Senator DOLE, for his outstanding efforte In bringing this critical legislation to the floor of the Senate.
Telecommunications is an increasingly important part of our daily life.
Over the past few years, most of us
have become dependent on communications services as diverse as wireless
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telephones, fax macines, information
services, computers, pagers, alarm
monitoring services, and cable television. In many cases, it is hard to
imagine functioning without them. We
are clearly witnessing a revolution in
the way we do business and in the way
we live, a telecommunications and information revolution as important to
our ftture as the industrial revolution
was in the last century.
As I stated during debate on the legislation last summer, my State of
Maine has, for more than a century,
faced serious economic. challenges in
attracting business and industry. Thus,
the revolution in telecommunications
technologies which has opened the door
to the information age continues to be
especially important for Maine.
At 80 miles an hour, the speed of
truck transportation. Maine's geography can be an economic disadvantage. At the speed of light-the speed
with which information can be transmitted over Maine's state-of-the-art
networkstelecommunications
Maine's location becomes an asset. Information technology coupled with our
outstanding quality of life. has created
substantial business and employment
opportunities in my State.
Recognizing the importance of telecommunications to Maine, the Maine
State Legislature adopted legislation
that established the policy goal of ensuring that all of Maine's businesses
and citizens have affordable access to
an integrated telecommunications Infrastructure capable of providing voice.
data and image-based services.
Furthermore, Maine intends to adopt
policies that encourage 'the development and deployment of new technologies, and encourages service applications that support economic development initiatives -or otherwise improve
the well-being of Maine citizens.
Mr. President. this conference report
will bring unprecedented competition
and development to the telecommunications industry. And while competition can bring an array of improved
services at a lower cost, we must ensure that competition
ultimately
achieves this goal for all Americans, in
both urban and rural areas.
I am, therefore, particularly pleased
that the conference report before us
recognizes that strong universal service provisions are a necessary and important part of telecommunications reform.
Residents of rural areas should bear
no more cost for essential telecommunications services than residente of densely populated areas. Just
as extending basic telephone service
and electrification to rural areas rose
to the top of our national agenda in the
1930's and 1940's, so telecommunications must be a top priority today.
No American citizen *should be left out
of the communications revolution.
Indeed, the concept of universal service was established in the 1934 Communication Act, to establish widely available basic telephone service at reason-
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able rates. The rationale for this policy
is that telephone service is essential to
link Americans together, so that all
Americans can communicate with each
other on approximately equal footing.
It was an important economic development tool, as well.
Everyone in our country must be
able to engage in commerce using the
tools and technologies necessary to
interact with buyers and sellers, and be
able to be informed and to inform others of emergency situations and to access emergency services.
Presently, every telephone can intertelephone, but
connect with every
every. computer cannot hook up with
every computer. If in the future, computers replace telephones and become
the basic standard equipment for communication, a mechanism must to be
in place to ensure that all Americans
can continue to be interconnected as
they are presently via the telephone.
Central to the concept of universal
service is access for public institutions.
which provide services to a broad segment of our population. We must ensure that key institutions in our society--schools, libraries, and rural hospitals--are also assured affordable access to telecommunications services.
That can not be done when schools
and libraries are paying business rates
for educational services like access to
the Internet. Business rates are frequently beyond these institutions' ability to pay-and without access. I am
concerned about the consequences.
The Internet, the "information highway," is increasingly critical to our
children and our Nation. How can we
hope to compete in the world economy
if our educational institutions are unable to link with a critical telecommunications link?
I strongly believe that the economic
future of our children is inexorably
tied to their education. In turn, education is becoming increasingly entwined with the use of emerging technologies and the information these
services carry and provide.
Our schools need access to educational telecommunications services
to prepare our children for economic
success. In the 21st century, our hildren will be competing in a global
economy where knowledge is power.
Their future depends on their ability to
master the tools and skills needed in
that economy.
Unfortunately, there is a widening
gap between the high expectations of
an increasingly technologically driven
society and the inability of most
schools-particularly rural schools--to
prepare students adequately for the
high-technology future. Almost 90 perthrough 12th
cent of kindergarten
grade classrooms lack even basic access to telephone service.
Telecommunications can help us provide a world class education to children
across America. If we want young people to actively use the technology of
the future so it becomes second nature
to them, then we must ensure that
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schools are part of the national information infrastructure.
For
starters,
telecommunications
will enable students and teachers to do
research in libraries across the country
and the world, and to connect to experts and other students across the
country. It
will ensure that small
schools In remote rural areas, and
financial
reschools
with limited
sources have access to the same rich
learning resources.
Consider that only 30 percent of
schools with enrollments of less than
300 have Internet access, while 58 percent of schools with enrollments of
1.000 or more reported having Internet
access. Only 3 percent of classrooms in
public schools are connected to the
Internet. and cost is cited as a majoi
barrier to access.
Rural schools and libraries usually
pay more for access to information
services than schools and libraries in
urban areas because the information
service providers do not have access
points In local calling regions, meaning
that rural schools and libraries must
make a long distance telephone call to
access the Internet and other information services. It Is imperative that access the information superhighway b,.
affordable, because America's school,
and public libraries operate on vcr'y
slim. inflexible budgets.
And it is an area where we need tLhi
strength and innovation of the private
sector as well. That's why I am especially pleased to nobe that NYNEX and
the independent telephone companies
that serve Maine have already taken
steps to deploy and encourage the utilization of needed telecommunications
services throughout Maine. As a resulz
of a unique agreement with Maine',
telephone companies-all Maine librarleo and schools are now eligible to re
ceive substantially discounted long istance services that will now allow access to a broad range of information
services.
But schools and libraries in Maine
and across America will not be the
only ones to benefit from this proi !
sion. So does our health care system
through telemedicine. When I served in
I
the
House
of
Representatives.
cowrote the Rural Health Care Coalition's "Rural Health Care Bill oi
Rights."
The
paper argued - that Congress
should adopt policies that seek to ensure that those who live in rural areas
receive the same quality of health care
as other Americans. All Americans. regardless of their age. income, employment status, medical history or gecgraphic location, have a right to acres
affordable, quality health care.
Telemedicine can help us achieve
this goal by enabling physicians in
rural areas to communicate through
state-of-the-art
telecommunications
networks with providers and specialists
in other areas.
With Telemedicine. a burn victim ir.
Presque Isle. ME. may be able to ge
care from some of the Nation's b(-:
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burn epecialista, without ever leaving
the local hospital. Rural doctors will
be able to connect directly to major
hospital centers for consultation, diag-

nostic assistance, and ongoing professional education. However. rural areas
pay significantly more than urban
areas for transmission of Telemedicine
services.
Mr. President. I believe that the
Snowe-Rockefetier provision is fundamentally important to assuring that
we do not end up with a two-tiered
telecommunications system in America.
The Snowe-Rockefeller provision is
fundamental to assuring that all areas
in America have access to the essential
telecommunications services of the future. And it is fundamental to ensuring
that this legislation provides a solid
foundation for the future.
Mr. President, I believe that this legislation offers tremendous promise,
making this among the most exciting
and meaningful bills we will vote on
this session.
By promoting true competition In
telecommunications while providing
necessary safeguards that further the
goal of competition and serve the public interest, this conference report offers a strong framework on which the
technological future of America can be
built. I believe that this bill strikes the
right balance that is needed, and offer
my strong support. Thank you, Mr.
President. I yield the floor.
Mr. DASCHLE. Mr. President. I am
pleased that after years of struggle, the
Senate h" before it. a telecommunications rdform conference report that
represents the dawning of a new telecommunications era in this country.
I want to commend the Commerce
Committee chairman. Senator PRESSLER. and the ranking member. Senator HOLLINGS, for their hard work and
efforts.in bringing a measure before us
today that will enhance true competition in telecommunications without
shortehanging American consumes.
This is complex and potentially farreaching legislation, that will affect an
economic sector that constitutes 20
percent of our economy. and whose
services reach virtually every American.
Mr. President. this bill is all about
competition in
telephone services,
cable services. information and data
services, and broadcasting services. By
unleashing these competitive forces,
innovation and progress will flourish in
the rapidly expanding telecommunications field, and will greatly Increase
the opportunity for every citizen to
affordably access the rapidly changing
world of advanced telecommunications
technology.
While this legislation focuses on
competition and.deregulation, the conference report contains essential rural
safeguards in the form of universal
service provisions that will benefit our
rural communities and greatly increase
their ability to persevere in the 21st
century.
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There is little doubt that our urban
areas can and will sustain the enormous expansion of telecommunications
services in the years ahead. We must
make certain that our rural areas are
not left behind as services expend and
new products come on line. In the long
run, universal service at high standards nationwide is in the best interests
of the entire economy.
I believe that telecommunications
reform is essential in preserving the
economic vitality of rural America and
am optimistic that the affordable accessibility to these new telecommunications services will be the harbinger
for a new renaissance among the main
street economies
in communities
throughout rural America.
Already, many in my home State of
South Dakota are beginning to realize
the importance and value of telecommunications services. Many small,
rural medical clinics and hospitals are
linking together with larger, more
urban hospitals via telemedicne to
provide their citizens with a higher
quality of ce". Children in schools
that are hundreds of miles from the
nearest population center can now
have access to the world's greatest libraries at their fingertips. An increasing number of South Dakota agricultural producers are determining weather forecasts and market reports with a
simple keystroke. And all across main
street South Dakota, small businesses
are reducing
their overhead
via
networking services, reducing their
paper work through electronic mall,
and saving thousands of dollars a year
in travel expenses through their use of
teleconferencing.
And all of this is just the beginning,
As these technoloiies continue to develop, the playing field for economic
development will begin to level. South
Dakota is already enjoying the benefits
of advanced telecommunications and
they can only stand to benefit from
further telecommunications reform.
. The bill before us also recognizes the
important role that must be played by
Public Utilities Commissions [PUC's]
in rural States. PUC's are the beat entitles to judge whether a given market
within their State can support competition. That's not a judgment we
should make from Washington.
Nor Is it something we can or should
leave to the unbridled, unsupervised
judgment of the private sector. Those
who have taken the risks and made the
investments to extend cable or phone
services to smaller rural communities
should not be placed a risk of being
overwhelmed by larger, better-financed
companies.
I want to note, Mr. President. that
consideration of this conference report
was delayed by the concerns raised by
Senator DOLE and others about the future use of broadcast spectrum. There
is no question that the issues surrounding national spectrum management
policy are complex, and worthy of full
debate and thorough consideration in
the Congress. I am pleased that the
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telecommunic~tions conference report,
which in my view is not a spectrum
giveaway bill, will move to the President's desk for his signature.
Mr. President, let me once again congratulate the distinguished chairman
and ranking member for their efforts in
producing this telecommunications reform conference report.
Having been raised in a small community in rural South Dakota. I can
truly remark with wonder and appreciation at the rapid pace in which our
communities are being brought together through the use of telecommunications services. The changes
that have occurred in our lives due to
these services have been remarkable,
and have benefited society greatly. I
believe that the telecommunications
reform conference report before us
today strikes the balance needed between deregulation and consumer protection to allow these services to continue their remarkable advances in improving our society and preparing us
for the challenges ahead.
Mr. KERY. Mr. President. the United States and, indeed, the world have
embarked, upon a new technological
revolution. Like previous revolutions
sparked by technological Innovation.
this one has the potential to change
dramatically our daily lives, It will
certainly transform the way we communicate with each other.
What we are witnessing is the development of a fully interactive nationwide and, indeed, worldwide communications network. It has the potential
to bring our Nation and our world enormous
good;
without
appropriate
groundrules to assure fair competition.
however, this revolution could create
giant monopolies. It could hurt worker and families. We bear a tremendous
responsibility to assure that does not
happen with this legislation. The communications policy framework we create here will determine whether many
voices and views flourish, or few voices
dominate our society.
The impact of this new age communications revolution .on the way we
send and receive Information, and the
way we will view ourselves and the
world, is profound. Even more staggerIng isits.potential impact on our economy. We could be seeing the largest
market opportunity in history. Some
forecasters, including the WEFA Group
in Burlington, MA,predict an opening
of the telecommunications market this
year to full competition would croate
3.4-million new Jobs,increase GDP by
S298 billion, save consumers nearly S660
billion in lower communications rates
and increase the -average household-s
annual disposable income by $850 over
the next ten years. As the Communicatons Workers of America have under
scored, delaying free and fair competition means fewer new high-wage, highskill jobs.
For workers and companies in Mases
chusett. which has a significant comparative advantage in technology or
knowledge-intensive industries, .this
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legislation is good dews. It should expand opportunities for our current telecommunications companies. it should
create a fertile climate for the creation
of new companies and it should create
more family-wage Jobs. The telecommunications industry in Massachusetts is well situated to take advantage
of the communications and information revolution.
. New telecommunications-related or
dependent technologies and industries
seem to be emerging and merging almost daily. They range from such eectorsas entertainment and education to
broadcasting, advertising, home shopping and publishing. One key-player in
this revolution Is the Internet-the
global computer cooperative with a
current subscriber base of approximately 37 million in North America
alone and a 10-15 percent monthly
growth rate. One billion people are expected to have access to the "net" by
-the end of the decade. While some may
consider the "net" to be the revolution, it is only one of many players in
the new communications network
game.
We see examples of this new era &Imost daily, such as someone driving a
car while talking on a cellularphone. In
the future, we are likely to see more
Americans accessing video dialtone.
choosing their television programs
through their telephone service. Likewise, cable franchises may enter the
local telephone service market. Resldents of Springfield, MA, may be able
to watch their state legislators in Boston debate an education bill and Inst ntaneously communicate with those
legislators about how to vote on an
amendment.
.As we consider this brave new age of
communications, it is clear the current
law, the 1934 Communications Act, is
not a sufficiently sturdy foundation
upon which to build a communications
sstem for the 21st Century. Moreover,
although the courts on occasion properly have intervened to halt monopoly
abuse-most notably a little over a
decade ago in the telephone induatrywe should no longer leave the fundamentals of telecommunications policy to the courts.
The conference report on S. 652, the
Telecommunications Competition and
Deregulation Act of 1996, is not perfect.
,In some respects. I would -have preferred S. 122, the bill crafted so ably
by Senator HOLLINGSand reported by
the oonmlttee in 1994. However, the
conference report before the Senate
now is preferable to the status quo. It
will foster competition and establish
fair and reasonable groundrules for the
intense competition that will continue
in the communications sector as we
enter the next century.
This legislation sets forth .anational
policy framework to promote the private sector's deployment of new and
advanced telecommunications and Information technologies and services to
all Americans by -opening all telecommunications markets to competi-
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tion. Free and fair competition and
maintaining universal service are the
twin pillars of this new framework.

The bill seeks to assure that no com-

petitor, no business and no technology
may use its existing market strength
to gain an advantage on the competition. The legislation requires that a
company or group of companies satisfy
certain competitive tests before being
able to offer a new service or enter a
new market. Entry into new services
and new areas is contingent upon a
demonstration that competition exists
in the market in which the business
currently competes. But once competition has been achieved, most Federal
and State regulation is replaced by
consumer demand to regulate the market.
These fundamental features of the
conference report on S. 652 are designed
to create a level playing field where
every player will be able to compete on
the basis of price, quality, and service.
rather than on the basis of monopoly
control of the market.
The conference report also maintains
universal service as a cornerstone of
our Nation's communications system.
With many new entrants in the communications market, the legislation
provides that every player is to pay his
fair share to continue universal service
throughouft our Nation.
I am. also pleased the conference report includes three amendments which
I sponsored. The first deals with the
cable broadcast rates for public, educational and governmental entities,
known as "PEG" access groupe. These
are the local channels that produce and
broadcast such things as town council
meetings. Chamber of Commerce seminars and little league baseball games.
My amendment will assure the continued production and broadcast of these
important community events by guaranteeing that the PEG access groupe
are not charged more than local broadcasters to air their programs.
The second amendment will establish
a level playing" field for independent
payphone providers. For too long. these
small, Independent entrepreneurs have
gone toe-to-toe against some of the
biggest players in the telecommunications market. We have in Massachusetts about 76 independent payphone
providers, employing several hundred
people. They range from "mom and
pop" operations with a handful of
payphones to several that have more
than 1,000 payphones. Virtually all of
them have invested their own capital
in their businesses, from life savings to
the proceeds of mortgages on their
homes, and it is a tribute to their perseverance that they now own ten percent of the payphone market in Masachusette. My amendment will allow all
the players In the payphone market to
compete against each other on the
basis of price, quality and service.
rather than on marketshare and subsidies.
The third amendment will make sure
that as we build the Information high-
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way. the builders do not bypass poor
rural or urban communities. When
interstate highways were built through
cities across our Nation. oftentimes
they went directly through poor neighborhoods. Construction of the technology Interstate system must not be
allowed to detour around children and
families in the same or' similar areas
who already face enormous challenges.
My arnendment is designed to assure
that the telecommunications network
will reach every neighborhood, offering
access to those who need it most for a
decent education, to upgrade their job
skills or to connect them to medical
help they need.
Another provision that I am pleased
was included in the final hours of negotiations on the conference report relates to local regulation of public
rights-of-way. The language added to
the conference report brings needed
clarification to this area. It retains for
local authorities the right to regulate
public rights-of-way while at the same
time guaranteeing that if local authorities exercise that latitude, they
do so in a manner that is non-discriminatory and competitively neutral. A
cable or phone company that needs tu
tear up a street to lay new line should
not be allowed to disturb a neighborhood in the middle of the night. The
clarifying language on public rights-ofway should help in this regard.
Through the debate we have had on
this legislation,
believe we have
crafted a solid telecommunications
policy framework for the next century.
Today, each of us is in a sense a pioneer heading out on the new information highway. Each of us is not only a
witness to, but a participant in, one of
the most amazing technological revolutions in history. We, as legislators.
bear a special responsibility to assure
that competition in this new era is fair
and that every American in this and
future generations may enjoy the
fruits of this competition. This is truly
one of the greatest challenges we face
as we enter the 21st century.
I want to express my deep admiration
for the outstanding work my good
friend and colleague from South Carolina, Senator HOLLINGS, has done on
this landmark legislation. He has exercised visionary leadership throughout
this long and arduous process. I also
want to extend my appreciation to his
very able staff, particularly Kevin
Curtin. John Windhausen and Kevin
Joseph, for their tireless efforts and
the good humour they always brought
to the task. I also want to thank ChairThan PRESSLER and his staff for their
hard work on this legislation.
Mr. THURMOND. Mr. President. I
rise to commend the leadership, the
distinguished chairman of the Commerce Committee, Senator PRESSLER,
and the distinguished ranking member,
Senator HOLLINGS. for their extensive
efforts and good work on the Telecommunications Act of 1996. I am
pleased that the Senate is now giving
consideration to final passage of this
legislation.
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I have seen the telephone business would be one consolidated procedure competition, and the innovation it fosdevelolo from its Infancy, when obtain- within the FCC to decide on Bell appli- tere, can flourish to benefit consumers
Ing a party-line telephone was a truly cations for long distance authorization, and the economy.
The antitrust savings clause makes
amazing step for many Americans. to It became Important to ensure that the
today's tremendous range of tele- antitrust expertise of the Antitrust Di- clear, for example, that the antitrust
agencies are not barred
weight
enforcement
given
adequate
would
be
vision
communications products and services.
from scrutinizing, under appropriate
It is impossible to predict what the fu- in the decision.
the home satellite
circumstances,
the
final
legislapleased
that
in
I
am
ture holds in this dynamic sector of
our economy, but it is clear that tele- tion we are considering today, proposed broadcasting market, even though the
in
section 205of the bill
new
provision
by
entry
is
determined
long
distance
communications is among the most
exclusive jurisdiction to
critical and far-reaching issues before the FCC subject to judicial review, but gives the FCC
of direct-tothe
provision
with
the
regulate
FCC
consults
only
after
the
the Congress.
As the chairman of the Judiciary Attorney General on the application, home satellite services. While some
tempted
to read that
have
been
evalmight
General's
gives
the
Attorney
and
Business
Antitrust,
Committee's
Rights. and Competition Subcommit- uation substantial weight. This proc- provision to mean that the antitrust
not have
agencies
would
enforcement
Attorney
Gentee, two important antitrust issues de- ess, which permits the
serve mention as we consider final pas- eral to submit any comments and sup- any jurisdiction over these activities.
porting materials deemed appropriate, the antitrust savings clause makes
of this historic legislation.
sae
irst. I am pleased that the legisla- is critical to making accurate and clear that that is not the case. The
tion now includes a meaningful role for proper determinations about long dis- same Is true of other provisions of the
the Department of Justice In determin- tance entry. Through its work in lnves- bill. including those concerning, access
tigating *the telecommunications in-- requirements for commercial mobile
ing when the Bell Operating Companies
should be permitted to provide long dustry and enforcing the MFJ. the providers--section 705-limits on telcotelecommunications. As I Antitrust Division has accumulated cable buyout--ection 302--and broaddistance
have previously stated, the Bell compa- important knowledge, evidence, and' cast ownership-section 202--and the
experience that can be constructively joint marketing of commercial mobile
nies certainly should be allowed to
services--section 601(d). In each case,
enter long distance markets under ap- brought to bear on these evaluations.
The substantial weight requirement the antitrust laws will continue to
propriate circumstances, for it is genexpertise
of
apply fully.
ensure
that
the
will
also
erally desirable to have as many comContinued application of the antipetitors as possible In each market. the Antitrust Division will be brought
trust laws is also the rule where the
of
a
decision
in
any
appeal
to
bear
The issue is how to determine the point
at which entry by Bell companies will made on long distance entry. If the Bell companies' entry into the long disFCC rejects the Antitrust Division's tance market is concerned. The fact
help rather than harm competition.
That question, quite simply, is an anti- recommendation. the court must look that the Attorney General is given a
to the weight the FCC accorded the At- defined role In the FCC proceeding to
by
will
be
informed
trust matter which
evaluation
In decide Bell entry does not n any way
General's
the antitrust expertise and specializa- torney
tion of the Antitrust Division of the ascertaining whether the FCC cor- supplant or limit the separate applioability of the antitrust laws or the Jusrectly followed the law.
Justice Department.
Review of this legal requirement tics Department's antitrust enforceThe Justice Department's Antitrust
should be governed by the standard ment authority--either pre-entry or
Division has been deeply involved in
nurturing and protecting a competitive that generally applies to questions of post-entry. For example, if a Bell operenvironment in this industry for more law. As a practical matter, this legal ating company sought to enter long
than 20 years. through five administra- requirement ensures that the reviewing distance markets through a fnerger or
tions. The Justice Department was re- court will consider the Antitrust Divi- acquisition, that merger or acquisition
sponsible for the breakup of the AT&T sion's position on the merits--and will would be fully subject to review under
telephone monopoly, which created the assess for itself the views and evidence the Clayton Act. Likewise, if a Bell opput forward in support of that peal- erating company were to engage in
current Bell companies. The Antitrust
Division has been evaluating the poten- tion-and will not discount that posi- anticompetitive conduct after being
tial competitive effects--positive and tion out of customary judicial def- granted entry into the long distance
negative--of Bell entry Into long dis- erence to the FCC's decision. Moreover, market, the Antitrust Division would
tance since that time. Through this the Antitrust Division retains its full not be precluded from addressing that
has
achieved authority to represent the interests of conduct through the antitrust laws.
the
Division
work,
The importance of the antitrust savunparalled expertise which is bolstered the United States on appeal, which perby its experience and perspective mite it to contribute its unique anti- Ings clause Is underscored by the decigained from evaluating numerous mar- trust expertise and perspective to the sion to repeal section 221(a) of the
Communications Act of 194. That projudicial process.
kets throughout our economy.
The second important antitrust issue vision, a relic from the period when
Anticompetitive conduct In long distance markets was at the heart of the In this legislation is the unequivocal Federal policy sought to promote moover competition, exempts
Antitrust Division's case against the antitrust savings clause that explicitly nopoly
old Bell system monopoly, and it has maintains the full force of .the anti- mergers between telephone companies
antitrust
review. That is an era I
Today
from
vital
industry.
laws
In
this
trust
been a central concern in the current
legislation. During the debate over the we take for granted that the antitrust believe all of us agree should be put befact that this exempus.
and
the
sechind
telecommunications bill in the Senate laws apply to the communications
in June 1995. I was on the floor for sev- tor. During the Antitrust Division's tion has been eliminated in this legiseral days with an amendment to give antitrust case in the 1970's against the lation is another confirmation that the
the Department of Justice primary re- Bell system, however, some argued Congress intends for the antitrust laws
that the existence of FCC regulations to be the means by which free markets
sponsibility to determine when the Bell
operating companies should be per- displaced the antitrust laws and made are maintained In telecommunications.
Finally, the hearing of the Antitrust,
them inapplicable. The courts emphatimitted to enter long distance markets.
and to avoid duplicative efforts by the cally rejected that challenge them, and Business Rights, and Competition Subthe antitrust savings clause in the bill oommittee, which I chaired in. May
Federal Communications Commission.
today makes clear that that question 1996.confirmed the importance of comMY amendment to give the Antitrust
Division independent authority only cannot be reopened. A strong. competi- petition to achieve lower prices, better
tive communications sector is essen- services, and products, and more inonarrowly failed on the Senate floor last
tial to continued American prosperity vation in telecommunication markets
June. while In August a similar amendment received the support of more than in the next century. Application of the for the benefit of consumers and our
antitrust laws is the most reliable. Nation. I am pleased, therefore, that
one-third of the House of Representatives. When it became clear that there time-tested means of ensuring that this legislation preserves the role of
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I know. Mr. President. that the con- decides for parents which speech is apthe Antitrust Division in applying the
antitrust laws-whiCh have protected ferees have made a number of improve- propriate for their children and which
free enterprise for over .100 years-in mente to this legislation and that is not. I would contend, Mr. President,
many of the stakeholders in this bill that is the role of parents, not the fedthe telecommunications industry,
eral government. particularly given
Mr. President, enacting legislation of are pleased with the results.
And it is with regret that I must op- that technology exists for parents to
this magnitude, where the stakes are
so high for so many businesses and pose this bill. But I cannot in good con- block objectionable material.
I think. Mr. President, this legislaother Interested gr9ups, inevitably re- science cast a vote for legislation that
quires the resolution of many conflicts. I believe violates our fundamental first tion will do more harm than good. Will
I would like to commend all those who amendment rights to freedom of ex- parents become less observant of their
childrens' use of the Internet now that
wqrked on this legislation and kept fo- pression.
The Internet indecency provisions of they think the government has solved
cused on the ultimate objective-replacing regulation and monopoly with S-652. as passed In the Senate. remain the problem? Will they fail to use the
healthy fre market forces. This is the virtually intact in the conference re- technology available to them to regurole that the Congress should play to port. I am referring to the sections of late their children's access to sites on
assist this industry, as well as Amer- this bill which would subject to crimi- the Internet? I fear that they will beloan consumers and the entire Amer- nal penalties constitutionally pro- cause the U.S. Congress has led them
lean economy. I urge the Senate to tected speech via interactive tele- to believe that these new provisions
so- protect children when in fact, they do
networks--the
communications
pass this important legislation,
not.
called Internet Indecency provisions.
UNMINVD AMAcrEimS
Mr. KEMPTHORNE.
The majority
The sponsors of the Internet proviThis legislation which provides no
protection for children
leader is aware that StAte and local elonshave good intentions -to protect additional
governments had previously raised an children from those who might use the comes at a gseat cost-our rights to
issue with this Senator that certain Internet to harm them. Sadly, there free speech over the Internet. This legprovisions of the confereisce report on are those who will use the Internet, as islation, when it becomes law, will esS. 50 may violate the Unfunded Man- they will use any tool, to victimize tablish different standards for the same
dates Reform Act of 1995 regarding children. The sponsors of the Internet speech appearing in different media.
local governments' ability to n'snsge provisions of this bill have pointed to More protection will be afforded for
their rights-of-ways. The majority the obscene materials and child por- profanity that appears In a library
leader is also aware that I have worked nography that can be accessed via the book than for the same test which apwith the Senate and House conferees Internet. To be sure, Mr. President, It pears on-line. Equally important, this
legislation
will requireall adults to
out there.
for several
days to resolve those dif- is Unfortunately,
the provisions in this self censor the speech on public
floultles and insert language to the satilfaction of the local representatives of bill will do very little, if anything to newegroups on USENET to what is approtect children. That is because much propriate for children in the most conState and local governments,
ervative American communities. This
Mr. DOLE. The Senator from Idaho is of what the proponents of this legislacorrect. I am aware that he has worked tion wish to banish from cyberspace is legislation will bring about the immediate demise of many socially valuable
to represent the intefests of State and already subject to criminal penaltieslocal governments to assure that there obscenity, child pornography and child forums on the Inteinet. It will likely
is no unfunded mandates impact on exploitation via computer networks happen as quickly as CompuServe
dumped some 2W newagroups from
are already criminal acts.
them in this bill.
their network after a German prosecoSo, if that is the case, what exac
Mr. KEMPTEORNE. The majority
rein
the
conference
the
provision
Mandoes
that
the
Unfunded
leader i aware
they might violate
lar
dates Reform Act of 1995 does not re- port cover? It covers "indecent" speech tor suggested
quire the Congressional Budget Office which is afforded far greater constitu- ma law.
floor many times
I have come this
to prepare an estimate of the Impact of toeal protection than obscenity which
mandates on State and local govern- Is not protected by the first amend- to speak on this topic and I will not
ments for conference reports and that ment. What is indecent speech? Inde- take the Senate's time to reiterate the
the Congressional Budget Office is our- cent speech may include mild profanity many argument against these provi
rently preparing an estimate on this that children hear on the playground eIons.
I do think, Mr. President. that this is
conference report. Based on discussions well before they read it on a computer
on the Senate floor. That the
my staff have had with CBO, it is my screen. While that language may be of- a sad dayindecency
provisions have met
Internet
the
by
protected
is
it
some,
to
fensive
reconference
understanding that this
with the barest resistance In this
port does not include unfunded man- first amendment,
indicates how quickly this
chamber,
rhetthe
found
I
have
President,
Mr.
dates.
orio of the Internet debate interesting. Congress is willing to abandon the
Mr. DOLE. That is correct.
States Constitution in favor of
Mr. KEMPITHORNE. Will the major- The terms obscenity and indecency United
expediency.
ity leader agree that in the event the have been used interchangeably even political
Mr. President. is that the
hope.
My
meandifferent
very
have
they
though
deterCongressional Budget Office
mines that there are any unfunded Ings.I have heard parents voice legiti- expedited judicial review process proin
this bill, will quickly lead
for
vided
mateobscene
the
about
concerns
mate
mandates in S. 52 that he will work
indewith me to make technical corrections rials available via computer networks, to a judgment that the Internet
are unconstitutional
provisions
cency
that
outrage
express
in the bill to eliminate those man- I have heard them
their children are solicited by adults In the meantime. Mr.President. I will
dates.
for exploitative purposes. But I have work toward solutions that will pro
Mr. DOLE. Yes.
children on the Internet without
Mr. KEMiP'HORNE. Will the najor- never heard a parent say there is too tet
Ity leader agree that in the event such much profanity on the Internet. And trampling on the first amendment.
Mr. REID. Mr. President. the contechnical corrections bill comes from yet, that is precisely what this bill cothe House which corrects any unfunded ere. Rather than addressing the en- ferenre report on S.652 is finally being
mandates found by the Congressional forcement needs of existing law, it adds considered by the Senate. We have
Budget Office that he will seek to have unnecessary to provisions to criminal heard much about the positive changes
to this bill and the ramifications for
the Senate take up the bill to make statutes,
That is a fundamental flaw, Mr. the telecommunications Industry. But
those corrections.
President. The legislation does not ad- I must still express my concern about
Mr. DOLE. Yes, I do agree.
Mr. FEINGOLD. Mr. President. I rise dress the problem it seeks to solve, the absence of a provision that I see a.
in opposition to the conference report This does nothing more than current vital to the protection of the American
on 8. 652,the Telecommunications Act law does to prevent obscenity on the consumer. I am referring to the capsInternet. Instead, this bill steps In and bility of telecommunication entilies t,
of 1996.
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develop monopolies and dominate marketplaces to the detriment of the
consumer.
This Nation learned through long and
hard experience that laissez-faire attitudes towards industries does not protact smaller entities when larger competition comes along and certainly
does not provide safeguards where consumers are concerned. I acknowledge
the roles of government oversight that
the bill does now provide. But the larger corporations will not be constrained
in their ability, should they desire, to
monopolize media and various telecommunication mediums. And in our
effort to allow such an environment do
we want to place the consumer on the
altar of deregulation?
Nevertheless. my constituents from
Nevada believe this bill will provide
genuine competition. And I note with
some pride, their foresight and fairness
in establishing a telephony commiselon
to watch over the changes within the
industry. Mr. President. the telecommunications industry is clearly
evolving. Everyday we read of new
emerging technologies that will directly impact all that this bill is trying
to accomplish. While we should give it
freedom to compete: we must, as is our
responsibility, watch carefully to protect the consumers and small businesses so that this sphere of our economy is truly competitive. Despite my
reservations, I will vote for this bill because there are positives and- I hope
that steafast government oversight
will preserve the competitive marketplace.
Mr. BREAUX. Mr. President. anyone
who has followed the debate over telecommunications legislation in recent
years knows that much of it has been
over when and under what conditions
the Bell companies will be allowed to
compete in the long distance market S.
662 resolves this issue.
Congress has determined that removIng all court ordered barriers to competition-including
the
MFJ
InterLATA restriction-will
benefit
consumers by-lowering prices and accelerating innovation. The legislation
contemplates that the FCC should act
favorably and expeditiously on Bell
company petitions to compete in the
long distance business. There are various conditions for interLATA relief.
These include the establishment of
Sate-by-State interconnection agreements that satisfy the 14 point check
list outlined in Sec. 271 of the bill. Bell
companies also have to show they face
competition from a facilities based carrier. They can also show that they have
not received a legitimate request for
interconnection
from a competing
service provider within three months of
enactment.
In short. interLATA relief should be
granted as soon as competing communications service providers reach an
Interconnection agreement. In some
States these agreements have already
been put In place with the approval of
state public service commissions. In
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those instances, we see no reason why
the FCC should not act immediately
and favorably on a Bell company's petition to compete, once the test for facilities based competition is satisfied.
Congress fully expects the FCC to
recognize and further its intent to open
all communications markets to competition at the earliest possible date.
The debate over removing legal and
regulatory barriers to competition has
been resolved with this legislation. Unnecessary delays will do nothing more
than invite vested interests to "game"
the regulatory process to prevent or
delay competition.
The time has come to let consumera--not bureaucrats--choose.
Mr. HARKIN. Mr. President, today
we are voting on the approval of historic telecommunications legislation
that will reshape the landscape of the
entire communications industry and
affect every household in this country.
The future success of America's economy and society is inextricably linked
to the universe of telecommunications.
After a decade of intense debate, this
legislation rewrites the Nation's communications laws if om top to bottom.
The bill before us. S. 662. has come a
long way and survived many battles. It
is not a perfect bill in the sense that no
one got everything they wanted-but I
believe it will unleash a new era in
telecommunications that- will forever
change our society and make our Nation a key driver on the information
superhighway. -We should applaud this
amazing effort and support the conference report to S. 562.
The debate over this measure has
never been about the need for reformeveryone agrees that it's time. The real
debate has been Qver how we reform
our telecommunications law. The 1934
Communications Act serves our country as the cornerstone of communications law in the United States. The
current regulatory structure set up by
the 1934 act is based on the premise
that information transmitted over
wires can be easily distinguished from
information transmitted through the
air. So regulations were put in place to
treat cable, broadcast, and telephone
industries separately and for the most
part, to preclude competition.
However. advances in technology
have brought us to a melding of telephone, video, computers, and cable.
Digital technology allows all media to
speak the same language. These once
neat regulatory categories between
telecommunications
industries have
started to blur and the assumptions
upon which they are based are fast becoming obsolete.
The essential purpose of this measure
is to foster competition by removing
barriers between distinct telecommunications industries and allowing everyone to compete in each other's business. But how do we increase competition while simultaneously ensuring
that everyone is playing on a level
playing field?
Coming from a rural State, this was
an especially important question for
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me. The overall goal of this legislation
is to increase competition and I wholeheartedly believe that increased competition will benefit consumers. However, we must also recognize that telecommunications competition is limited
in some areas, especially in many rural
areas. The high cost of providing telecommunications to rural areas is prohibitive for most telecommunications
service providers without some incentive. The 1934 communications bill understood this and adopted-a principle
called universal service, which was
thankfully maintained and updated in
8.652.
The
universal
service
concept
charged the FCC with responsibility for
"making available, so far as possible to
all people of the United States a rapid,
efficient, nationwide, and world-wide
wire and radio communications service
with adequate facilities at reasonable
charges." So far we have done a beck of
a Job: 98 percent of American homes
have television and radio, 94 percent
have telephone, close to 80 percent
have a VCR, while 65percent subscribe
to cable TV-96 percent have the option.
Without universal service "proteotions, advanced telecommunioations
will blow right by rural America cresti
a society of information haves and
hLve' note. 8.A
recognisps that the
defition of universal service is evolvlng as the- technology changes 8. 662
requires the FCC to establish'a Fedbral-State joint board to recommend
rules to reform the universal service
system. The Joint Board will base its
policies on principles which understands that access to quality, advanced
telecommunications services should be
provided to all Americans at a reasonable cost.
I was Particularly pleased to support
an amendment, now in the bill before
us, which guarantees that our nation's
K-12 schools, libraries and rural health
care providers have affordable access
to advanced telecommunications services for education. As Congress moves
forward on. this bold legislation it is
vital to provide a mechanism to assure
that children and other community
users have access to the Information
superhighway. The information fuperhighway must be available and' affordable to all Americans through schools
•" I
and libraries.
And in the midst of the great battles
among corporate titans like the'Baby
Bells and the major long distance carriers it's also important to balance the
needs of the little guy. Small businesses are the backbone of economic
and community life in this country. I
was proud to put forward two provisions, included in this bill, which maintained the integrity of small businesses
in the telecommunications revolution.
My first provision amended the telecommunications bill to allow companies with under 5 percent of the market
nationally, to continue offering joint
marketing services. Under current law.
joint marketing companies can approach a business and offer to provide
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them local and long distance service
together, at a low rate. The business
therefore gets a low cost integrated
service, with the convenience of having
only one vendor and one bill to deal
.wvth for all their telephone service. In
en effort to prevent the big long distance companies from having a competitive advantage, the original telecommunications bill would have pro'
•
hibited joint marketing.
Such a prohibition would have put
:small company owners like Clark
MoLeod out of business..Mr. McLeod
has been offering Joint marketing services to businesses In Iowa for several
years. In the process he has created
thousands of jobs and filled a need for
service. While I think any prohibition
on joint marketing is anti-competitive,
my Proposal will at least allow the
auy innovative companies,Ullke Mr.
MoLaod, to continue their operations
and continue to provide the services
valued by so many Iowans.
My other small business provision
prevents the Bell Operating companies
from entering into the alarm industry
before a level playing field exists. The
burglar and alarm industry is unique
among small busineses In the.. telecommunications industry. it is .the
.only information service which is-competitively. available in every community across, the nation. This highly
.competitive 310 billion industry is not
dominated by large companies. Instead,
It La-domina~ted by approximately.13.000
small businesses employing, on aver:ae, less than ten workers. Vigorous
competition among alarm industry
.compenis benefits consumers by Providing high quality servioe.st lower
Lastly, I am pleased that the Senate
..
uaimously adopted-twe amendment
.I- wotes to crack down on.phone scums
-wherepepterprising swindlers have-used
*.the telephone to scam unsuspecting
customer. out of their, hard earned

money.

for
. Today, it is all too .seay
telemarketing rip-off artists to profit
from the current system The operators
of. mMy of these promotions set up
telespone boiler rooms for a few
Xpo%,. stealing thousands of, dollars
fronWInnocent victims. These scam artiaeoften prey on. our senior oitisens.
Then they simply disappear. They take
the money and run-moving on to another location to start all over again.
My provision will protect consumers
by providing law enforcement the authority to more quickly obtain the
name, addres,.and physical location of
businesses suspected of telemarketing
fraud. It makes it easier forOfficers to
identify and locate these operations
and close them down. This change was
requested by the U.S. Postal Inspection
Service-our chief mail and wire fraud
enforcement agency -They do a very
good-Job and this provision gives them
an jmportant new tool to protect the
elderly and other Americans from scam
artiste and swindlers.
-• I Wio succeeded in adopting a provisiop to help stop another outrageous
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phone scam that has added hundreds. decent information to persons under 19
even thousands of dollars. to a family's years of age. You can't use a computer
phone bill. Worst of all. this ripoff ex- to give pornography to children.
poses young people to dial-a-porn
The legislation generally does not
phone sex services-even when families hold liable any entity that acts like a
take the step of placing a block on common carrier without knowledge of
extra cost 900-number calls from their messages it transmits or hold liable an
home.
entity which provides access to anCompanies promoting phone sex, pay- other system over which the access
chic readings and other questionable provider has no ownership of content.
services-often targeted at adoles- Just like in other pornography statcents-use 800-numbers for calls and utes. Congress does not hold the mailthen patch them through to 900-num- man liable for the mail that he/she deber service via access codes. My livers. Nothing in CDA repeals the proamendment closes the loophole that al- tections of the Electronic Message Prilows these unseemly services to swin- vacy Act.
dle families and restores public conFor instance, new section 223(e)(1)
fidence In toll free 800-numbers.
states that "no person shall be held to
If we pass this bill today, these provi- have violated subsection (a) or (d) solesions will become the law of the land. ly for providing access or connection to
As Microsoft giant. Bill Gates said in a or from a facility, system, or network
recent interview with Newsweek,
not under that person's control. *
*
The revolution in communications is lust that does not include the creation of
beginning. It is crucial that a broad set of the content of the communication." In
people participate in the debate about how other words, the telephone companies.
this technology should be shaped. Ifthatcas the computer
services
such
as
be done the highway will serve the purposes
users want. Then it will . . . become a re- Compuserve. universities that provide
access to sites on Internet which they
ality.
This billis a startingpoint, a gate- do not control, are not liable.
way to the revolution, that~allows all There are some circumstances, howAmericans to participate. I urge my ever. in which a computer service or
colleagues to support thisconference telephone company or university could
be held liable. If. for Instance, the acreport.
Mr. LEV0. Mr. President, I would cess provider is a conspirator with an
liketo engage my colleague from Ne- entity actively involved In creating the
braska, the author of TitleV of the proscribed Information (223(e)(2)), or if
the access provider owns or controls a
telecommunications conference report
in a colloquy. I have a number of ques- facility, system, or ntwork engaged in
tions I hope you can answer to help providing that information (223(eX3)).
the access provider could potentially
clsrifly the Intent of title V.
Is a company such as Compuserve be held liable. Access providers are re.which provides access
to all sponsible for what's on their system.
mainframes on the Internet liable for They are generally not responsible for
anything on those mainframes which what's on someone else'ssystem.
Even in these case, however, an acItsusersview?
Is a company likeCompuserve which cess provider that Is involved in providing
access to minors can take advanmaintins its own mainframe and
which allows people to post material tage of an affirmative defense against
any
liability if the entity takes "good
on Itsmainframe liablefor prohibited
material that other people post there faith, reasonable, effective, and appropria.te
actions . . . to restrict or prein the absence of an intentthat it be
used for a posting of prohibited nate- vent access by minors to such conmunications "(23(eX5)). The Federal Comrial?
Is the entitythat maintainsa main- munications Commission may describe
fr-ame,
such as s university,
that allows procedures which would be taken as
a person to post material on itsmain- evidence of good faith. One such good
frame liablefor prohibited material faith method is set forth in the legislathat other people post therein the ab- tion itself-the access provider will not
sence of an intentthat itbe used fora be liable if it has restricted access to
such communications by requiring use
posting of prohibited
material?
When a useraccessesprohibited ma- of a verified credit card or adult access
terialon a mainframe that was posted code (223(eX5XB)). This affirmative deby a thirdparty, does that constitutefense Is similar to the defense provided
an "initiation"of transmission for under current law for so-called "dial-awhich the entity maintaining the porn" providers.
I hope that this response provides
mainframe or the entityproviding acclarification to the Senator.
cess to the mainframe isliable?
Mr. LEVIN. Yes; it does. and I thank
Mr.EXON.I appreciate the questions
my friend from Nebraska for that clarraised by my colleague, Senator LEvI.
These questions are Important and fication.
Mr.
President.
when
the
telehelpful.In general,the legislation
is
directed at the creatorsand senders of communications reform bill was before
the
Senate
in
June.
I
supported
giving
obscene and indecent information. For
instance, new section223(d)(1)
holds the Justice Department a role to
liable
those persons who knowingly use ensure that exlsting monopoly powers
an interactive
computer servicetosend are not used to take advantage of
indecent information or to displayin- the new markete being entered. While
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the effort to give the Justice Department a role in this process was not successful at that time. I'm pleased to see
a Justice Department role included in
the final version of the bill. This is
good news for American consumers.
In addition to including a role for the
Justice Department in determining
when there is adequate competition in
the local exchange, some of the other
problems I had with the earlier bill
have also been addressed in the conference report. For example, it protects
the right of local governments to maintain access to their rights-of-way.
I believe we should try to keep obscene material from being transmitted
on the Internet and by other electronic
media. That is a constitutional standard that is well known. But the words
used In title V of the bill dealing with
this matter include ,filthy" and "indecent, broad and vague enough so they
are unlikely to meet the constitutional
test. These words do. however, exist in
current law covering telephone calls.
That's why it's useful to have an expedited review to test the constitutionality of this provision which the bill provides for.
I don't think the intent of Title V is
to hold Internet service providers liable for content they did not create or
initiate. The previous colloquy with
my colleague from Nebraska who is the
iponsor of this provision developed this
in greater detail.
While there are some problems with
the bill, on the whole, it strikes a better balance between making needed
regulatory.changes to encourage technological innovations while maintaining adequate protections of the public
interest than earlier versions of the
bill. I will therefore vote for the conference report before the Senate today.
Mr. MOYNIHAN. Mr. President. I rise
in support of the conference report to
S. 652. the Telecommunications Competition and Deregulation Act. This
legislation will promote significant
new investment in and improvement of
our Nation's telecommunications infrastructure. It will heighten opportunities to export American goods overseas. It will increase competition in
many industries--the telephone industry, cable television, utilities. long-distance telephone service providers, telecommunications equipment manufacturers, and the alarm industry, to
name several-leading to greater economic efficiency. Above all. the telecommunications bill marks a victory
for consumers, who will enjoy lower
prices and better services.
Mr. President. I voted against the
bill when the Senate first considered it
last June because I was concerned
about a provision which purported to
prohfbit computer transmission of obscene or indecent material, particularly to minors. Such activity is. of
course, reprehensible. But I voted
against that amendment. No. 1362.
which the Senate adopted, because I
feared that we were taking action improvidently and without adequate con-
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sideration for its constitutional and
practical implications.
I remain concerned that the conference report's provisions dealing with
computer transmission of obscene or
indecent material and language may be
overly broad, but this is a matter for
the courts to decide and the conferees
have paved the way for expedited Judicial review of the measure's constitutionality. Therefore, if this language is
determined to be troublesome when put
into practice, the courts will be able to
correct it at the earliest possible moment.
Notwithstanding my concern about
this particular matter, the bill on balance is meritorious and I urge the
adoption of the conference report.
Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, today I
rise to associate myself with the comments of the distinguished chairman of
the Commerce Committee. Senator
PRESSLER, and with the comments of
the able majority leader. Mr. DOLE. regarding the conference report to S. 652,
the Telecommunications Competition
and Deregulation Act of 1995.
Mr. President. this is indeed a historic day in the annals of the Senate.
By an overwhelming vote of 91 yeas to
5 nays, the Senate passed legislation
which will revolutionize the telecommunications industry.
This landmark legislation will promote increased competition among.
telecommunications service providers
and will remove Depression-era restrictions which have impaired the growth
of this dynamic industry.
This bill will enact much needed reforms so that the telecommunications
industry is prepared to meet the challenges, and opportunities, of the 21st
century. The conference report language, while not perfect. represents a
marked improvement over current law.
Consumers and firms in my own
Commonwealth of Virginia will gain
under this landmark legislation. Virginia is home to a rapidly developing
high-technology
and
telecommunications industry. Northern Virginia. In
particular, Is at the forefront of this
technological revolution and is poised
to build on that lead under the bill.
Virginia's consumers will benefit
from increased services and benefits at
a lower cost as telecommunications
providers compete for their business.
At the same time. this legislation is
pro-family and will assist parents in
overseeing the type of programming
that their children view.
In short. Mr. President, both consumers and industry will benefit from the
passage of this historic bill. I would
like to take this occasion to commend
the distinguished chairman of the Senate Commerce Committee, Senator
PRESSLER. and Chairman BLILEY of the
House Commerce Committee, and the
distinguished majority leader, Senator
DOLE. for their leadership in bringing
this critical legislation to the floor of
the U.S. Senate. Most importantly, I
want to thank the numerous Virginians who, over the past year. have
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provided me with their views and guidance on this issue.
Mr. President. I yield the floor.
Mrs. FEINSTEIN. Mr. President. I
rise In support of the conference report
for the Telecommunications Act of
1995. This legislation establishes real
progress on important issues and I am
pleased to provide my support.
This legislation creates a new regulatory structure for the rapidly evolvIng communications technology and
fills an important need. The current
regulatory scheme divides industries,
like local telephone service and longdistance service, broadcast television,
and cable television.
A new regulatory framework is needed, to permit the creation of new companies, new services, and promote competition between: the previously separated lines of business. Stronger competition in the communications industry will bring new services to the market, present more choices for the public and lower prices to consumers. This
bill significantly deregulates the communications industry to permit that
competition to take place.
During consideration of the bill, I
Joined many of my colleagues in urging
several components and I was pleased
to see that a number of these important proposals were able to be incorporated in this legislation. Among the
issues Included were:
The V-Chip requirement, which will
assist families to monitor television in
their homes to protect children from
unsuitable and Inappropriate TV programming, including sex or violence.
During the state of the union speech,
President Clinton called for passage of
the
telecommunications legislation
with the V-chip and a content ratings
system for television programming. I
am pleased Congress could address the
concerns of families across America
and Incorporate these provisions.
The cable scrambling amendment I
offered with Senator Lor requiring
cable companies to scramble Indecent
or sexually explicit materials to assist
parents to protect minors.
Senator EXON's provisions to control
access to indecent materials will require the operators of computer networks, like America Online, to screen
out indecent materials for children.
Conferees had a difficult time reconcilIng different proposals and I am
pleased the provisions could be accommodated.
Assisting high-technology industry
from inappropriate standards and requirements: During consideration of
the bill, some of California's leading
high-technology firms and computer
companies raised a concern that regulations prepared by the FCC would
deny flexibility and limit the computer
industries' ability to develop standards
based on market needs. Computer companies including Apple, Motorola, and
Echelon, urge adoption of a provision
prohibiting the FCC from developing
overbroad regulations that could impede progress in the computer industry. I wae pleased these provisions to
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I am pleased that section 253(c) recallow the computer Industry to develop
and meet the needs of the market were ognizes the historic authority of State
and local governments to regulate and
incorporated.
I know my colleagues on both sides require compensation for the use of
of the aIsle don't want to stand in the public rights-of-way. It further recogway of technological Innovation or nizesthat State and local governments
consumer choice. When the Senate ini- may apply different management and
tially considered the legislation last compensation requirements to difMay, Chairman PRESSLER observed ferent telecommunications providers'
that the computer industry has trans- to the extent that they make different
formed America and that computer in- use of the public rights-of-way. Section
dustry competition has brought huge 253 (c) also makes clear that section 253
benefits to our homes, schools and (a) is inapplicable to right-of-way manworkplaces. These provisions preserve agement and compensation requirethat competition, and keeps the gov- ments so long as those entities that
ernment away from premature stand- make similar demands on the public
ards setting.
rights-of-way are treated in a competiAdoption of a stronger role for the tively neutral and nondiscriminatory
Justice Department to review competi- manner.
tion in the telecommunications indusAs for the issue of FCC preemption.
try: In the years since the break-up of while I favored the complete elimiAT&T, the Justice Department has de- nation of the preemption provision. I
veloped the expertise to promote com- an pleased that the committee could
petition in the communications indus- accept the view that authorizes the
try and protect consumers. It would be Commission to preempt the enforcea shame to squander that expertise just ment only of State or local requireas new concerns for competition and ments that violate subsection (a) or
fairness arise under this bill. With the (b). but not (c). The courts, not the
passage of this legislation, we will Commission. will address disputes
enter a new era of telecommunications under section 253(c).
policy and the experience of the JusThe overwhelming vote in the House
tice Department will be critical in pro- on the amendment offered by Repand resentative BARTONand Representative
competition
strong
tecting
consumer Interests.
STUPAK, as well as the unanimous acImportant steps to promote universal ceptance of Senator GORTON'S amendservice: In the 1930's, the nation's uni- ment in the Senate, indicate that the
versal service goals involved providing Congress wishes to protect the legititelephone service to everyone, but as mate authority of local governments to
comnunications have evolved, the con- manage and receive compensation for
cept of universal service also must de- use of the rights-of-way.
velop and evolve as well, The bill recI am concerned that mayors, county
ognizes the need to modernize the con- commissioners, and State utility comcept of universal service and will pro- missioners. including California Public
vide for telephone service discounts for Utility Commissioner, are concerned
schools, libraries and hospitals to pro- that State telephone regulations will
tect against our station splitting into be preeempted. This is an important
the high-technology haves and have- Issue in California where 31 companies
note.
have applied to begin offering services
When this legislation came before
the bill. California's efthe Senate last spring. I joined with in July. Under
to
our colleague Senator KEMPrHORNS forts to license more competitors
service could be prelocal
phone
offer
raising concerns about the Impact on
Federal
slowed down if the
our Nation's cities and counties. As a empted and acts or declines to act.
former mayor. I know how important Government
the bill, the State will be preit is. to protect the cities' bridges. Under
empted and prohibited from acting
roads and other public rights-of-way. I
to the Federal decision.
know the local government officials re- contrary
I am troubled by the significant unmain concerned about the bill and the
certainty which remains regarding the
preemption provisions.
who
While legislative adjustments ad- role of cities, counties, and States
burdens. Earlier, the
dressed some of the concerns of State may face added
was
legislation
mandates
unfunded
and local governments, cities, counties
and States remain concerned about the signed into law. yet the Congressional
the
that
acknowledges
Office
Budget
future and the possibility they could be
brought to Washington before the Fed- legislation includes unfunded mandates
Furgovernments.
and
local
State
for
eral Communications Commission to
ther, CBO recognizes it lacks the abildefend local laws, regulations or fee.
The revised language clarifies that ity to evaluate the potential cost. I
cities can impose fees on communica- will continue to monitor this issue and.
tions providers like cable companies. if necessary. Congress may need to reas long as the fees are imposed in a turn to evaluate the balance between
way that does not discriminate be- our State and local governments and
tween different competitors and the the Federal Government on telefees are fair and reasonable. Further, communications policy.
Mr. President, the legislation raises
the.preemption authority only applies
to communications Issues and if the important issues and represents imporprogress for the Nation. As a retant.
to
regulate
cities have other authority
communications provider, they may sult of the bill. we can move forward
new technology, new products,
with
.continue to charge fees.
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and new services. The bill will open up
exciting new challenges and opportunities and we should embrace them. I
ook forward to these exciting new
challenges. While I remain concerned
about mandates and the role of cities.
teleour
States, and counties in
communication policy. I am pleased by
the exciting opportunities presented by
the legislation. I am pleased to lend my
support.
Who
OFFICER.
The PRESIDING
yields time? The Senator from South
Carolina has 14 minutes. The Senator
from South Dakota has 6 minutes.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, let
me, as we acknowledge the contributions of so many-specifically on Senator STEVENS' staff, I meant to mention our friend Earl Comstock. I
worked with him throughout the years
on our Commerce Committee. and he
was really diligent, along with Senator
LoTr's staff, in the early days. Chip
Pickering and now Kevin Pritchett.
and. of course. Senator Lo'Pr himself
over there, along with Senator STE
VENS.
On our side, you would have to comment on the contribution of Senator
FORD. who has been down there helping
us orchestrate everything. He was been
there since the early times helping us.
along with Senator EXON and his contribution on cyberporn and Its control
Senator ROCKEFELLER, along with Senator SNOwE in the Snowe-Rockefelle
particular amendment relative to the
discounted rates of he schools, the libraries, the hospitalS.
Senator BREAUX of Louisiana has
been very, very active on this measure.
I certainly want to thank him.
. The reason we do this. Mr. President.
to go right to the point while we have
a minute, is so the public can under
stand the involvement.
We had involved in this particular
measure and in the conference report.
which has just been adopted. incidentally, over on the House side by a vote
of 414 to 16. I do not know what happened to 16 people, how they got misled. I do not see why we did not get a
unanimous vote. but. in any event, it
shows the wonderful work done by
IARChairman BLILEY, Congressman
KEY. and the others over on the House
side.
Look at the entities involved: The regional Bell operating companies. They
have a tremendous interest and innuence, and the long-distance companies.
I think that was the real contest. I
mentioned earlier that on every Friday, we got together the RBOC's, the
regional companies, and every Monday
the staff would work. It was all on top
of the table. There was no downtown
lawyering and that kind of thing. It
was all on top of the table with the
long-distance companies. Necessarily.
the long-distance companies had been
thrown into competition at the time of
the divestiture back some 10 years ago.
And Bob Allen, chairman of AT&T
said, "Look, I have a third less personnel. I am doing a third more work and
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making an increased profit." So as
they.downsized, as they call it.and became competitive, the best proof that
competition has worked is with MCI
and Sprint and AT&T and the rest of
them that come in under that particular description.
But the long-distance companies
have been so aggressive that they were
beginning to move into the local exchange. I know of one particular concern this Senator had in the southern
region where our friends at MCI said
they were going to move.into Atlanta
with our friends of Bell South. Bell
South is,yes, a monopoly, but it was a
control monopoly whereby they could
not get into long distance.
It was to our interest and the public
interest, of course, that they not be
cherry picked. In other words, take off
the wonderful market of Atlanta and
Just leave the rest of the State wanting. That had Occurred in downtown
New York City with Teleport. So we
wanted them to come in on an evensteven, balanced basis. Trying to work
that out was really the task to bring
them on board where they all approved
of this particular bill and supported
this particular bill. Not that they are
100 percent in agreement with every
feature, obviously, but they realize this
is a mammoth step forward in trying
to bring the communications law of
America into the modern technological
age.
So we had the guidance of the 8(c)
test from our friend Judge Greene
where he ruled that there be no substantial possibility of using monopoly
power to impede competition. Every
word meant something to every communications lawyer. So we had to really get a checklist of "unbundiing" and
"dialing parity" and "access." and all
these things to be agreed upon.
it took actually weeks on every one
of those particular measures all last
year where we worked around the clock
to
get
it
balanced
and
not
overweighted one way and not let long
distance come in and market without
the ability, let us say, of our Bell companies to joint market also.
So we were educated about that and
came around to a balance in this particular measure and now have the support of. and can you imagine of all of
these entities supporting this particular measure: The regional Bell operating companies, the long-distance companies, the broadcasters, the cable TV
companies, the cellular, satellite companies, the newspapers, burglar alarm.
electronic publishing, public utilities.
pay phones, minority groups, computers were vitally interested in the outcome of this particular measure, the
schools, libraries, the hospitals. SnoweRockefeller. the Secretary of Education. Dick Reilly. and the administration were strong in this information
superhighway of our distinguished Vice
President.
The Department of Justice worked
diligently to make sure it was not just
a casual thing to send a letter or opin-
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ion over to the Federal Communications Commission and Just be thrown
in the wastebasket; that it should be
given substantial weight to their opinion to make sure that no monopolistic
tendencies and actual entities develop
in opening up the markets for competition. The State public service commissionshad to be coached and brought
along. The cities, the retailers of
equipment, the privacy groups, the
local competition or competitors like
Teleport. the manufacturers, the rural
telephone companies, the independent
program producers.-I can go on and on.
But we now have the support of every
one of these groups.
I think we have it because we feel
very strongly that the public interest
has been protected in the long-distance
section, in the broadcast section and
carried over from the 1934 Telecommunications Act. The antitrust
laws have been protected, as I pointed
Out.
One of the big disputes that we had
was the takeover of 50 percent of the
broadcast market in the United States.
Mr. President, I could be President if I
had that. I would call up Madison Avenue and say, "You're not going to advertise your Miller High Life unless,"
and then I would complete my thought.
You can control 50 percent of the television advertising In this country, and
we also already saw a tendency by
cable news--CNN did not want to carry
certain parts of advertisements because it was against their interest. We
tried to protect against that.
But if you had 50 percent, you might
as well forget it, because the money is
there, they buy it out, they control it.
You could become the President, as we
can see right now on the buying of the
Presidency up In the distinguished
State of New Hampshire where the distinguished Presiding Officer lives. I as
a candidate, if I take the public moneys. am limited to W600,000.But if I
have millions, I have spent millions, go
to Channel 5 in Boston and cover Highway 128 going up to Nashua where half
of the population of that great State
resides.
It is not so much the flat tax as it is
the sweep of the television control and.
the purchase. We will get to that later
on with campaign financing, because I
have a one-line constitutional amendment: The Congress of the United
States is hereby empowered to control
expenditures in Federal elections.
We have had bipartisan support, a
majority vote. All we lack is twothirds for that particular amendment. I
go back to the day when our colleague
from Louisiana, Senator Russell Long,
was elocptig In 1974 about the Federal
Election Campaign Practices Act and
said every mother's son was going to be
able to run for President. Nobody was
going to be able to buy it. Now they are
buying it. But let me go back to communications.
We are about to vote. We protected
the 50 percent. We never would yield on
that. That would be embarrassing for
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anybody to stand on the floor and ask
for It. To tell you, the only reason I
agreed to 35 percent is CBS. Westinghouse already has 32 percent, and we
did not want to have to go backwards.
Twenty-five percent Is enough.
We protected the rural areas. The
distinguished chairman of oar committee, Senator PRESSLER. Senator STEVKiS of Alaska, and Senator BURNS of
Montana and all, they protected those
rural areas. Any competitor that
comes in must serve the entire rural
area. They cannot just come in and
take a part. The public service commissions or authorities will determine
how competition will occur in those
rural areas. The infrastructure sharing
is provided for from the regional Bell
operating companies to help them suetain. We learned a lot with that blooming airline deregulation.
I see I have a colleague who wants a
few minutes. I want to yield to make
Sure he can comment.
The RBOC's. the checklist, and the
long distance I have touched on. Universal service: Every carrier, Mr. President, coming into the local market
shall contribute.
We have the Rockefeller provision
2 d Senator EXoN's oyberporn provin, which he is momentarily ready to
address.
How much time do I have left?
The PRESIDING OFFICER. About 3
minutes 10 seconds.
Mr. HOLLINGS. I yield that to my
colleague from Nebraska.
Mr. EXON. I thank my friend from
South Carolina. My heartiest congratulations to Senator PRESSLER, the chairman of the committee, and my friend
and colleague from South Carolina, the
ranking member, for a job well done
under some extreme circumstances. I
congratulate you. I understand that
the House has just agreed to the conference report by an overwhelming majority. I think the same thing will happen here.
Mr. President, I am pleased to voice
my enthusiastic support for this most
significant
piece of telecommunications legislation since the enactment
of the Communications Act of 1934.
As a Conference Committee member
and author and backer of key provisions of the bill I believe that this legislation is good for American families,
children and citizens in rural America.
Too often progress and discussions of
this legislation has been segregated to
the business pages of many of America's newspapers. Too much attention
has been paid to how this bill affects
large corporations. This legislation is
not only about large corporations. It is
legislation which will touch every person's life. It will open unprecedented
economic, educational and information
opportunities for all Americans.
Few pieces of legislation considered
by this or any other Congress have so
embraced the concerns and needs of
America's children and families as has
this legislation. I am very proud of the
fact that'this legislation includes the
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Communications Decency Act which I
introduced earlier this Congress and in
the last Congress to protect children
from indecent, pornographic communications on the Internet and other
computer services and to protect all
Americans from computer obscenity
and electronic stalking. With the passage of this bill, the Congress will help
make the Information Superhighway
safer for kids and families to travel.
The current
lawlessness on
the
Internet has opened a virtual Triple-X
(XXX)-rmted bookstore in the bedrooms
of every child with a computer. This
law alone will not clean up the
Internet. Parental supervision, industry cooperation along with strict law
enforcement, need to work together to
make this exciting new technology the
family friendly resource that it should
be.
I am especially pleased that the conference report also Included legislation
Senator GRASeLEY and I put forward to
crack down on those who use various
means of communications to lure children into illegal sexual activity.
Concurrent with our efforts to make
the Internet and other computer services safe for families and children, this
bill includes legislation which will hplp
turn the information revolution to the
benefit of all Americans but especially
for America's children. The SnowsRockefeller-Exon-Kerrey
amendment
which is part of this bill creates a
unique partnership with private industry. It will ensure discount telecommunications rates for schools, libraries and rural health care facilities.
This landmark provision will, perhaps.
give children In Harvard and Cambridge. NE, opportunities to use telecommunications technologies to learn
from libraries and scholars at Harvard
and Cambridge Universities.
Another area of critical importance
Is in enacting legislation to require
new televisions to contain the so-called
V-chip which will give families an opportunity to block violent, vulgar or
other objectionable entertainment programming from their TV set. If suocesafully implemented; thin legislation
will lead to the objective rating of prograns and give to parents the power to
bar from their homes those programs
which assault their values. I was proud
to co-sponsor the Senate V-chip
amendment.
Mr. President. this legislation also
reprdsent a major victory for rural
America.. The conference report gives
approval to the so-called farm-team
provisions. These provisions assure
that rural citizens enjoy telephone
technologies and prices which are comparable to those in urban areas. The
provisions also allow rural phone companies to pool resources with each
other and with cable companies to
share new technologies and to give
states the power to prevent unfair
cherry-picking competition in rural
markets. Under the farm-team provisions States-can require now telephone
competitors to offer service to an en-
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tire community rather than just a select few highly profitable rural phone
users. The provisions also give the Federal and State regulators flexibility in
dealing with small and mid-sized phone
companies. Too often, one-size-fits-all
regulation needlessly pushes up costs
for Nebraska's home town phone companies.
The farm team, by the way, is a
group of rural Senators which pushed a
package of rural-oriented reforms during last year's consideration of telecommunications legislation. As a charter member of the farm team along
with Senators BOB KERREY, JAY ROCKEFELLER, BYRON DORGAN.TED STEVENS,
and the current chairman of the Commerce Committee
Senator
LARRY
PRESSLER. it is very gratifying that
our ideas on universal service, rural
markets, regulatory flexibility and
preferential rates for schools, libraries
and rural health care facilities are now
central principles of America's future
telecommunications policies.
In a real sense this legislation is less
about big corporation and more about
changing the way Americans live, work
and learn, No one will be untouched by
this legislation. New options may confuse and frustrate some consumers at
first, but will bring new services, new
choices and more affordable prices to
all Americans.
The barriers to investment and innovation have been removed while protecting the essential elements of a free
market. The telecommunicatIons reform bill does not disrupt the Nation's
antitrust laws and does not change the
Justice Department's role in policing
unfair competition and predatory pricing.
Mr. President, most importantly this
legislation illustrates that a Congress
can make revolutionary change when
it puts party labels aside and works together not as Democrats and Republicans but as Americans. I congratulate
Senators HOLLINGS and PRESSLER and
all the members of both parties and
both Houses who brought this complex
piece of legislation together.
Thank you. Mr. President.
Mrs. BOXER. I would like to congratulate Senator EXON and the other
members of the conference on bringing
this very important conference report
to the floor today. However. I would
like to bring their attention to one section that is very troubling to me.
Section 507 amends a preexisting section of the Criminal Code, 18 U.S.C.
1462, and applies to the Internet. Now,
it Is my understanding that your Intent behind adopting this provision was
to place reasonable restrictions on obscenity on the Internet. I support this
goal. However, a section of this act
may be construed to curb discussions
about abortion. It seems to me this
provision would certainly be unconstitutional.
Mr. EXON. I appreciate the Senator's
raising the* issue of this provision. I
certainly agree with her that any discussion about abortion is protected by
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the first amendment guarantee of free
speech. I certainly agree that nothing
in this title should be interpreted to inhibit free speech about the topic of
abortion.
Further, she is quite right that our
interest in adopting this provision was
to curb the spread of obscenity-speech
that is not protected by the first
amendment-from
the Internet in
order to protect our children.
Mrs. BOXER. Mr. President, with
that assurance, I feel comfortable supporting this bill. And I hope that my
colleagues who were also concerned
about this provision will now feel comfortable supporting this bill. Once
again. I thank the Senator for clarifying this point, and for his hard work on
this bill.
Mr. EXON. Mr. President those who
have fought all efforus to bring some
level of decency to the Internet have
employed all sorts of rhetorical devices
to defeat the Communications Decency
Act.
The latest attack comes from those
who suggest that amendments originally in the House bill to title 18 section 1462 somehow revive obsolete provisions of the Comstock Act-(related
in information on abortion--which
courts have essentially determined to
be unconstitutional. The amendments
to title 18 merely clarify that the current laws which prohibit the importation, transportation, or distribution of
obscene materials lpply to computers.
The conference commlttee went to
great lengths in section 507(c) to underline that the changes to the Criminal
Code are clarifying and do not change
the substantive coverage of the current
law. The Congress last amended settiun
1463 in 1994 by increasing penalties for
violations of this section. Nothing in
this legislation prohibits constitutionally protected speech and this legislation does not revive other-wise dead
provisions of that law any more than
the 1994 amendment revived those very
provisions.

I thank the Chair and I thank again
those who put this act together. I am

pleased that it is about to pass the
U. S. Senate.
I yield the floor.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. we are on
the verge of passing the most important piece of legislation in this Congress. By unleashing competition in
the communications industry, America
will have more jobs, a stronger economy, and more opportunity. It is a real
economic stimulus package with one
big difference:
It relies on private-setor America. and not big government.
Mr. President. this bill has been in
the works for over a decade It has
stumped Congress after Congress. I
know that because I Introduced the
first deregulation bill after the breakup of the old "Ma Bell" system back in
1986, 10 years ago.
There is no doubt about it. This conference report was crafted in a bipartisan. I think nonpartisan, manner. I:
could not have been accomplished
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without the hard work of Chairman
PRESSLER and his staff. Senator HOLLINGS has played a key role for years
on this important issue.
I want to say an additional word
about Senator PRESSLER. I know the
'committee chairman sometimes gets a
little anxious and comes to the leader
quite often about. "When are you going
to take up my bill?" And I can report
that I did not get by one day without
Senator PRESSLER asking me that at
least two or three times.
So I want to congratulate Senator
PRESSLER for his dogged determination. I am very proud of the work he
has done and the work of the other
Members in the conference. We have
some differences. We think there are
still some things that should be addressed.
I am satisfied with the letter which I
have received from the FCC with reference to spectrum. I do not have any
desire to put a roadblock in the way of
the spectrum option. But I wish to
make certain the taxpayers get their
money's worth. If it is not worth anything. that is fine. Let us have public
hearings. Let us get It all out in the
open. Let us make a decision, and then
let us make that determination.
I am proud of the fact that this bill
willi pow in a Republican Congress. It
is no Small feat. It was only 3 yearn ago
Congress reregulated the cable TV industry. That is not to say that cable
TV did not have its problems, because
it certainly did. The difference is Republicans believe competition and not
Government is the best regulator of
the marketplace. Competition also
means more choices for the American
people. And choice provides the highest
level of consumer protection.
It has been a tough bill to put together and some issues were resolved
and some were not resolved. Important
issues like the foreign ownership provision that were dropped, they would
have helped American corporations pry
open foreign markets that have been
closed for too long. Or maybe it was
the relaxation of the broadcast ownership rule which would have given the
little guy access to capital and thereby
be a stronger competitor. There could
have also been language Included that
would have forbidden the FCC from
regulating the Internet. At the same
time, we did take steps to help parents
protect their children from indecent
material that is prevalent on this new
service.
I do not mean to take anything away
from the bill and how it will propel our
country into, the next century. Instead.
I wish to point out there is still much
to be done. I think everybody has
agreed to that.
I have also been openly critical of the
provision in the telecommunications
bill that would junk all television sets
In the country and create a giant welfare program for television broadcasters. I have worked closely with
Chairman PRESSLER. who has also been
critical of this issue for some time.

Senator McCAIN,
many others.

the

Speaker,
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FEDERAL COMMUNICATIONS
COMMISSION,
Washington,DC. February 1.1996.
Hon. LARRY PRESSLER,
So we have the letter. I am satisfied Chairrn.
Committee on Cosmerce, Science and
with it. They said, in any event, they
uransportation. U.S. Senate. Hari Senate
would not be prepared until 1997, and it
Office Building. Washington. DC.
seems to me we are not going to retard
DEAR CHAIRMANPRESSLER: Thank you very
progress In any way. We are just going much for your letter this morning about the
to find out what the facts are. If it is concerns expressed by Senate Majority Leadworth S10 billion. =2 billion. 30 bil- er Dole and others regarding the distribution
of additional spectrum to television broadlion. $70 billion, or zero. the public will
casters. We share the determination of you.
know after public hearings. We think
Senator Dole and others to protect American
the American taxpayers are entitled to
taxpayers. AS you know, under current law
at least that assurance. When we are and pursuant to the language of the Teletalking about reducing the rate of communications Act of I9M (should it become law), the Commission laks authority
growth of certain programs--Medicaid.
to auction, or charge broadcasters for the
Medicare. welfare-we ought to make
use of. the spectrum that has been identified
certain we are not going at the bottom
for the provision of these broadcast services.
and giving somebody at the top a windIn addition, given the many administrative
fall. And again maybe someday, if we
steps necessary to implement any asignlive long enough, this may be covered
ment of digital broadcast licenses, we would
by the networks, the spectrum. I doubt
not be in a position to issue those licenses
it. They will be covering Members of ay earlier than l197.
We recognize the serious policy questions
Congress who might be going overseas
Involved, and that you Intend to hold hearon important business. But it could be
that they might cover this. how much ings and enact legislation dealing with this
issue as part of an overhaul of policies govit is worth to them and how much it is erning the electromagnetic spectrum. Any
worth to broadcasting generally.
award of Initial licenses or construction perI think it
should happen. There mite for Advanced Television Services will
only be made in cocepliance with the express
should not be a double standard is what
they keep telling us. I agree with them. intent of Coorees and only pursuant to additional legislation it may adopt resolving
So I expect we would have objective rethis Iasse
porting on this particular issue.
Very tuly yours,
.R&ED
E. Hu r.
Today we secured a letter signed by
Chairnman.
all five Commisaloners. at the Federal
JAMZs H. QUILLO.
Communications Commission. These
Commissioner.
Commissioners stood with me, despite
ANORW C. BARNr,
intense lobbying to do otherwise. That
Cuonisioner.
is courage and we owe them our
SUSAN NESS,
thanks.
.CoaIser.
RACHELLBB. CHON ,
In that letter, these Commissioners
Cossmaisoner.
committed to Congress,
Mr.
PRESSLER.
How much time is
Any award of initial licenses or construetionpermits for advanced television services remaining?
The PRESIDNG OFFICER. Senator
will only be made in compliancewith the exexpired, and: the
press intent of Congress and only pursuant HOLLING's time hs
to additional legislation it may resolving Senator from South Dakota has 6 minthis issue.
utes 58 seconds.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
I am determined to turn the FCC's
yield 3 minutes to my colleague from
commitment to us into a victory for
Washington. I thank him very much
the American taxpayer. But Congress
for his work on this bill. It would not
will conduct hearings in the full light
;
have happened without him.
of day on this issue. We will follow
Mr. GORTON. Mr. President, In dealthrough and address this issue. For
ing with highly complex and technical
those who think this is an idle threat,
legislation, two requirements siem to
guess again. Because we will give this
me to be essential. The first is that
our utmost scrutiny.
those who have an interest in the legisNow, those may sound like tough lation and have conflicts among themwords, but, Mr. President, taxpayers selves over what is most desirable, exdeserve nothing less.
press their views so that Members, can
In closing, let me also assure those evaluate conflicting arguments and atskeptics that these letters are not--I tempt to reach the truth.
Each of these interest groups gives
repeat, are not--about saving face. It is
about saving the American taxpayer lip service to the consumer interest
billionsof dollars and stopping a give- and to competition, but It is only by
away, a giant corporate welfare pro- testing the groups' competing ideas
against one another that the consumer
gram.
Mr. President. despite this profound interest and competition.can truly be
flaw, which we will fix. this legislation served. That has clearly been the case
will create jobs and benefits that we in connection with the many year de-'
bate over telecommunications legislayet cannot imagine.
tion.
There
were myriad interest
I ask unanimous consent that the
groups. They had highly conflicting inFCC letter be printed in the RECORD.
terests. I believe that we have reached
There being no objection, the letter good accommodations in connection
was ordered to be printed in the with almost every one of those conRECORD. as follows:
flicts.
and
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But the second and even more important requirement for dealing with legislation of this type is that the Members who deal with the issue In the
commfttees, and particularly those
who are in charge, keep the public interest as their objective. In this connection, I want to say how much that
has been the case with the Junior Senator from South Carolina [Mr. HOLLINGO]'during his leadership in this
Process. Most particularly, however, I
offer my appreciation to Senator PRssSLER, who was willing to listen to everybody, but be the prisoner of no one,
in arriving at the right answers in connection with this bill. He did so in the
Senate proceedings, and he did so as"
chairman of the conference committee.
The fact that we are here today passIng. nearly unanimously, this important piece of legislation is a real tribute to him.
Personally. Mr. President, I should
like to note, two aspeots of this comprehensive, legislation. I have a great
interest in the competitive nature of
the wireless industry, and I am gratifled that most of my suggestigns in
that connection, to strengthen the industry'e competitive position, have
been accepted. I em also delighted that
we were able to protect our American
children nd the power of our Amerloan parents through the V-chip provisi6US and through other provisions,
.wlich will give more authority to farnilY.members to supervise what their
children see.
Other details, obviously, cannot be
gone into at the present time. This is a
fine piece of legislation. As a result of
the great work of our leaders, it will
create employment for many tens of
thouands of Americans, and ensure
that telecommunications will be a cutting-edge industry in this country for
many years to come.
I would like to ctlari,
end express
15y understanding, of a somewhat confusin provision in the bill regarding
uniform pricing of cable rates. The conference report changes the uniform
rate requirement in two essential
ways, First, section301(bX2) of the legislation sunsets the uniform rate. structure requirement in markete where the
cable .operator faces effective competition.
The second change to the uniform
" rte requirement is the addition of language that permite cable operators to
offer bulk discounts to multiple dwellIng unite or MDU's. The language in
this section permits cable operators to
offer bulk discounts to MDU's, "except
that a cable operator of a cable system
that. Is not subject to effective competition may not charge predatory
prices to a multiple dwelling unit."
• I understand that there has been concern that this somewhat awkwardly
worded section implicitly condones
predatory pricing once there is competition in a market, or for subscribers
who do not live in MDU's. Clearly it is
not the intent of Congress to supersede
the Sherman Act by allowing cable op-

erators to engage in predatory pricing
at any time or under any circumstances. In fact, the legislation includes a general antitrust savings
clause in section 601(b). This clause
guarantees that antitrust concerns
still will be addressed in the telecommunications industry.
Mr. PRESSLER. I join in that praise
of Senator DASCHLEand also Senator
DOLE.
Mr. President. in closing this debate.
let me say that we are passing a historic telecommunications bill that will
have a sweeping impact. It is prospective. deregulatory, and it will affect
every single American. It will have a
great international impact. I know
that our citizens will benefit greatly.
There will be new devices and new
technologies, and there will be lower
prices. We are entering an era that is
going to be like the Oklahoma land
rush. There will be an explosion of new
telecormnunications opportunities for
our citizens.
I thank all the Senators. I have had
the privilege of visiting with all 160
Senators about this legislation. I also
pay tribute to Congressman BLILEY,
Congressman
FIELDS,
Congressman
MARKEY, Congressman DINOELL, and
others, whom I have had a chance, as
chairman of the joint House-Senate
conference, to become acquainted with.
I have come to appreciate the work of
a House-Senate conference. I want to
pay tribute to our House colleagues
who worked so hard on this legislation.
UNANIMOUs-OONSENT
AOREEMENT
Mr. STEVENS. Mr. President. I ask
unanilmous-consent
that, consistent
with the law and the rules of the Senate Rules Committee, the maximum
amount of copies of the Senate version
of this conference report be printed
and, if possible, that 50 copies be delivered to each Senator's office.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Without
objection, it is so ordered.
Mr. PRESSLER. Mr. President, I
want to thank everyone. I yield the remalning time to the Senator from
South Carolina.
Mr. HOLLINGS. Mr. President, I ask
for the yeas and nays.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there a
sufficient second?
There is a sufficient second.
The yeas and nays were ordered.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
question is on agreeing to the conference report accompanying S. 652.
The yeas and nays have been ordered.
The clerk will call the roll.
The legislative clerk called the roll.
Mr. LOTT. I announice that the Senator from Texas [Mr. GRAMM] is necessarily absent.Mr. FORD. I announce that the Senator from Connecticut [Mr. DODD] and
the Senator from West Virginia [Mr.
ROCKEPLLa] are necessarily absent.
The PRESIDING OFFICER (Mr.
THOMAS). Are there any other Senators
in the Chamber desiring to vote?
The result was announced-yeas 91.
nays 5. as follows:
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IRollcall Vote No. 8 Leg.)
YEAS--91

Abreham
Akak.
Aehroft
housm
B.eett
Bide.
slnpeneo
B
Soer
Bredley

B-eau

Broo.
Bry-n
BSoe.
Bre
Byrd
C-eso U
Chree
Cona
cOohr-o
Cohen
Conrad
Coverdell

cr515

D'Anto
D.W.le
DeWtn
Doi.
Domeici
DOrt-r
Exon

FOIoth
Feietein
Ford
Fiet
Oleo
Gon.
Ore-n
0md
Oredel.y
Orens

Lott
Lsear
Mack
McCo.elI
Mlikohlk
Momley.rEeu
M.oyIChO
MorkowSki
NeM
Nickle

Hetneld
Henin
ne=
Holngs
HoteUiso
tuhr.e
Inoye
Jefford.
Johnston
K-beebn
xempborne
KeseedY
Ke
Xe'y
K.ry
Kohl

P.11
Preaier
1,7.0
Reid
Robb
Rot
Santer
5banes
Shelby
Strou.o
Smith
Snow
8seso
,a
T
Th.o"on

N.tM
Hsteb

Ks'

LaUmbneo
Le".
Lieberman

Nun

'tbOOd

W.,e_

NAYS--5
r.letold

1-thy

MCclO

Simon

Welistone

NOr VOTING-3
DOdd

Or-n

ionk.hil.

So the conference report was agreed
to.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I move to
reconsider the vote by which the conference report was agreed to.
Mr. PRESSLER. I move to lay that
motion on the table.
The motion to lay on the table was
agreed to.
cONIERssScREPORT
ON , s. TM
TKLECOMMUNICATrION
REFORM BUL

Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President. I congratulate the managers of this bill and
the leadership of the House and Senate
on bringing to the floor this complex,
overdue effort to bring our Nation's
telecommunications laws into the 21st
century. Although this legislation does
not receive the attention in the media
as do issues such as the Federal budget
and tax cuts, its Importance to our
economy, to the livelihoods of all
Americans, nd to continued technological progress cannot be overstated.
In fact, it has been said that the telecommunications reform bill is the
most important piece of legislation we
will pass in this Congress.
This bill recognizes that market
forces and competition are the fuels
that drive our Nation's economy. For
too long, most sectors of our telecommunications industry. particularly
the telephone industry, have been hamstrung by outdated laws that limit access to the marketplace. The great
bulk of law in this area ts actually
some 61 years old. It should be obvious
to everyone that communications technology has been revolutionized during
these 61 years, and our laws ought to
keep up with these changes In technology.
Since the 104th Congress began consideration of telecommunications reform early last year, there have been
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countless forces pulling the authors of
this legislation is many different directions. There have been industry groups,
individual
companies,
consumer
groups. unions, think tanks, the administration, and many. many more all
with an interest in this bill who have
rightfully voiced their concerns as this
process has gone forward. I admire the
long hours of hard work performed by
the Commerce Committee and its staff
in sorting through the maze of this
highly complex issue and producing
this conference report. I certainly did
not envy these individuals as they
tackled this extraordinary difficult
task.
While, as I have said. we all respect
the ability of the free market to
produce jobs and foster economic
growth, there are many in Congress
who are reluctant to let the marketplace operate completely freely in all
telecommunications industries. For example, many of my colleagues are concerned that the regional Bell companies will take undue advantage of their
ownership of local telephone networks
to compete unfairly in the long distance market. On the other hand.
many other colleagues are equally adamant that we should place very few restrictions on Bell companies as they
are permitted to offer long distance
service.
This debate over long distance represents just one of the many, many difficult balancing acts the managers of
this bill struggled with. In short, my
colleagues had to reconcile the views of
those whb wanted to let the marketplace more or less reign free with those
who sought regulatory protection for
industries and for consumers. And let
me tell you, this was no easy task for
the authors of this bill; I commend
them for their legislative ability. No
one is 100 percent happy with the final
product, but I am confident that the
benefits we will realize in enacting this
bill in the way of Job creation and technological progress are real. We can all
be proud of the Job done by the authors
of this legislation.
Mr. WARNER. Mr. President. I wish
to associate myself with the remarks
made by the distinguished Senator
from Rhode Island. Those of us who
have worked with the distinguished
chairman and ranking member on this
bill wish to acknowledge the great
credit for their leadership, and for our
distinguished majority leader and the
minority leader for their backup assistance.

Agriculture Committee. I am not certain if there is an agreement yet, but
we may be close to an agreement. We
think it would save a considerable
amount of time if we could suspend it
temporarily. I understand the Democrats have a conference at 5:30.
Mr. DASCHLE. Assuming we have an
agreement to talk about, but I was told
that we were close to an agreement. I
felt it was Important that we set a
time, if It were possible to do that, andthen immediately go back to the floor
and continue our work.
Mr. DOLE. I know a number of Merqbers have other engagements. I will be
in a position, maybe by 6 o'clock, to indicate whether we have an agreement
or do not have an agreement. If we do
not have an agreement, we will vote on
cloture. If we do have an agreement, we
will try to get a time agreement and
consider all amendments--en bloc?
Mr. DASCHLE. Hopefully.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the request to set aside
the cloture vote and to come back at 6
o'clock on this Issue? Without objection. it is so ordered.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, I can tell
Members now that there will not be
any votes for a while. We. will try to
give an a announcement at 6 o'clock.
We hope we can have a short time
agreement. If there is an agreement
overall on the agriculture bill, we
would not be here too late this evening.
If not, we would have to come back tomorrow or sometime next week.
So I say to my colleagues that we
will let you know as soon as we have
any information. And I appreciate your
cooperation.
Mr. DASCHLE addressed the Chair.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The minority leader.
Mr. DASCHLE. Let me commend the
distinguished Senator from South Dakota, and in particular our minority
ranking member, the Senator from
South Carolina [Mr. HOLLINoS] for the
remarkable job he has done in bringing
us to the point we achieved today.
Were it not for his contribution and
leadership and incredible determination over the last several months, we
would simply not have achieved what
we achieved this afternoon. Senator
HOLLINoS deserves commendation on
both sides of the aisle. I publicly want
to again thank him for the effort that
he put forth, for the remarkable teamwork that he demonstrated in allowing
us the opportunity to at long last
achieve what we have all hoped we
could achieve. •
So I commend Senator HOLLINOSand
CLOTURE VOTE POSTPONED ON
others who were involved, certainly the
THE FARM BILL
Senator from South Dakota. and I am
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. if I could very pleased with the result this afterhave the attention of my colleagues. I noon.
ask that the cloture vote be postponed.
I yield the floor.
Let me indicate what we believe is in
progress. We have been working for the
RECOGNITION OF RONALD.
last 2 or 3 hours with a number of
REAGAN'S 85TH BIRTHDAY
Members on each side of the aisle and
with Chairman LUGARand the ranking
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President. I undermember. Senator LEAHY. on the Senate stand a resolution I am about to offer
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has been cleared on each side. I send it
to the desk.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. .The
clerk will report.
The legislative clerk read as follows:
A resolution (S.Res. 220)inrecognition of
RonaldReagan's 85thbirthday.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. Is there
objection to the immediate consideration of the resolution?
There being no objection, the Senate
proceeded to consider the resolution.
Mr. DOLE. Mr. President, 16 years
ago, America was flat on hei back. Our
economy was a disaster. The only
things up were inflation. interest rates,
and unemployment-all in or near double digits. Abroad, our resolve was
questioned by our allies and doubted by
our adversaries.
Many so-called experts-including
some in the Government-surveyed the
situation, wrung their hands, shook
their heads, and pronounced that the
United States was in decline: That our
beat days were far behind us.
But one man knew better. And that
man was Ronald Reagan.
Ronald Reagan knew that power belonged with the people, not with the
Government. He knew that the best solutioas to our problems came not from
bureaucrats on the Potomac, but from
men and women on the Mississippi, the
Colorado, and the Columbia.
Ronald Reagan knew that economic
recovery could be achieved not through
regulations and redtape, but by allowing the magic of the marketplace to
work Its wonders.
Ronald Reagan knew that America
was right far more often than she was
wrong.
Ronald Reagan knew that military
strength was not the means to war, but
the key to peace.
Ronald Reagan knew that world respect came not from appeasement, but
from standing by your friends, by
speaking up for freedom, and by drawtig the line against dictators.
Ronaid Reagan knew that America
was still a shining city on a hill, and
that our Nation's best days were truly
yet to come.
It was this vision that Ronald
Reagan presented in 1980 and 1984.
It was this vision that the voters approved in overwhelming margins.
It was this vision that brought hope
and opportunity to millions.
It was this vision that revitalized
America, and changed the world.
Mr. President. next Tuesday is Ronaid Reagan's 85th birthday. And the
resolution we pass today will extend to
President Reagan the greetings and
best wishes of the U.S. Senate.
And I know I speak for all Members
of the Senate, when I say that our
thoughts and prayers are with the
President and Nancy.
Mr. WARNER. Mr. President, I rise
tonight to wish Ronald Reagan, one of
this country's, indeed, one of the
world's, great leaders, a happy 85th
birthday. The "Gipper" and his family-and -friends joining across the
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